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THE
EDITOR'S CORNER

-e"'THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
ECONOMIC VALUE OF
MAN. WILUAM J. P ARISH~ associate professor of Business Administration. has taught at the University of
New Mexico since 1948. He received
his Ph.D. at Brown University in
1929, his M.B.A; at Harvard in 1981,
and the degree of Doctor of Commercial Science at Harvard in 1950. Between 1981 and 1948 he was associated with business concerns in Cleveland and Albuquerque. .
Mr. Parish has written frequently
upon the cultural implications of
economics. In the Phi Kappa Phi
Journal he recently published an essay, "Higher Education and Economic Service in the Preservation of
D~ocracy," closely related to the article which now appears. Also a student of economics in this region.
from time to time Mr. Parish has
written on the small loan proble,rn.
the state budget system. and the patterns of economic growth in New
Mexico. His doctoral dissertation,
now being revised for publication, is
entitled "Charles Ilfeld and Mercantile Capitalism in the Arid Southwest."
' " G U EST ART 1ST, I X.
Since the general outline of FREDERICK O'HARA'S career is given else-

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol21/iss3/1

where in this issue by LEz ~~ this
paragraph does little more than concentrate biographical data..;:Born in
Canada in 1904, Mr. O'Hara. worked
on the Boston Globe from 1922 to
1929. He was graduated from the
Massachusetts School of Art in 1926
and from the School of the Museum
of Fine Arts. Boston, in 1929. Award·
ed the Paige Travelling Scholarship,
he lived and worken from 1929 to
1985 in Europe and North Africa.
Mr. O'Hara's work has appeared in
one-man shows throughout the country, and in frequent annual exhibits.
Prints and paintings of his may be
found in the permanent collections
of the State Collection at Rabat. Morocco. the Springfield (Massachusetts) Museum of Art, and the Art
Museum of New Mexico. Living in
Albuquerque since 1941, Mr. O'Hara
lias also been associated with the University of New Mexico as visiting professor in both Winter and summer
sessions. Readers of the Quarterly
will recall his review of Frank
Waten' Masked Gods in the Summer
issue.
Lez Haas, author of the critique. of
Frederick O'Hara, is associate professor of art and head of the Department of Art at the University of New
Mexico. From 1929 to 1987 Mr. Haas
practiced printing, engraving, and
commercial art, and as a painter himself he has exhibited in most of the
western states. Mr. Haas received his
M.A. from the University of California in 1942, and during the war
served as a naval officer in the South
Pacific.
continued on page J8z
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William ]. Parish

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF ~MAN
s SPIRITUALITY itself a primordial movin.g force in the advance of civilization? The significance which many thought. ful writers are attaching to the apparent resurgence of spiritual values in America as evidenced by the current statistics of
church membership, sales of novels with a religious setting, apd
receipts from motion picture films depicting a spiritual theme,
connotes a growing belief that this is so. Professor Cullitan of the
Harvard Business School describes this trend as becoming lithe
most potent force in the conti~ued development of America and
the dynamic preservation of the good part of Americanism withoilt the fossilized preservation of .everything that has been fondly
. labeled 'American: " Professor 'aoynbee has assigned a greater
responsibility to such a spiritual uprising-the task of saving a
disintegrating civilization.
This reflection of the mood of our times, with all its portent for
goodness can be a most dangerous movement. It can bea reaction,
instead of a going toward. It can be a running away, instead of the

I

261
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facing of a difficult task. It can be an admission of helplessness and
hopelessness. It can be all these things if spiritual values are to be
relied upon as primary causal factors in the betterment of human
relations.
To put the issue squarely, there is a tacit assumption being
made that the worthiness or dignity of man rests solely on the
qualities of the spirit, and that these qualities are primordial. It
will be the contention of this essay that, in speaking of society as
a whole, this assumption is false; that these spiritual values arise
. from the placing of a high economic value on man by men, and
that this value in tum is a direct function of the productiveness
of labor. If this premise is sound, it follows that there can be nothing permanent about the current rise in spiritual values in America (if, indeed, this is a fact) unless these values are fed continuously by the sweat and savings of me~.
Discussions of this character involve a certain amount of vagueness. Spiritual values do not lend themselves easily to empirical
analysis, nor can they be defined with precision. Generally speaking, they have been accepted as those expressions of humanitarianism which are voluntarily extended by man to his fellowmen. Specifically. they can be defined as those qualities possessing the attributes of charity, compassion, and tolerance.
The contention that these spiritual and humanitarian impulses
are by-products of production. will be defenqed by two methodsthe first, by use of a theoretical illustration built on certain reasonable assumptions, and the second, by presenting an historical
sketch of the sweep of Western Civilization. The approaches are
mutually exclusive of each other, and yet, each adds credence and
strength to the final judgment. The economist will claim, rightfully, that the reasoning is not as finely drawn as it ought to be.
The historian, with equal good reason, will question the selectivity of the examples used. Such, however, are the limitations'of an
essay of this scope.
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the existence of a very largegroup of freemen
with a normal distribution of capacitiesfor prOduction. Eachman '
farms an equal quantity of equally fertile land which is better
than marginal. Capital tools are too scarce to have any significance
so that production is dependent, almost entirely, upon hand labor. Somewhere below the middle point in ourgroup, say the fortieth percentile, there will be PeOple barely able to eke out an existence. Those with lesser capacitieswill have a negative netvalue,
that is, they will be consuming more than they are producing.
Their dependenceon those individualswith superior intelligence
and energy will become self-evident because these bottom producers will have learned through experience that they are unable
to supply their own sustenance, and that they must rely upon others to fill their needs.
The resUlt of this situation will be that those least fortunate in
the possession of' native talents will' bargain their' freedom for
physical needs. In a relatively short time there- will be ~ subjugation of many by the few, and there will tend to develop a greater
maldistribution of wealth than maldistributio~of productive capacities. Abuse of this monopolistic conditioIfis to be expected,
and slavery as an inStitution can easily develop. It may even be
that some of those individualswho have a net value to the community will be forced into this slave group, but large numbers of
them will find themselves free, only technically, as they drift into
a system wherein they owe allegiance and tithes to,a dominant individual or individuals.
There will be little charity, compassion, or tolerance displayed
within or toward the marginal or submarginal members of this
group. These individuals are not valuable to each other, and our
ruling class, which has a plethora of labor at its'disposal (few of
whom are capable of anything but the most menial'tasks) ,will
think of and treat this servile group as expendable.
There will be a tendency, as savings accumulate in the hands of.
.a few, to transform these goods into active capital as opportunities
LET U 8 A S8 U ME
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for increased production appear. Individuals who control this
capital can f)ecome extremely wealthy, in relative terms, if they
can find the labor to use the capital tools intelligently. As the tools
becoine more technical the need for trained and iQtelligent men
becomes greater. An economic demand arises for education of a
larger proportion of the group. Technical knowledge is passed
on to the laborers who,. through the building and operating of
tools and machines, acquire a more practical ability for producing
jrnmediate income than those of the so-called leisure class whose .
talents have been directed increasingly toward administration
and cultural pursuits. Division of labor is carried much further
than heretofore with two marked effects. Many men become more
dependent upon each other, and each of these men has increased
his economic yalue through his capacity for producing a greater
volume of material goods.
Production of material goods soon creates need for, and a dependence. upon, individuals in. the service trades. Shopkeepers
and storekeepers arise to dispoSe of surplus goods. Wholesalers are
sorely needed as the wheel of trade brings our group and others
into, more frequent contact. Financial institutions develop to aid
in the How of savings through indirect lending. The services of
government and, particularly, its institutions of justice (which
grow as a natural concomitant of complication with its inevitable
misunderstandings) are in greater demand. Education of a larger
proportion of the people, as has been mentioned before, becomes
a necessary service to specialization. The point to be emphasized is
that none of these services are possible without surpluses of goods
above subsistence, and the quantity of,services ~rmitted and demanded can only grow as production of material goods grows.
The result, however, is a progressive division of labor and a greater interdependence of people.
Somewhere along this route a resistance to arbitrary demands
and rulingshy masters will develop. Men who are valuable to
others demand something more than wages and support. They

a
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seek respect and the right to an iner.easing amount of freedom.
Certain individuals of higheconomi~v~ue to others :will com·
mand this respect ~nd attain greater freedom. In time whole
classes of people will reach this objective.
Should the savings and capital resources of. om hypothetical
group increase to tremendous proportions so that surpluses over
subsistence are fabulous, division of labor can progress the ex...
tent that every man.i~ an expert in his own right So ~~ute can
job classifications be~ome that there evolves a greater equality of
productive powers than of intelligence. Fields of knowledge may
be split and resplit ,until e,vena University, typically departmentalized, becomes cubby-holed. Under these conditions, all members of our group ;would so demonstrate their value to each other
that the doctrine
of equal rights for. every man,orice a privilege
.
protected by law, becomes a tradition accepted by ~l without
.
,
questIOn.
There can be little doubt that at this stage of economic deveb>pment the.doctrine of the broth.erhood of man, which a few mem- · bers ofour group have been practicingand many others have been
·preaching for so long, is the only practical manner of living. In
fact, a social law, long suspected, now emerges as axiomatic, name·
ly: a community's capacity for charity, compassion, and tolerance
(spiritual values) to its members is directly proportional to the
·degree of equality of economic value of the individuals within
that community. Further, a high degree of equality of economic
value can only be ahained through a substantial per capita production of material goods in which a high degree of dependence
of one individual upon another is present.

to

possible that other theories based on different assumptions, could be woven to prove this argument unsound. It is'
doubtful, however, if other approaches could be termed realistic,
particularly, in view of ~e experiences of Western Civilization.
If other civilizations have been founded- on different values than
IT MAY BE
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those of material goods, it ought to be emphasized that there has
not been in such cases ;m opportunity for a substantial increase of
material goods. It is probably true that wherever technical progress has made possible the distribution of large amounts of material goods into other cultures, the philosophy described above
has gained ascendency. The exception, sometimes pointed out, of
the destruction of material goods by certain primitive peoples in
conspicuous consumption, is neither an exception nor uniquely
indige~ous to primitive peoples. Certainly, however, as far as
Western Civilization is concerned. the theoretical approach which
has been employed should serve as a rather faithful portrayal of
the causes of its progressions and regressions. toward and from the
dignity of men within large groups.
days of Western Civilization, when the influence of the cultural nomads was coming to an end as the dominant
form of economy. perhaps four to six thousand B. C.• these wandering peoples began to settle down in free villages along the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. The freedom of these men to toil in
their fields, however, was slowly restricted as stronger individuals
tested their abilities to abuse and enslave the weaker members of
their group. Whether we are speaking of Babylonia or Nippur
prior to 2500 B. C., Cnossus in Crete of an even earlier date, the
Hellenic villages. including Athens. Chalcis, Corinth, ,or Rome
in the first millenium B. C., or the settled villages of Europe from
the eighth to eleventh centuries, the first phase of their deve.lop@ent was generally freedom, and the second, increasing restriction of that freedom. As the superiority of one individ~ or village over another became evident, domination and slavery were
practiced on an increasing scale. Not only were the weaker individuals easily susceptible to enslavement but whole villages, including their free classes, were commonly subjugated.
Most free men have an aversion to constant drudgery, and,
therefore in the days of little capital, it was possible to increase
IN THE EAR L Y
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total production of a community by forcing men and women to
labor from dawn to dusk. One Qf the early phenomena of this
striving for increased output was the frequent occurrence of an
individual, born to slavery, earning his freedom through produc..
tion. When surpluses aro~, necessitating a market place and then
storekeepers, it was most common for this recognition to be granted. Of course, it happened even· more often in the case of newly
enslaved people who had been free elsewhere.
The destfl.lction, however, of material goods had a contrary effeet on the cl1arity, compassion, and tolerance practiced by members of a community. This ~ particularly evident in the six hundred year period covering the Messenian, Peloponnesian, and Punic Wars. The pressing problem of overpopulati~nwas felt by all
the clty states of Greece from the eighth to the four.th century B.C.
Under such conditions 'slavery would be expected to grow and it
did. Different Greek states, however, used different methods to
solve the problem of shortages, of goods. Sparta, in the first and
second Messenian Wars, attacked her neighbors with varying suc...
cesses. The result was the development of slavery of the most vi..
clous type. Corinth and Chalcis found the going easier byexploiting and colonizingSicily, Thrace, and Southern Italy, and a less, .
abusive type of slavery .was evident in their social structure. Athens, however, for a long while turned to division of labor and intensive cultivation of her soil, and the result was a growth in p0litical power to new classes of peop~e unheard of in the history of
the world to that time.
When, in the fourth century B. C. Athens turned toexploitation through war, thus throwing a great cost and a10wer standard
of living upon the populace, racialism, not noted by historians to
have existed before this time in this cosmopolitan city,· came into
vogue. The institution of slavery sunk to lower levels andevell
Aristode rationalized that it was natural for some men to be
slaves. He would not have reached the same conclusion a hundred
years earlier for he would have been witness to another tr~nd-
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the increasing ability of men in bondage to earn their freedom.
For more than a hundred years following the death of Alexander, in 323 B. C., the stage in the Hellenistic area was being set for
an increase in the dignity of Western man. Production through
technology, and trade with the East were large. In spite of almost
continual warfare the material welfare of the populace was rising. Treatment of slaves tended to be gender and manumissions
were common. A greater humanitarianism as an ideal was commonly taught in th~ schQOls. And yet the promise of this age sunk
to the lowest levels as the Roman tyranny spread through the war
of attrition against Hannibal.
In Greece the standard of living fell so far as to cause smaller
families and a widely accepted practice of infanticide. Inequality
of incomes became more marked and the dignity of man, which
had reached such a high relative peak in Athens in the fifth century, was precipitately declining.
In Rome the nadir of human relations was reached. So great
was the drain of resources by war that there could be no constructive economic function for much of the slave population, captured
or natural, and over the next two or three centuries the "thumbs
up, thumbs down" gladiatorial exhibitions of slaves and criminals
found widespread acceptance in the Roman moral code. The extremely cruel civil war and the crucifixions of thousands of followers of the Gladiator Spartacus in the first century B. C. are further examples of how worthless human life became when men
were directed over a long period of time to the wholesale destruction of material goods.
It is not surprising that in such a desecration of morals a religion
that teaches the dignity of the common man and which offers surcease from woe in the Kingdom of Heaven would hold great appeal to the downtrodden individual.· Christianity sw~pt through
the masses with tremendous force and became powerful enough
to be adopted as the official religion of the Roman Empire in 337
A. D.
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In spite of this new light, and in some ~s enlightenment, the
economic colla~ of Western Civilization .canied .everything
with it including the soul, but not the structure, of the newly
founded Church. Roman schools disappeared-aneconomie service too costly to bear when material production and distribution
fall so completely. Roman republicanism,gave way to a monarchy
which, altqough adopting Christianity, soon pressed this new institution, with the support of Christians, into more war.
When Theodoric, the Goth, became King of Rome in 493, he
replaced no one. The throne had been vacant for seventeen years.
The layers of unproductive fat in the body politic, that the slaves
and half-free plebians had struggled to feed and service, had been
. cut out. Financial obligations could be ignored. The cost of the
Jnilitary had disappeared. The triumph of barbarism, not of the
Goths but of Western Civilization, had run its course.
The Dark Ages, so-called, from the seventh to twelfth centuries
is a story of slowly increasing trade, the founding of free villages
followed by the reintroduction of serfsand slaves, the subjugation
of many of these villages, and finally, the rise of the lord and his
manor. It can be said with much truth: "This is' Western capitalism repeating itself."
Now, however, the speed of change could be greater. Themo~
Dastic orders had contributed greatly to the preservation of knowledge and its advancement. Transportation and communication
improved, and technology spread. The merchants became the
efficient distributors of the goods of the lord and the Church, and
th~ men early gained their freedom. In fact their freedom became the freedom of whole towns. Lubeck was such an example
in 1188. At an earlier date, 1074, Cologne, through the hands of
irate merchants, expelled its Archbishop, demanded and obtained
its freedom. King John of England, 1199-1216, badly in need"of
money, was a wholesale purveyor of chartel's granting freedom
to towns.
From the thirteenth to the nineteenth century it is the mer-
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chant who everywhere is championing freedom and self-govemmente Expanding markets created useful employment, and a
larger, part of the labor force became valuable in its own right.
The Church, however, in some respects, was a counteracting
force. Because of its opposition to interest, trading was more difficult than it should have been. The Inquisition rcm counter to
the moral teachings of the Church. Towns under Church control
were slow in gaining their freedom. It is not surprising, therefore,
to"find businessmen as a class supporting Martin Luther and his
Protestant movement. Wars were many, some in the name of
Christianity, but fortunately production and markets grew faster
than war could destroy them so that freedom and its concomitant,
democracy, made great strides.
Toward the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century a speeding up of industrialism occurred. With it
came a period of exploitation of labor that has damned and
dogged big business to this day and completely blinded many intelligentwriters of history to its most real and, it is to be hoped,
enduring contribution-a higher possible vulue for all men everywhere.
Economically speaking, this exploitation was natural though
doomed to a short life. Tremendous improvements in the use of
capital were being made, but ownership of this new capital remained in the hands of a few. This temporarily upset the equalization of economic values of men that had been progressing for
seven hundred years or mOre. The net effect, however, was to increase the productiveness of labor through technology and specialization, and, as a result, the economic value of labor soared.
This was manifested in a natural trend toward higher and more
equal distribution of incomes in ~e century to come. It waS this
spurt of commerce that gave men sufficient charity, compassion,
and tolerance of others to cause the abolishment of slavery in the
British Empire in 1833, and in the United States in 1~63. It is an
unfortunate and inaccurate interpretation of the facts for Toyn-
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bee to write: "[If] the drive of Industrialis,gJ. had ~ot'~en largely
neutralized by the drive of Democracy, the Western World would
not have rid i~ of slavery so-easily~" Democracy, itself, was nur~
tured and won ~y production, and the temporary position ofcapital as a tool of the few does not'alter the significant truth that free- '
dom and dignity for the individual come through savings and
output.
L

Revolution has made it possible to, take
great strides toward the development of charity, compassion, and
tolerance for our fellowmen, but so far most of the advance has
been within groups of PeOple with common backgroundandheritage. Both the theoretical approach and the.empirical evid~nce
. submitted in this essay omitted reference to intergroup improvement in human relations. The economic reasons for this failure
of spiritual values to make si~cantgains betw.een heterogeneous groups are two. Firsti'the mternational division of labor has
been discouraged because of the relative ease of creating promising specialization at home, and because of the difficulty which
man has experienced in mainiaining full employment, particularly when this problem is made more severe through the importation of competitive goods causing greater unemployment. The
value added to men by manufacture has been so great as to pemrlt
a net gain, in many instances, even when artificially protected
high costs of production are present. The temptation, and sometimes the wisdom, of putting ainan to work in imeconomical production fosters the persistence of protectionism. This slow progress, or perhaps regression, in the international division of labor
has led to a less apparent dePendence of one group upon another,
. than has been apparent within a group. The popular feeling in
the United States, for instance; that we should not export cotton textile machinery to C~na nor import more than a limited
amount of sugar from Cuba is evidence of thi$ lack. of fe~g of
dependence.
THE INDUSTRIAL
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Second, where a feeling of dependence on materials, but not
men, is real, such as is cultivated by the need of industrial nations
for pig bristles, natural rubber, oil, or uranium which are abundantly present in undeveloped countries, the strong technological
nations have been ruthless in their treatment of less materially
productive peoples. Here again is the picture of inequality of the
economic values ofmen, this time groups of men, resulting in little charity, compassion. or tolerance on the part of the more valuablegroup.
Since 1914 the lack of apparent dependence of one group upon
another and this widening spread in inequality between groups
has dealt the dignity of Dian in some parts of the world a crushing
blow. Two world wars have destroyed capital faster than men
have been killed. thus leaving masses of the world's population
without sufficient tools to raise large groups above the margin.
Without a doubt. ,the rise of authoritarian governments in
Europe and even in America between the Wars resulted partially
from the destruction of material goods throughout much of
Europe from 1914 to 1918. The rise and spread of Russian Marxism from 1918 to date is the most spectacular manifestation of
this economic disease.
With the extreme destruction of material goods during the second World War. masses of people have been rendered economically valueless. Slavery has returned, if not as an institution, as a
sadistic reversion of economically frustrated peoples who have
succumbed naturally and voluntarily to the philosophy that man
obtains his rights from the State. How different in those countries
enjoying a relatively high standard of living where the State obtains its rights from the people.
true, as some have prognosticated, that Western Civilization is now experiencing its third hundred years' war since
the birth of Christ. and. if so. that we have more than a half century of destruction before us. It is this possibility that highlights

IT MAY BE
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the faulty· and dangerollS reliance wpj.ch is so generally placed
upon the teaching of!piritual values as the mainspring for a more
charitable, a more compassionate, and a more tolerant world.
-The argument does not deny a feeling of deep humility for the
power of the spirit in influenci~gman to accomplish the incredible. History, however, has shown th~ incredible to have been twoedged-magnificent in accomplishment, and bnital in destruction. When production of material goods has tended upward over
long periods of time, larger percentages of people who have
shared in this rising standard of living have attained dignity in
the eyes of their fellowmen. In such periods the capacity of man
for charity, compassion,' and tolerance has grown,'and as an enlightened self-interest, has served to increase production.
When, on the other hand, output has suffered a sustained loss,
or when the fruits of production have been shunted continuously
to uneconomic uses, the moral fabric of the people weakens and
the bestial qualities of self-preservation assert themselves.
Economic disintegration of the Hellenistic world from the
fourth century B. C. to, perhaps, as late as the sixth century A. D.,
was a more influential force than the accumulated moral teachings through the Golden Age of Greece plus the tremendous impact of five hundred years of Christianity. The enormous destruction of capital over a major part of Europe since 1914 has been a
compelling influence in the spread of a philosophy that enslaves
men·s bodies and souls and relegates the individual to the status
of suppliant to the State. This is "materialism/, but it is a materialism without the "materials."
Historical evidence appears rather conclusive, as, indeed, theory would have led us to believe~ that although the magnificent accomplishment of the dignity of man everywhere will most certainly be a triumph of spiritual values, this dignity will come only as a
result of the productiveness of mankind.
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Arturo Torres-Rioseco

THE TWENTY-FIVE YEAR ANNIVER·
SARYOFDONSEGUNDOSOMBRA
19 26, just twenty-five years ago, Don Segundo Sombra
was published in Argentina. The critics unanimously praised
this work, and since then the reputation of Don Segundo
Sombra has become more and more solid. Today the novel is considered a classic.
Don Segundo Sombra belongs to the gauchesco· genre,' inasmuch as it deals with the life of the pampa, its men, its work, and
its atmosphere. The style of the book is,that of the inhabitants of
the province of Buenos Aires; it has the regional idiom which its
author, Ricardo Giiiraldes, knew as well as Spanish. Nevertheless, Don Segundo Sombra, although it is a gauchesco work, has
nothing in common with the truculent novels of Eduardo Gutierrez, the initiator of this g~nre, nor with the" most important
poems of the popular epic, Martin Fierro and Santos Vega.
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Don Segundo Sombra is narrated in the first person by'~ young

j

gaucho, who learns the various tasks of the pampa u~der theguidance of Don Segundo Sombra, whom he calls his godfather. The
essential purpose of the novel is. to show the affection andadmiration that the boy feels for his mentor. From the first time he sees"
him, "huge under his light colored poncho,': until he takes leave
of him and remains "likeone who is bleedingto death," the young
gaucho reveals the deep loyalty that he feels for his master and
makes us realize its quality.
Under the direction of Don Segundo he learnsuthe manliest of
occupations," that is, all the knowledge of the man of the pampa:
the cattle driver's skill, the tricks of the horse breaker, the expert
use of the lasso and the boleadoras,l the technique of developing
a good horse, the making of halters, reins, cinches.
When at the end of the novel the young man inherits a large
ranch, Don Segundo remains with him for three· years; then he
leaves and disappears into ~e pampa, thus fulfilling the destiny
of one who cannot take root anywhere but must always move on.
Don Segundo Sombra is more an idea than a man; hence, the
word "sombra," shadow, something which is beyond concrete
reality. Don Segundo is the symbol of manliness, he embodies the
feeling of liberty, perfection in one's wo~k~ dignity in simple or
great acts, patience, stoicism, anq. the kindn~ss and hl1mor of all
the gauchos of the past; he is the ideal gaucho whom Giiiraides
carried within himself, but who was also a man of flesh and blood
whose name was Segundo Ramirez.
That which the little gaucho admires in his master is this:
coolness in danger, honesty, absolute courage, modesty, the perfect knowledge of the cowboy's profeSsion, anddisdain for wealth.
Don Segundo is a gaucho, that is to say, he is the "son of God, of
the countryside, and of himself." Don Segundo defines himself
when he exclaims on addressing the. boy: "If you are a gaucho, a \ -

-1

1 Argentine lariat with balls at both ends, which are thrown to twist the lariat
around an animal's legs.
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real gaucho, you will not change, because wherever you go your
spirit will go before you leading you like a bell mare."
~ The young boy is the intelligent, admiring, and faithful'disciple. Don Seg\1ndo might have done with him whatever he
wanted; he could have made him a caudillo, an outlaw, a bad
gaucho, a slave to his will, but he preferred to shape him in his
own image, a perfect gaucho in his simplicity and greatness. The
little gaucho possesses besides that which Don Segundo seems to
have lost with age: the youthful emotion of the first experiences
of beauty, the intense joy of the pampa at dawn, the feeling of
rain on dry pastures and the horses' bodies, the pleasure of seeing
clear light on the fields and water. The great joy of living in liberty,which in Don Segundo is always latent but tempered by his
mature philosophy. belongs to youth in its fullness. The little
gaucho lives Don Segundo's early youth. that youth which Don
Segundo must have lived in order to become the hero that he was.
When the boy becomes the owner of a farm he will search in
books and in culture for the profound joy of new discoveries and
revelations with the same intensity as he did in the pampa.
The structure of the novel
is based on these two characters. The interest of the story
is maintained by the continuous succession of inner and
outer experienc~hebackground is the pampa. which
gives the characters their
emotional life, their idealism, and their experiences.
The novel isimovem~nt and
space-movement in so far as constant traveling is
concerned and the vital succession of sensations and
emotions; space in a real sense of places and numberless mirages.

{
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'Riding, riding, riding,' exclaims the little gaucho," and Don.
Segundo's existence is just this: "a constant desire to travql, which
is like a network of roads, and an eagerness to possess ev~rythi~g,
which increases every day:' That is why when the young gaucho _ .
has to remain on the farm' he feels that his life is ended; and in'order not to die completely, he tries to find a new life in books.
If the pampa is full of roads, the so~ls of the two characters are
full of horizons which invite them to their fullest expression.
As nanator the young man has written the novel,after he has
become a wealthy farm owner and a man of culture, that is, after
he has acquired a literary style. Let us remember that from childhood the little gaucho has had a fine sensibility and a deep rooted
pride ("I had learned already to swallow my tears and not to believe in Hattering words") , that he has become a philosophic and
stoic man under therwatchful eyes of Don Segundo, that continuous travels have kindled his imagination and a thousand experiences have enriched his inner world. Thus we shall understand
better Giiiraldes' manner of expression when he writes:
'Vay up yonder the starry sky seemed to be a huge eye, full of shining sands of sleep. Sleep fell upon me like a pile of straw on a sparrow.
U

l

,

Giiiraldes fuses the poetic faculty of the young man and th~ realism of his vision. "Way up yonder" keeps the rustic flavor of the
gauchesque idiom; "full of shining sands" is a poetic expression
which' denotes a literary standard,. the mark of a good writer.
"Sleep," an abstraction, becomes a concrete image to the gaucho
who has often seen a pile of straw fall upon a sParrow. Given these
examples we may understand better Giiiraldes' style•. He uses
constantly and accurately the language of the country folk, but
without wishing to be always picturesque and exotic, as is the
case of Jose Hernandez in his poem Martin Fierro.
Themost frequentresources of this style are: description oflittle things pertaining to country tasks, things that are so insignificant that it seems theyshouldn't have a name; use oiverbs already
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forgotten by the people of the cities but dear to the gauchos;
no~ns used exclusively by the cattle driver; adjectives and adverbs which have become worn through continuous regional
usage; half finished interjections and sentences, and emphatic rep'
et~tions. But all these are genuine forms, not invented by the
author; and with them he can give us accurate and faithful descriptions of real scenes of gaucho life, such as the following of a
country store:
Meantime, while my self-trust swelled like the day, we had come to
a country store. It was a single building, rectangular-shaped; the ta~
room was on the right of an open hall with benches where we sat down
side by side like swallows on a wire. The storekeeper handed out the
drinks through a coarse iron grating that caged him from the great
room with its tiers of gay-labeled bottles, flasks and jugs. Skin sacks of
mate leaf, demijohns of liquor, many-shaped barrels, saddles. blankets,
horse pads, lassos littered the floor. And through this welter of stock
the owner had made a narrow trail as cows made a path, and he came
and went along it bearing drinks, smokes, mate, saddle fittings. Attoss
from the taproom were a couple of columns of cement, joining the
roof of the house into an arbor for the patio of gnarled paradise trees.
And farther off was a taba field. The trail in front of the store bellied
out wide enough to hold the herd.
Other linguistic phenomena-archaisms, Indian words, phonetic
variations, ultracorre~tness, analogies-have less importance for
us, since their use may be found in other regions, whether it be
in Spanish Ame~ica, in Spain, or in New Mexico. In reading Don
Segundo Sombra one does not find those phrases of erudite pedantry which disfigure the style of so many gauchesque writers,
phrases that may impress the foreign readerbut never the inhabitant of Argentina.
.
Don Segundo Sombra is more thkn just a gauchesque novel; it
has the proportions of a work of universal aPRCal. Its hero is conditioned to regional life by what is perishable-language, clothing, occupation, a way of life-but by his deepest vital processes
Don Segundo may aspire to the status of a universal man. The
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dignity of his person imposes respect anywhere, and 'we can imagine that Don Segundo might enter a drawing room in Paris or
New York, wearing boots, spurs, and chiripd,' without anyone
daring to laugh at him. On horseback Don Segundo might have
accompanied in his rides through Hyd~ Park that English gaucho
whose mlme.was R. Cunningham Graham ("Don Roberto" to the
Argentineans) , or W. H. Hudson, the fam~us author of Far Away
and Long Ago.
His dignity, the preciseness of his words and actions, would
make him stand out in any social gathering. As a novel, Don Segundo Sombra fulfills the strictest Spanish concept of the genre:
pure realism, a fine sense of humor, concentration of interest on.
two characters, rapid succession of a gallery of interesting types,
internal and external movement. In this way Don Segundo Sombra follows, at a respectable distance, in the footsteps of the Lazarillo de Tormesand the Quijote.
Don Segundo Sombra .puts an end to the bizarre forms of the
works of its class, to the stupid repetition of melodramatic and
violent episodes, to the grandiose plots devoid of psychology, to
mediocre sentimentalism and eroticism. Nevertheless, the novel
does not lack feeling, but on the contrary possesses that deep emotion that one finds in human actions which are the result of a
genuine realism. Don Segundo Sombra is rich in human experience. With the ideas of this novel one could write an essay entided
ICGauchis~oand Philosophy" which would deal with self-reliance
and the harmony between human limitations and ambitions. Another essay, which might study the formation and development
of character, could be called uGauchismo.andPedagogy"; suchan
essay might revolutionize contemporary methods of education,
which insist on cluttering the mind of the student with pseudoscience, pedantic information, and half-troths, forgetting that
harmony of knowledge, morals, and character which humanistic
)
culture has left to us.
.,}__
2 Long fringed shawl worn

by gauchos. fastened at the>waist by! a belt.
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After a quarter of a century the novel of Ricardo Giiiraides is
alive and no longer requires favorabl~_criticism or the help of
patriotism for its, success. It is useless both to defend it or attack
it. As in the case of Don Quijotel sequels have been written to
Don Segundol but none of these even remotely compares with the
original.
I have often been asked if. Don Segundo Sambra is the best
Spanish-American novel. Knowing that I undertake a great responsibility, I have answered "yes:' Don Segundo is an exemplary
novel, and as such it should be placed beside the classic novels of
our language.

WORKS BY RICARDO GUIRALDES (1886-1927)
EI Cencerro de Cristal. Buenos Aires, 1915.
Raucho. Buenos Aires, 1917.
Cuentos de Muertey de Sangre. Buenos Aires, 1915.
Rosaura. San Antonio de Areeo, Argentina, 1922 (privately printed).
Xaimaca. Buenos Aires, 1923.
Don Segundo Sombra. Buenos Aires, 1926.
Das Ruch von Gaucho Sombra. Berlin, 1934.
Don Segundo Sombra. Antwerp, 1943.
Don Segundo Sombra, Shadows on the Pampas. New York, 1935.
Poemas Solitarios. San Antonio de Areeo, 1928 (privately printed).
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H E TO SSE D hat and gloves aside and

made for the window .
at the foot of her bed-her own window, with its absurd little
balcony outside; she could stand on it, that was all. Swinging
her feet over the sill, she thought angrily that this was the closest _
to herself she could get. The view was everyone's, but from here
it was her own: the hillside garden atremble with pink and white
blossoms; enclosing a row of stiff dark pines, then the stone wall.
Beyond, outside, fugitive-the street, the town, the world. For instance, who was that man flinging himself so joyfully along the
Avenue du Leman? Why did he toss back his head to whistle like.
a bird? Far to the left, past dered vineyards asleep in the languorous sun-filled air, she could just see a little boat, drawing-away
from Pully. The daily Utour du lac~" Over yonder, across the lake,
in France, mountains were still white-topped, though it was now
the middle of May. Oh, to be but there somewhere .fQJ; the after.i
noon, anywhere at all, but alone!
UAttendezi I'll be right with you!" Carolyn, in the room below,
was calling to someone in the garden.
Holding herself tight against the intrusion, Clara realized that
very soon now Margret would. be up. If Margret were only anybody, but Margret was worse thati that. She didn't merely push
to fill a vacancy you wanted left that way for a little while; she

. .
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came and wanted you all to herself. Sman intangibles, isolated,
not worth mention: a look, a touch, a remark, a choice. a request.
"Les Pins" battled idle hours; it wasn't difficult to keep their times
alone together to a minimum. Hurry, hurry. hurry in the morn·
ing to make the dining room by the second bell. Between supper
and hymns, everyone took sewing or knitting to the Petit Salon
and attended (or it was assumed they did) Misl Harbrokc's ram·
bling Gothic talc. After ftLapin" had turned- out the Ughtlwith
her "Bonne nuit IDormcz bienl" Clara would lie still in the dark.
fcigning sleep. Hard to believe that she and Margret•.last fall, had
crept from bed night after night to listen to Danish records played
with a fingcrnaill
There was nothing to be done about this afternoon. Two weeks
before, rain had made their promenade impossible. Last week she
had found excuse in a headache. Soon now Margret would bounce
in with her harsh staccato: ftWe go now. oui?" She would never
agree to sitting out by the tennis COUl'tS. How she hated the Eng.
lish girls and their eternal matchesl N~"Somchow or other, Mar·
gret would sec that they took that long promised promenade to·
day.
Clara held her breath and listened. Hesitating steps outside the
door, then their quick determined one·two, one·two down the
hall. A door opened, dosed. definitely. What did "Lapin" do
there in her room, alone. Sunday afternoons? What did anyone
do alone. in a room of their own? She'd already forgotten. Luter,
"L.'\pin" and Signorina would dress up and go off laughing to take'
tea in town. Clara had never been in "Lapin's" room. It was not
permitted. But she had knocked on the door once to ask for cough
syrup and had seen that it was little larger than a closct. with bed
built under the eaves. Bright, intimate. with \Yomen's things.
Clara and Margl'et called Mademoiselle "Lapin" between
them. Something about her very round eyes. the \Yay she wriggled
her nose, had 8uggested the name. After Christmas, Clam had
brought.back from Ostaad two tiny gold rabbit charms. Mademoi·
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selle fastened one to the chain ahe always wore around her wrist.
Tbeother had been fixed to Clara'. watch. She often wondered
how long after June, when school walover,before "Lap.in" would
put the chann away in a drawer IOmewhere. Tbe next day? Tbe
fol~owing week, perhaps? As .for berelf, she could only imagine
that hers might someday get lost.
The bell from Pully church rang out. Flinging my time, our
time, everybody'. time to the windl, thought Clara. The walk
back that morning had been a. unaatiafactory a. ever. Two by two,
two by two, and at the end of the vcry pensionnat pracenion, "Lapin;' and befelf. Ju.t the required three feet ahead of them were
Berthc and Toinctte. And 10 thcre never was the bour, the place,
nor would shc ever find words nor courage to dcclarc (for what
else would it be?) to lILapin" all the unspeakables wanting to
burst from ber. The road was long and uphill; the lun bot, and
she'd been a little faint from hunger. Sbecould think of nothing
at all to say, nothing ca.ual, amusing. After a long while Mademoiselle turned to her, balf smiling, lIEh bien?"
She had felt herself redden to the ears, and yet-nothing.
W!lcrre was that girl? Turning from tlte window with a ,igh,
she saw Margret .tanding still, watchful, behind the door. Whitegold hair hung heavy and without lustre around her pale pointed
face. Clara knew it was futUeto do anything about this angry sense
of betrayal. She dropped down upon her bed, kicked off h~r shoes.
Margret came over to hir, holding out a white tiuue wrapped
},arcel. "A present for you, kaere."
"Pourquoi?" The cold little "why" escaped her in spite of herself, despite-.,the desperation she sensed in the girl'l voice. One
sweater was green, the -other -yellow angora. Thi. is no gift,
thought Clarn, tossing the crumpled wrapping into the basket.
"You like it?" Mar81'et'. cheeks were flu.hed and her eyes, ordinarily 10 atrangely emptt of light, were wnrm and moist. "You
wear the yellow this afternoon, please?"
The long climb to the upper road was excuse enough for ail-
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ence. Clara,. hot now in the yellow sweater, damned Margret, determined to yield none of herself for the two long hours. That
ugly nasal chatter she would simply ignore. A yes, no, if necessary
(rather, "oui," "non.") And she could even remind Margret to
stop speaking English.
They were in the suburbs here; small self-contained houses,
with each its own hedged garden. A woman sat in the sun drying
her long brown hair. Farther on, beneath a white-flowering· tree
at the roadside, a girl and boy stood hand in hand, staring at them
as they passed.
" ... and in the summer I go with Ivar on bicycles. We sleep
in a tent. Our friends, too, boys and girls together. We have a good
time. It is nothing wrong. We do so in Denmark.... " Everything
reminded Margret and she always hurried to put it into words.
From an open window, the sound of a piano and a girl's singing. A tinkling little tune, a mediocre voice, but the song, light
upon the air, followed them far up the road. At the crossroads they
could see out over fields and vineyards, beyond the roofs of the
town. There was Lac Leman below, blue, still, on a Sunday afternoon. The little church here was not quaint and heavy with centuries like the one at Pully, but high-flung to the sky, ~ustere in .
its gray and black paint. Margret wanted to rest on the steps a
minute.
" ... so I never am in Protestant church. Maybe some day I go.
Did I tell you about confession last Sunday? I take French-Danish
dictionnaire like Madame de Chavannes tell me. The father-he
is young, I think-is very good with me. He wait while I find my
sins in French. Some I don't say right and he tell me how. I laugh.
He laugh a little, too. He is very good with me." She stopped,
crossed her hands over her knees. "At home, in Kobenhavn, the
father is also very good with me." She smiled disarmingly at Clara,
~o permitted herself a little curiosity.
"Do you tell him everything?"
"Everything? And why not? Ivar say I must tell him every-

..
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thing." Margret stood to go, took Clara's hand to'help her up. She
suggested they descend to ~ully and the lake by the Rue des
Chevaliers. "It is an old road; you think so? Chevaliers,chevaliers
-whatyou say in English?"
Where the Rue des Chevaliers suddenly~ inexplicably, became
the Rue des Vendanges, there, set far back among old trees, was a
dreary group of brown buildings. A wide stonewall enclosed the
grounds. The gate was shut, perhaps locked•.High above it, an
ornate script from which Clara ~ade out "Boil Repos. Asile des
Vieillards."Yes, there they were, strolling slowly under the trees
orsitting motionless on benches set out in the sun. One old couple
stood quite near the wall. The man, who wore a round velvet cap
and had a splendid beard, was ~eaning toward the woman as if he
were whispering to her. Bent, sear and fragile, she reminded Clara
of an autumn leaf. Then the old man straightened up and pointed
out to his companion some spot far off in. the mountains. Clara
hoped desperately that Margret wou~dn't notice, would leave
them to themselves. Just before ·Christmas, Madam.e de-Chavannes had taken the pensionnat to an old peoples' hOfe in Lausanne to put on an entertainment. Their audience had crowded
around afterwards, tremulous, eager to get near, t01i~ them.
Clara had been uncomfortable and glad to leave. Afterwards,
however, she'd written right home about the place and how happy
they had evidently made the poor souls. Now, strangely, she felt
that she might find something she wanted if she could only slip in
here for ~ little while and sit down by herself under a tree.
"~unny. old people! What they talk about?" Margret's voice
knew no modulation and harshly scored the moment.
Clara frowned and glanced at her watch.- "Come on. You want
to stop for chocolate, don't you?"
They had often been here at Madame Marot's Confiserie.Ta.
day. as always, Madame hurried to them, blooming in her irievita- .
hie apron with flamboyant red roses. "Bonjour, mesdemoisellesl"
and she rushed off for chocolate and gAteaux.
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The tiny shop, down three stone steps from the street, was earth
cool and green; green gauze curtains, pale green w~l~ with tables,
chairs and floor a deeper shade. Surely everythfug" was as it had
always been-for a hundred years, probably. Yet Clara, as she sat
there beside Margret, felt uneasy. She could hear Madame moving about in an inner room, but here there was no sound. Even
Margret, hot and tired, was oddly quiet. It had never seemed so
before, but today it was strange-the vacant, w:aiting chairs and
tables crowded into this little space. Madame, never deviating
from her :pattern of service, color moving according to custom
across the cool flat green and back, to fold hands and sit ready by
the window-Madame might be playing a rale, or had she been
always a part of the decor? What was she? Did she know about this
tenuous, hovering suspense? Clara looked out to her. Madame
smiled and nodded. What did she mean?
Margret, bent over her plate, was devouring a rich confection
of chocolate and cream. Margret is greedy, thought Clara. She
had always known Margret liked to eat, but today it struck her
that the girl was unbearably gourmande. She told her to wipe the
chocolate off her upper lip.
When they had nearly finished, a man and his wife with two
small boys came in. Madame hurried to them, smiled and spoke
to the little one~just enough, not too much. The stiff silence, the
tension were broken. Clara took a few coins from her skirt pocket,
played with them on the table.
Margret, considerably revived, had found herself. UIt is too bad,
kaere, you learn not much Danish, but you write m.e Danish letters this summer and I write English. So, we don't forget. Only
three weeks, we go home, oui? Mama write ~e we go to Pa.r:is
after." Margret leaned her chin on her hand and smiled. "We buy
clothes, we go to the cafes. You like Mama. She laugh much,
amuse herself. She is going often to Paris for the weekends. I wish
you can go with us.•..n She lingered on the suggestion with a
nasal discontent which had once amused Clara.
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"But your mother doesn't ~ow English or French, you told
me." Clara wondered what Margret would hope for from such an
unlikely situation.
"Oh, Mama, she speak good
German. She smiles-everyone
know what Mama wantl" She
carefully collected the few scattered crumbs on her plate,
popped them into her mouth.
Then, with a sigh, she drew her-_
self up, and laughing a little.
_. awkwardly, unfastened the
tight belt around her waist.
As Margret so often had before, she reminded Clara, that
last short block .to "Les Pins,"
of their first promenade together. Clara hadn't forgotten,
but now, forcing it upon hl~r
seemed an impositior?' .trying
to recreate something which no
longer existed. Latelyexasperated by constant pointless chatter as they undressed for bed, she
would lie awake in the dark wondering what had happened to the
charm she had sensed in Margretthat day.
e •• A bright gold September afternoon and "Lapin" accompanied three of them, the first to arrive, on a walk around the lake..
Fat Sonja from Amsterdam, "une ancienne," chose' to walk with
Mademoiselle, leaving Margret and herself, no langUage in common, to get along somehow. She'd tried a little haltingFrench, but
Margret had only stared at her, shrugged her shoulders. She'd begun to feel sorry for the girl, wondering how she would ever manage for nine' months. When a round bit of the lake's brightness
was just visible through heavy trees, a troop of Spanish or Italian

I'
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boys burst suddenly at them from a side lane. The boys ~ad
laughed and called out something before turning. up towards
town. Margret had smiled at her, then immediately had loosed a
Hood of :qanish, guttural, incomprehensible. uKobenhavn," a~
and again, was clear, and when finally Margret had murmured
"Ivar! Ivar!" clasping her hands over her heart in mock anguish,
Clara knew the girl was homesick, lonely, in love. After that, by
trial and ~or, they hit upon a polyglot method of communicatioD, in which gestures played a large part. An hour later they
were running hand in hand up the drive to "Les Pins."
"That was the best time, oui?" Margret's white face and pale
eyes were turned toward her now. It was too honest an appeal.
"Oui," replied Clara, steadily.
Hymns that night went on and on. Clara was so tired she didn't
think she could remain standing from one song to the next. Only
her favorite, "Lecri de mOD Ante s'eleve vers toi," she sang with
any feeling at all, and prayed that it be the last. Then, they must
line up, shake hands 'with Madame de Chavannes, curtsey and
"Bonne nuit, Madamel" Four long flights to the fourth floor before Clara finally gained her room.
She had scrubbed her face and tied her hair back for the night
when a quick light tap ~unded at the door. "Come inl"
"Lapin" looked in and around. ~'Where is Margret?"
"Down the hall talking to Signorina."
Soft and chic in bright silk with black pumps and ~de
brimmed straw hat, "Lapin" had just come back from town. Clara
felt she knew her even less than the woman who went around
school all day in a brown skirt and sweater. And now here was
this Mademoiselle, sitting on her bed, drawing the new· yellow
sweater to her knees, fingering it, inspecting the label. There was
in her silence-a held silence-in the very movement of her fingers, the way she shook her head and bit her lower lip, something·
that warned and frightened Clara. The girl stood still, waiting~
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After a long minute "Lapin" looked up. HIs it youIS, Clara?" She'
held out the sweater with,the.question.
"Oui. Margret gave it to me today. A present."
"Is that all? Nothing else?"
"There was a green one, too:'
HI heard you were wearing this today. You know, Carolyn
~ught green and yellow sweaters yesterday afteriloon. She put
the; package on the bench in the lower hall and somebody took
them. Did you know?" She spoke 'slowly and distincdy, but .the
words came to Clara isolated, senseless. Only afterwards, did the
meaning reach her in one sharp thrust. Leaning heavily against
the lavabo she shook her head. Through tears' she couldn't contro~ she watched "Lapin" throw back the bed covers, shake the
pillow. "I am so sorry, so terribly sorry. Go to bed now, try to go
to sleep. I'll find Margret and talk to hero" She put her handS on
Clara's shoulders and kissed her lighdy. Then she left, the sweater
over her arm, and sofdy closed the·.door behind.her.
Clara heard her go up the hall toward Signorina's. Then other
footsteps; voices, came between. Without thinking she poured
more water into the bowl, washed her face and hands again. A sudden glimpse of herself in the miribr, and "Lordi Is that me?" she
whispered. Her lips alone had moved; the rest of her features
were rigid. Afraid, she turned quickly around. Margret's bed was
ready for her. Her pyjamas, comb and pins lay waiting. On the
bedside table was Ivar's last letter and a book her father had sent
her. Yet Clara knew she would never really come back.' Of the
Margret who would come back, in a few minutes perhaps, Clara
was afraid. Even'Illore, she feared the wave of tumultuous feeling
against Margret within herself. She jumped into bed, feeling a litde sick, and turned to the wall.
.
She shunned early memory of Margret. She didn't want to believe any more inthose first few months~ Instead, she remembered
. now how at Christmas, in the mo~tains, the possessiveness had
first become apparent, suffocating. Margret had been skiing since
--<
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she was seven; she did Telemarks and Christies as well as the instructor. It was Clara's first attempt; she spent most of her days on
the beginne~s' slope.where she would be uncomfortably aware of the watching figure at the edge of the wood. Once in a while she'd
casually wave to Margret who would immediately tum and glide
off through the trees. Clara'd know she'd, be back again, presently,
and that evening, too, would be spoilea by her moroseness, her
accusing manner. Of course they had, both of them, gone to
Gstaad with bright anticipation of Danish lessons-at least an
hour after dinner, they had promised each other. Margret had
written her father for the books. But somehow Clara became involved ina series of nightly bridge games with some of the English. Margret was invited to join .them, too, but she disliked cards
nearly as much as she disliked the English. Then, for the first
time, Clara began to feel this friendship onerOU$, found it necessary to apologize for Margret in one way or another.
About a month after their return from Gstaad~ Margret had begun to make pointed remarks in Danish about people at the dinner table. Most often, Clara, embarrassed, pretended not to understand. "Jeg kan ikke for&taa dig," she'd mutter. Finally, "Lapin" had asked her to tell Margret to stop. It was impolite, and
furthermore, they' were supposed to speak French. When she had
repeated this to Margret they had had their first out and out quarrel. Details were vague now, but it was something about "Lapin"
-Margret was jealous of Clara's affection for her. For two days
neither she nor Margret had said one word to the other.
And so it had gone through the long spring. This, however,
that had just happened, Clara could not encompass. Everything
had burst, somehow, with s~ge dark unktlowns coming to the
surface. Margret, her eyes set like pale opaque stones in a white
face, what was she that she could laugh and chatter all afternoon
so frighteningly unaware of. a very fundamental "mine" and
"thine"?
\
... She felt Margret running after her, calling her. The road
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was st~ep, the top of the mountain far off, and there in the woods
stood the old man in the velvet cap urging her on. She glanced
back at Margret stumbling. behin9, head down, clutching some..
thing to her. Clara pretended not to hear her call, not to under..
stand. "Jeg kan ikke forstaa dig!tI she tried to shout in Danish but
itcame forth athin whisper. Margaret waS very dose now. Clara
knew she was going to throw that .I:ed Danish..E nglish dictionary
at bel'. The face, inhuman, stOOy passionate, was at her shoulder.
Clara fell to the ground in terror.••.
She awoke, aware then, of a knock at the door.
"Lapin" had returned alone."Were you asleep then?"· she
asked.
Clara rubbed bel' eyes. "I had a nightmare. She caught mel 1-"
"That won't do, Clara," and "Lapin" gendy shook her head.
The girl sat up, hugging herself. With the fright of the dream still
lingering, she listened to what "Lapin" had to tell. It didn't,take
long: after an hour or so, Margret had admitted her guilt. Ma..
dame de Chavannes revealed that there had been other small "incidents." "Do you know what it is, kleptomania?" Madame had
known about it when Margret had come in the fall, had expected
something like this before now. "They will wire Margret'smother
tomorrow to come for her. Until then, she'll have a room down..
stairs, next to Madame. For tonight-" Clara wondered at her
faint smile. "As f~r tonight, would you like to sleep in my room?
I think you'd better. I'll stay here with Margret."
A light was on in the litde room; the bed had been made ready;
the window opened to the stars. It was late; aItereleven by the
cuckoo clock on the wall. But "Lapin" saw Clara to bed, then sat
down in the low rocking chair to dam a stocking. "We wore black
cotton stockings and our dresses ten inches from the Boor where
I went to school-a convent, it was. Yes, and all our letters were
opened, except those from our parents." She laughed as she
rocked and glanced up at Clara. "We had to have written permission to correspond with any boy, unless he were a brother. My
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young cousin goes there now and it is not so different today/'
Clara had never heard her talk about herself like this. Somehow,
here in this room which was all she had, she was no longer just
"Mademoiselle," or merely "Lapin;" Clara realized that now she
was seeing the woman, Susanne, calm, complete. She resolved to
call her henceforth by her given name.
"You know, Clara," she went on, "perhaps that is why it is such
fun for me to wear fine stockings, put on a silk dress, go out with a
man. Do I now, for a while, enjoy it too much? Who knows?" She
made a little mou and shrugged her shoulders. "What then? As
you think of Margret don't hate her, don't be afraid of her, ofwhat
she is. She is what she is, voilAl Margret has nO family like yours.
Her father and mother have been divorced since she was very
smalJ. You may not know that? Her mother likes a gay life, and
leaves the childr~n to her servants. The little Margret's been able
to get for herself she holds to grimly-Ivar, you, even her own
language:' She stopped, held the darned stocking up to the light.
"Po~ss oneself-then it makes no difference where one is, what
one is doing, what .!s done to one. Sometimes I have to remind
myself that neither love nor hate must possess me-rather they
must be contained, in their proper place, within the whole that·
is me. You understand?" She took her sewing scissors and snipped
the thread. "Well-that's thatl Bonne nuit, Clara. Dormez bien::
She was gone.
Clara opened her eyes to a sunlit room. What had she been
dreaming? But then, content to dismiss it, she jumped from the
bed. The push of the day had roused voices ~d footsteps in the
hall. But the door was shut. No one knew she was here; no one
had any thought of her here. Over the back of the rocking chair
hung her clothes, with brush and comb near by, shoes upon the
floor. Susanne had been in then already, before she was awake.
She dressed quickly and stood at the window a moment until
she should hear the breakfast bell. It was another wonderfully
bright warm day. Below, iil the garden, bent over his hoe, was
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Guillaume. And there Isabelle, the cat, fastidiously picked her
calico way towards him. Guillaume stopped to light his pipe,
looked down at her, ruffed her head in play a~d returned to his
work. Clara could see little of the lake, but from here the wide
sweep of mountains was plainly visible, crisp, proud, erect against
themoming sky.
All this, too, belongs, she thought. Then, at last, she let herself
consider Margret. If they should meet, pass close, on the way to
breakfast, it would be all right. On the other hand, if she were
not to see her again, it would be easier for Margret. In a few weeks,
she could write....
She saw that. it was nearly half past seven by her watch. The
tiny gold rabbit swinging there-well, she wouldn't take it off until, after she'd left "Les Pins:'

\,
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Frederick O'Hara
By LezHaas

prominent characteristic which serves to set
off the artist from his neighbor is that he expresses himself
through visual means; but where the character of the average man is established by his speech and written language along
with other features, so the creative efforts of any artist are an
inseparable part of his individuality. Among artists there are
extremes of personality running from brash to refined. Mr.
O'Hara's artistic character is that of the latter fot, although his
paintings are deeply intense and show a sincere feeling and understanding, they do not force themselves upon th~ectatorwith
respec.t to color, strength of line and intensity of contrast. Therefore, in order to comprehend any artist, some understanding of
his background is a necessity. This is especially so in the case of
Frederick O'Hara, for his creative work fully reHects his artistic
inheritance and environment.
Mr. O'Hara is of Irish-Scotch Canadian ancestry and stems
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from a family of practical professional men: clergymen, lawyers,
poll,ticians and army officers; qtat is, this was the case prior to his
preceding generation. His Uncle Geoffrey, who had his beginning as a bank clerk, was first to bJ'eak the ttaditiQn,choosing music as his aim in life, and writing' the well-known "K..,K.=Katy"
of World War I. In 1922, Fred ~'Hara after failing the Harvard
College entrance examinations (for at that time he, aspired to be
a lawyer) journeyed to Boston from Newport News, Virginia,
where his family had moved from Canada'in 1918, to attend a
school for Harvard preparation "through the back doo~'" About
the time he -arrived, an aunt and uncle returning from Europe
were impressed by his sketches and suggested that he obtain a
position on the Boston Globe asa newspaper artist. In the course
of an interview with the art editor it was recommended that he
attend a school of practical arts which specialized in commercial
art techniques, and directions were given to theotiChool. Missing
the School of Practical Arts by' one block, Mr. <tHara made his
inquiry at the Massachusetts Normal Art School, by mistake, and
enrolled for a course in academic drawing and painting.
From then on "practical arts" took more and more of a back
seat to fine arts until in 1929 when he con~.l)letedhis course at the
School of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, he was awarded the
Paige Travelling, Scholarship and set forth for Europe. Mr.
O'Hara stayed in Europe for the next six years touring the various
centers of ,European culture during the first years and making "
copies of the old..!!!a5ters (four of these were required each year
by the Paige Foun~tioD:) • The contemporary European movements of art at this time were interesting but confusing, so his
work remained in an academic veinuntil1931 when he contacted,
in Paris, a surrealist by the name of Vic~or Brauner. Upon Brauner's instigation, Mr. O'~aJ'il started painting in the manner of the
surrealists and, after surrealism, each· one of the contemporary
"isms" in succession. While so painting the teaching of one of his
instructors at the Massachusetts Normal Art School flashed back
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to him; for in order to stimulate the imagination of students this
teacher had had them start compositions (without thought of
objectivity) from scribbled haphazard lines, tones and textures.
Expanding on this procedure Mr. O'Hara now painted full scale
canvases by placing random areas of paint on its surface and then
gradually built from this mammoth doodle an organized compo-sition through which was expressed an object. This was a sort of
reversed objectivity in the sense that that which was represented
was inspired by a non-representational beginning, rather than
the usual case where the design and composition of a painting are
developed out of that which is being represented. Braque (in the
succession of influences) also painted on occasion in this fasbion
and appealed to Mr. O'Hara, although he was not aware at 'the
time that Braque was working with this type of reverse objectivity. Braque's works had appeal and refinement of design and
variation of textures, for the French artist was then exploring the
possibilities of collage and montage. Picasso too certainly made
his impression on him, though a disturbing and discontinuous
one by comparison.
Later in this same year while in Majorca, Mr. O'Hara came in
contact with the German expressionists and turned back to objective painting influenced by their rash color and harsh contrasts. From 1932 to 1934 he painted in the manner of Matisse and
Segonzac, also absorbing the style of EI Greco whom he copied
while staying in,Toledo. A year was spent in Marrakesh in French
Morocco when the French Government was then furnishing artists with studios and making various types of subject matter available to them. This was a period of very loose watercolors and
figures and heads in rather arbitrary color a~gements-a personal reinterpretation so to speak of Fauvelike influences. In
1935 he returned to the United States where he had several exhibits in Boston, Connecticut and New York; taught a year at
William and Mary extension in Norfolk; and in 1937 on his
way to Santa Barbara, California, stopped here in New M.exico
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on the errand of gathering an exhibit of contemporary New Mexican paintings for the Museum of Arts and Sciences in Norfolk,
Virginia. During his short stay here he met and liked several of
our New Mexico painters and as usual became enamoured .with
.the Southwest. Upon arriving in Santa Barbara he assumed the .
position as head of the Santa Barbara School of the Arts. lit 193,9
he met and married his lovely wife, who was then his student.
After tlieir honeymoon they moved to Suffem, New York, where
he began once again to experiment with "reverse objectivity,"
taking impetus frQm the works of Juan Gris, who 'painted in a
like fashion. In 1940 after finding the accent on social life in Suffem to be too imposing .upon his painting, the couple went. to
Tucson, Arizona, where he retumed to objectivity and began
painting Southwestem figures and landscapes. In .1941 they settled in Albuquerque, and he started his series of objective paint~
ings of the Navajo and the Navajo's environment. These also
made up his first exhibit in this state at the U.8.0. Club in
Albuquerque.
From the foregoing background of the artist's life one can obtain a good general introduction to his creative works, for they
are composites of both his inflpences and his inheritailce. First
and foremost is the fact that his works are refined and in a sense
gentle, for they always contain a friendly humorous note which I
whimsy. Secondly, he is a master~of
feel is attributable to Irish
.
.
,
color, perhaps as much as any of the Fauve painters, but where
their color tends toward pure pigment, his is subdued and well
considered. Mr. O'Hara's recent pain;ting has again been in the
"reverse objectivity" concept. But by this time it displays a com- :
bination of all influences, for by now he is able to draw fr()m·the
synthetic cubists, both in building of his compositions and in a
time space sense. From his early academic background he has a
well-funded knowledge of representational objects and because
of his interest in'materials, textures, and patterns, the areas in
his paintings never become dull.
.
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At present and during the past year Mr. O'Hara has ~en working in graphic arts with his usual fervor toward mastery of medium and technique. These have presented entirely new problems and offered new effects, for now that he has mastered the
technique required in lithography and block printing, his joyand
constemation in finding new methOds, textures, and effects predicts a prodigious amount of work yet to be done. However, since
.my first meeting with Mr. O'Hara when I envied him as a mature
artist with a developed style, I have seen at least four new mature
styles emerge. Whether his present printing is now as matut:~ as
- possible I do not know; but, regardless, it certainly will be another beautiful stage in the still to be lengthened series of growing artistic endeavor.
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AN "AMERICAN" THE HARD WAY.
a child I went to school in one of the
.
.most socially stratified communities in the United
S~tes-a western mining town. Before I made close
friends with any child, I was supposed to ask what type of position his father held and where he lived. The children of day laborers were not quite up to the children of foremen, and the children
of foremen were not quite up to those of the "bosses," whose pay
checks were based on monthly, rather than daily rates-and the
children of the bossesowere not quite up to those of the superintendents, who were chauffeured to school in "twin sixes," while
the rest of us walked. But the last must have suffered a bit from
their exclusive position be~use, like royal families, they found so
few to be their equals.
In each. of the categories there were "Americans" and UBehunks'" more of the latter in the day laborer group and more of
the former in all of the others. 'While I was in grammar school,
the big uBohunk" funerals were solemnized by long lines of hat-
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less marching men with a band playing the funeral march. Big
"Bohunk" weddings were celebrated with feasts of foreign delicacies-but most of us never knew which country of southern
Europe was home to the parents of these people. uDohunk" meaftt
merely "southern European" to us, a vaguely· foreign area of
vaguely foreign-and only slightly suspected-customs. But because there was prestige value in American customs, no matter
ho,v "unromantic," by the time the "Bohunks" of my grammar
school days had reached high school they were all "young Americans" and the long-legged boys and gay brunette girls were much
sought after as Udates." The mothers observed their neighbors,
wore the right hats, and gave the right parties. Men observed their
co-workers, bought the right cars, and joined the right clubs. And
as the families acculturated by choice in large numbers, they
moved up the social scale through evaluation by their neighbors
in accordance with a scheme of things in which worker position
and family customs were juggled into a scale index.
Acculturation. generally defined as culture change brought
about through influence of one group upon another, may take
place with relative ease through a combination of accidental and
intentional imitations, as in this case. Or,lacking these impelling
factors, it may be a serious problem to administrators and others
concerned with amalgamation of different ethnic groups within
a nation into one whole-with malice toward none and equality of
opportunity for all. If we are honest, we realize that thorough
equality does not exist even for our Anglo-Americans; differences
in opportunity vary mainly according to family background and
means, and the home and neighborhood experiences of childhood. Americans-ideally-propose that equality should exist for
all citizens regardless of racial or cultural background. But again
-if we are honest-we know that it does not. We Americans,regarded as one of the most individualistic ~oups in the world, are
yet so conservativ,e that we feel we must be like our neighbors and
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keep up with our neighbors, and that our neighbors are strange
if they are not likeourselves.
.
As long as the general American culture continues among more
people than the culture of any other ethnic group in the United
States, that culture will be so dominant that its ideals and behavior pattems will continue to be accepted as the nonn. Any appreciable variation from this norm generally will be considered
"queer" and the mark of a people quite po$sibly of inferior intelligence and understanding, ~rhaps· to be exploited,certainly
to be suspected as being subject to tendencies toward immorality,
unreliability, superstition, and lack of respect for the law. None
of this may be true, but it seems to be human nature for any ingroup to cherish its self-security and to make scapegoats o£ the
out-group.
The wide world has narrowed: even with all its blinds pulled
down, a people of today can have only the illusion that it is living
alone. What group in our country-or in other countries-still
remains so caged by isolation or by government protection that
it may stare out from a corner, like monkeys in a zoo, at visitors
who come to stare in turn? And what group could long manage
a fair livelihood i~such restricted isolation?
Yet surprisingly enough to Americans who are nurtured on the
concept of "progress" bei~ implicit in technical change, there
actually are some peoples among us who still prefer to live in isolation rather than to give up the ways of their ancestors. Their
feelings-those of the typical conservative minority ethnic group
-can perhaps be better understood by us when we contemplate
the conservatism of our own ideology in politics, religion, and
morality.
The problems are several. At one end of the scale we find those
who shun contact with the outside and retreat into the past almost like animals seeking refuge from.danger by burrowing into
holes. Others make attempts at acculturation, find the going
rough, and end by becoming renegades from both cultures-cats
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who walk by themselves with all men their enemies. There is also
the problem of personal and institutional adjustment under conditions of pushed acculturation, when changes in the overall picture of two or more peoples occupying contiguous areas necessitate speeded-up cultural change, or even group amalgamation, so
that one people does not become dependent upon the other.
These may be necessary adjustments, but they are neither easy
nor painless.
•
Have you ever brought hoke a kennel dog and tried imposing
upon it the habits which are considered proper in the behavior
and cleanliness pattern of your household? The dog, sensing the
necessity for compliance if he is to attain security as part of your
family, makes an effort to conform. If he is young and has little
to forget he may learn quickly, but if he is a mature animal he
changes slowly and with difficulty, even in simple requirements.
Speaking loosely, the most acculturated individual I know is
our pet goat, purchased when a day old from a Navaho family and
carried home on my daughter's lap. Now, at the age of two months.
he will starve rather than accept goat's milk-or cow's-from the
nursing bottle. Nothing but Borden's Evaporated, diluted,
pleases his acquired taste in liquids, although anything from pecans in their shells to cane chair seats and morning glories may
serve. as hOTS d' oeuvres. Cigarette butts scrounged from the ash
trays of guests are a favorite dessert. The goat sneaks into the car,
hoping for a ride when we leave for school, sleeps under covers in
a bed if he can persuade the youthful owner to move over, and is
happy to go strolling on a leash or to wear a string harness and
pull a cart. These are new habits which the ingratiating animal
(and goats are dumb only in that verbal communication depends
on a single phoneme) has learned will win friends and influence
people in his present cultural milieu. These are the reaction patterns approved by urban white associates for one curly four·
hoofed animal living in a garden.
The only distinction made between such habit changes in the
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goat. and true cultural change inman is that the goat never c~
transmit the newly learned tastes and manners to others of his
kind. Culture we empirically define as the historically accumulated and ever slighdy changingconfiguration ofadaptive thought
and mechanismswhich serve a people in handling the problems of
their physical and psychological environment and which they
can pass on to future generations. The noncommunicable, although biologically derived, habits.of trained animals are set just
beyond thelimits of such definition, ·but the learning process of
the individual animal and the individual man are strikingly
parallel.
Many an administrator and many a congressman who considers
appropriations for Indian Affairs has wondered why his charges
maintain their cultural identity so tenaciously-why they do not
immediately accept the white man's way, solicitously' offered or
authoritatively imposed. The answer is merely that these people
were not, like the baby goat, removed from their home in infancy
and raised in an entire1ynew environment. They must forget an
old pattern as they acquire the new. And first they must develop
some desire for change or be provided with some convincing rea. son why the ways of their ancestors, long proven by trial to carry
the security of group preservation,. no longer can function with
efficiency under the new conditions of life. The aU-tao-simple
statement of the dominant "foreigners" that change should be
made might even become law without being at all convincing.
The very fact that those "foreigners" carry the stigma of having
been conquerors and, sometimes, oppressors, does not advance
the acceptability of their culture. (If we had been conquered by
Germany would we have eagerly reached out for the "benefits"
of Nazism?)
Unless the minority ethnic groups are surrounded with a dominant culture which does not differ much from their own and
which, hence, is not difficult to slip into if social award is sufficient
to repay the effort-as was the case for the mining town "Bohunks"
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-the extreme effort of culture change may seem singularly unrewarding. Natives who are blandly offered a place of equality in
urban culture provided they laboriously learn the language and
some ofi the skills of the'whites may not argue with the one who
offers, but they have observed enough to know that unless they are
indeed well educated in the customs and financial arrangements
of the urbanites, their place'will tum out to be the slummy outskirts of a city, geographically and socially. Moreover, there is the
loneliness which pursues the acculturating stranger in town, living apart from his own people but not quite at ease with the
whites, not quite understanding their reactions, not quite understood by them.
Was it surprising that the Navahos who went to work in the
mines during the war period wasted much of their wages in the
futile attempts to'dispel this feeling of being alone and bored on
weekends, or that they returned to the reservation as soon as possible,. convinced that lack of money was minor when comPared to
lack of relatives and social participation? In home territory they
were the Dineh, the People, but in town they were misfits, unable
to pursue their own cultural customs and still not adjusted to
those of their neighbors. They ate the white man's food, lived in
his barracks, did his manual labor, and were miserable. Their acculturation had but begun-but they saw little reason to carry it
further. Untrained for full participation in urban American life,
socially rejected as partial participants, and kept away from the
consolation of family understanding, they were men without a
country.
. Social workers and administrators explain to each other much
more carefully than to the natives why the latter must change. If
the standards of health and welfare in a minority people are lower
than those of their neighbors, disease can be expected to arise and
to spread without respect to ethnic boundaries. Malnutrition
which saps the strength of workers may so undermin:e a low ecanomic balance that the entire structure collapses. Public agencies
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of the dominant people must provide for the indigent of ~e minority group as well as for their own. The economic and living
standards of any conside!"able number of individuals, regardless
of what language they speak, may appreciably change the consumption rate for manufactured goods. And what ,of- the loSs in
brawn'and prains to a country in which certain masses of citizens
cannot participate socially and politically on a basis of equality
iIi education and in the understanding which comes with. experience?
Southwestern Indians listen carefully when -schoolteachers explain that "white ways" are bet~rthim their own. The whites lay
stress upon cleanliness, healthtJiteracy, democracy,. personal ambition, and the ~ate}:'ia1 and mechaniCal symbols of succ~ss. But
Navaho and Hopi elders long have lamented the disease and
drunkenness carried back to Ind~'reservations from houses of
prostitution and cheap back-street bars of the railroad towns. Indian veterans who, in,the army, tasted something of Social equality for the first time, remember the depressing rediscovery of unequal privilege once they had removed their uniforms and become again members of an ethnic group rather than brother-citizens of a country for which all fought. Pueblo Indians who have
been in considerable contact with whites realize as well as anthropologists that their people do much the better job of training children into non-pouting family cooperation, unselfishness, cheer,
and quiet manners. They consider the good of the family and of
the group to be more important than that of the individual, and
hence competition is suspect as a form of selfishness. The prime
virtues are a good heart, a good disposition, and dependability in
working to provide for one's family. The Navahos are much more
individualistic than the Pueblos, but their emphasis upon personal harmony of man with nature, family unity, enjoyment of
life, and economic betterment is not far from Pueblo ideals-nor
from the often quote~. but imperfectly practiced ideals of the
whites.
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In actuality the interests and value systems of these different
cultures vary much more in emphasis than in contellt. Each configuration puts its mark, like a brand, upon the individuals who
grow up to manhood under its teachings-a brand almost impossible to eraSe completely. The difficulty in understanding this difference in emphasis upon certain values probably is the most confusing factor of all those involved in "racial" or ethnic discrimination and oppression.
The deepest difficulty in acculturation, and without question
the one the least suspected by persons untrained in the comparative science of culture, is that of the fundamental but hidden linkage of the different characteristics of anyone culture into a basically unified whole. Just as the traits of one individual may be described separately, though all fit together in forming that individual's character, personality, and predictable IDanner of reaction, so the traits of a culture fit together into an integrated overall
pattern thr~ugh which one can trace certain general ideals and
value schemes. These-may be more clearly expressed in the philosophical and religious institutions of the culture, but because they
are value schemes imposed upon human individuals by the cultural background from childhood upwards they automatically are
reflected in all of the activities and organizations in which those
individuals participate. Moreover, the specific customs of a group
must be integrated to function smoothly in the lives of the people,
and whether or not these customs rely in part upon religious sanctions totally unknown to outsiders, their interrelationships and
interdependence militate against acceptance of innovations offered ,from the outside. The new traits or customs may be of great
worth in their own background pattern-but unless they chance
to fit into the complex for which they are proffered to the minority group, they are useless or their use must be changed or the entire complex must be renovated. The outsider is very unlikely to
see this situation unless he has been closely studying the culture.
as a whole and, in contrast, the people who know their own life as
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an integrated complex see these interrelationships as so simple
and obvious that no explanation is offered the outsider. The result often is a great deal ofmutual misunderstanding, mutual misdirection of effort, and, sometimes, mutual criticism.
Take, for example, the apparently simple matter of aid to the
Navahos as offered by outsiders during the past few years. The
Navahos were reported to be poor, needy of food and clothing.
Their herds of sheep had been reduced, by government order, in
the interests of blood improvement of their flocks andconservation of the rapidly'eroding soil. The money which had been coming back tothereservatic;»D from soldiers' pay and war work salaries ceased to flow. As it stood, the reservation could not support
, all of its inhabitants at more than the barest minimum of subsistence, and schooling ~d been available to such a small proportion
of Navahos that few could speak enough English to take nonrcservation jobs. Good-hearted America felt that it should do something about the situation.
It did. Clothes wer~ collected: children's clothes and adults';
coats, dresses, suits, girdles, high-heeled slippers, and evening
gowns. On the' main Navaho reservation the boxes were opened
and their contents distributed through school centers. Girls arrayed themselves in silks and velvets, and teetered, giggling,
around the school rooms. Their parents clutched at the other
items. ,
. But how great a use did these people make of the total'Qf contributions? Does one who drives across the Navaho reservation today find the women attired in Fifth Avenue-or even it;! Albuquerque-styles?
Think for a moment. Suppose, Lady-of-the-City, that you in
your relatively tight skirt were to sit down on a sheepskin on the
ground before a Navaho loom to engage in your day's stint of
weaving. Your skirt would be a problem. But you don't weave?
Well, suppose you sat down on the hogan floor to eat your supper,
got up to ladle out another bowl of stew for the children, and sat
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down again. That skirt might bring forth considerable comment
concerning your modesty, especially since-if you are dressed in
Navaho fashion-you have no underwear whatsoever except a second skirt similar to the first. If those skirts are long and full, you
can climb in and out over a wagon tail in comfort and propriety;
you are garbed for horseback riding; and stooping over a campfire or reclining on the ground is quite without problems. And so,
as a practical Navaho woman, you retain your own type in skirts
and cut up the gift dresses into garments for the children, or even
into much desired quilt patches.
Other items from our own culture complex are accepted with
more than rapid enthusiasm. The coats and jackets are a boon;
the children's clothes are cherished, although little girls' dresses
must be let down for modesty. Everyone wants shoes, if 'shoes
small enough for their characteristically short and slim feet can
be discovered. Moccasins wear out faster and cannot be worn in
rain or snow without danger to the sinew stitching. Blankets,
shawls, and scarfs are treasures. A discarded cardboard carton
scarcely hits one's camp trash pile before it is grabbed up by some
brown housewife who wants it to serve as a trunk, cupboard, or
chest. Boards are a rare and valuable commodity in the life of
a people far from lumber companies. Empty apple boxes and
orange crates from a trading post are of far more lasting value
than their original contents. Railroad ties make tight hogan walls.
Without any question, the reservation trading post, which selects what articles will be available for purchase and introduces
new commodities, is of lasting value in acculturation. In isolated
areas the store is not only a source of supplies, but also a- social
center where loungers exchange news and gossip, discuss ne~
policies, and receive bits of information on national and·world
events. The influence of the traders upon Indian opinion probably is much more important than has been recognized.
To replace a campfire with a wood st<?ve or to trade pottery
vessels for enameled ware from the dime store is simple-but sug-
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gestfug that a people accept new ambitions, new p~rsonal habits,
and new moral judgments is being responsible for personal revolutioQ. If parallels can be drawn between the new concepts and
certain partially similar concepts from the old background, or if
the point is made that certain concepts are the same in both <ultures except with different emphases, the revolution may be not
only successful but relatively painless. It still may not J>erapid by
white standards, but only those who have spent considerable time
on the reservations can know how few man-hours of contact with
white PeOple or with white culture have been available to any
Southwestern Indians except for those living close to white centers.
Acculturation toward use of modern medicine has been one of
the headaches of the Indian Service and a point of criticism from
the general public. Shortage in medical personnel, equipment,
hospital space, and acceptable roads have conspired with the native tie-liP between curing and religion to make the duties of
these physicians and their nurses most difficult. Indians have been
afraid of hospitals because people died in them; Indians distrusted doctors because they left the patient utterly alone most of the
day; and "Indians debated the efficacy of cures which were not derived from the gods and referred to them for current blessings.
And yet in areas where the kindness of the medical people has
been apparent enough to allay fear, and where the understanding
doctor has suggested that the local medicine men might provide
psychological aid through ceremonies while he himself provided
physical aid through the materia medica of this scientific age, Indians repeatedly petitio~ for more medical attention.
Very little ever has been done in directly presenting to Indians
any type of course discussing the ant.hropology of white culture,
as we present courses on Indian cultures to the whites. Training
of young people and of adults characteristically has been only in
specific skills such as reading, computing, reciting the dates of history and the like, supplemented by useful practice, such as han-
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dling irrigation projects, building window frames, making new
clothes out of old ones, cooking, breeding animals, and cultivating fruit trees. People in the villages cry for night classes in subjects pertaining to their own lives and the problems of their present movement inte:.> the greater American scene, but except for the
more standardized projects of the extension service there has been
no money for adult education. It is true that most Indian schools
function as community centers where the teacher, besides conferring with parents about reasons for teaching the subjects she does
during school hours, tries to help with sewing, first aid, child care,
and every variety of community problem. Still the white remains
a foreigner in the Indian community and his culture a paradox of
scattered and sometimes conflicting parts, as glimpsed by outsiders who would like to be invited inside. The natives appreciate
the values of their old culture-of course-and some can be retained but to these many will add values from our own culture if
there is adequate training for acceptance. The realistic view is as
neces~ in vocational guidance and preparation as in problems
of land protection and conservation. Most important of all is a
thoroughly clear view of the dangers as well as the good involved
in white customs, whether ambition and competition or cleanliness and sanitation.
The latest and certainly one of the most far-seeing developments in Indian School education is the new six weeks course of
on-the-job training arranged for seniors by the Albuquerque and
the Santa Fe Indian high schools witli' cooperation of local business houses. Here the student becomes an unpaid apprentice in
work at which he thinks he might like to continue after leaving
school. He is in open competition with boys of urban background; he stands or falls not as an Indian, but as an American
who has learned the ways of America (in the Indian school or otherwise) and can take his place beside other Americans.
Other Indian graduates will return home to live the life of
their people. It is a good life, less lonely than that of the city, but
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also more restricted by the authority pattern of the elders (and
thereby more secure). The young people must learn to give up
the comforts, the movies, and the foods they have learned to enjoyin town, but as. they .themselves grow older and have money of
their own they usually replace the family fireplace with a cookstove, cover the blood-hardened floor with linoleum, and stand
kitchen cabinets and overstuffed davenports against the white- .
washed walls. These returned students are the people of most wncern· to many educators because they pass on to their group what
best can be accepted from urban training. Their role as innovators is not easy because their elders-like ours-are suspicious of
the dangers of change, resent seeing the identifying traits of the
old native culture placed in disrepute or lost, and can bring much
social pressure to bear against youthful upstarts.
One influence of tremendous if subtle power toward change
was the Army experience of the young men. Little of the results
of this experience were seen in the first year or two after the veteran's return, because of the importance of the old people in directing the way of life for their group. The Papagoes, however) realizing that men with experience in the white world might best direct
their people toward some of the advantages of that world, persuaded a young veteran to give up his engineering career and devote his energies, as head of the tribal council, to land, cattle, and
farming improvements. The veterans among the Alamo Navaho
are damming run-off spots for water holes, filling young arroyos
with brush to cut erosion, and fencing garden patches against
sheep. They try to secure local VA classes in farm and ranch improvement but hesitate about attending the free adult classes in
town, covering everything from tractor repair to farming, because
it would mean leavil)g their families miles away on the reservation.
A number of Indian veterans experimented with a semester or
even a year or two of university life, and a few have persevered
through initial difficulties in background or in finances and ex-
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pectdegrees. But to many, the relative equality, security, comfort
and adventure of Army life was such a pleasant contrast to their
role at home or in town that they re-enlisted.
One of the gravest crimes educators or missionaries may commit is that of convincing a native people that all of its old ways of
life are wrong, a concept which breaks down psychological stability and even self-respect. There must be a basis of sound personality stabilization if the individual is to attempt his difficult movement into a foreign sphere, with all its required passports of
knowledge and sensitive readjustment to expressed or implied
approval patterns.
Whe~ entire communities accept acculturation, the change is
slow, but the stress is ameliorated by knowledge that most of one's
neighbors are following the same course. When an individual accepts the challenge and moves out to life in an unfamiliar world,
his courage must be that of a hero, for he not only sacrifices the
home ties which previously have meant more than all else to him,
but he also opens himself to the pain of discrimination, of prejudice, and even of his own still incomplete under-standing. He has
learned the language of the whites and the arithmetic of the
whites and many of the strange customs of the whites, because the
whites met upon the reservation have insisted that thus he may
"get ahead" to a better and broader life. But in town too often he
still discovers that for all his long efforts his work is worth less per
hour than the same work done by whites and that his place in a
movie is in the back. rows.
Has it all been a mistake? But the process of acculturation must
go on, for isolation no longer ·exists.
To the man who leaves his own old life and makes an actual
place for ~mself in the broad context of the ne-iV, we who were
born into easy partidpationin a dominant cultu~e .should offer,
at humble least, the social and political equality that he desires
and respects.
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Radcliffe Squires
new poems, written since the composition of Mr.
Squires' recent volume Where the Compass Spins, reinforce the impression of his inve~tment in the tradition of
verse-writing that has sturdily been paying off its debts to the
metaphysicals after D~n~e and after Eliot. Basically there is the
hunger for perfection of the picture; t.hen there is the aim to carry
it to completion in the whole poem rather than the half-heartedn~~hich lets it survive only in the fragmentary impulse of a few
lines. Mr. Squires' poetry also has the sort of energy, more notable
in the Donne than in the Eliot tradition, which seeks explicit
resolution in terms of the picture through personal evocative
statement, and not through an intrusive mystagogic invocation.
This energy pervades "The City's Meaning," the vigorous last
stanza of "The Afternoon Suspends," the tone of."Notes for a
Learned Article," "Morels," and "The Exotic-bird Man:' The
sense of a man ~bling with his daimon over stakes that have
no value except during the act is an indication of the same energy.
When most vital, it appears to make the poems count even while
it rescues them from perfectionism. This energy of unachieved
perfection is what matters; perfection itself is death.
Unlike a good many modern poets, Mr. Squires does not desert the physical countries of his past. The opposite seems true.
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HiS poems claim and prove a living intimacy, not a localization
of allegiance, with particular places and the experienced condition of those places: the Western mountains and deserts, Boston
streets, current partisanships of the academy. This use o~ place,
this particularity of condition, help to emancipate the poet from
verbal gesturing and the theatricality of idiom that seem the
worst aspect of the poetry derived from the metaphysicals. Eventually it may be the way he will come by the full possession of his
own poetic voice.-E. H.

THE EXOTIC-BIRD MAN
I remember sometimes the exotic-bird man
Who, in the heartbreaking western hardpan
Between a smelter'and a gravel pit
Reformed the womb of Paradise.
Laboring like an Aaron freed
From Moses' ambitious greed
He struck his rod against the alkalis
That grew upon his land like moss.
Willows then, like veils of damp, green eyes,
And pines, like caverns in the runes
Of light, rose over the rancid dunes.
In this garden stalked Persian cocks
With wattles of fire; and parakeets
Alighting everywhere like twitching flocks
Of locusts. Frowning, inescapable drakes,
Their wings always half alert,
Heard in the garden's dangerous heart
A great white peacock shake
His tail, delirious as a rattle snake.
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I have seen the exotic-bird man
Dive into his pool, where white sand
Billowed up through springs, like clouds,
While the bi~ds stood nervously about,
Watching him with the flat distrust
Which creatures feel toward their gods.
True, one felt he was a god, living half
In a simple house, half in the life
Ofa believer.
One never saw
The bird droppings like monkeys' eyes
Snickering and wet among the irises;
One almost missed the little miasmas
Of gnats singing above the meadow orchises.
What was the story he told among the birds
In his simple house? Perhaps the words
Were always mine as are the images
Of that hitch-hiking girl trapped by the lights
Of his car, and of their wordless flight
To Eden where red siskins rose like fevers
Among the branches of the godly deceiver.
Later the parrots with green, dusty tongues
Reasf?ned the corruption. And catbirds sang
Of the dubious bed until the smell
Of love even to a god was unendurable.
. I was so young then my face must have been
As hot, blank and shining as ~eta1 in the sun.
Yet I now know no better than I knew then
That while the god's grave wings sheltered
the trees
. Of Eden, like tlVO mating sparrows, in a broken
storm
His heart turned, screaming and failing in
the grass.
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THE CITY'S MEANING
The flower bums the rock. Electric dark j
Broods, crouching in the arc
Of heaven, like the brume that grows in glass
Of ancient churches until sun and candle guess
Each other through a clematis of gloom.
Thus the haggard mantle of Elijah falls like doom,
And, reeling, the drunken spirit cries,
"Elijah, I am ready now for prophecies."
Only the agate eye of noon replies:
"What is prophecy but human cunning
That sees the desert as the city's meaning?"
The serpent eats itself, the flowers char
The rocks, rocks eddy in the purple air.
At the height the humdrum riveter looks down upon
The mirage of love feathering the dunes.

THE AFTERNOON SUSPENDS
The afternoon suspends, turning to a tundra
Where nothing listens, nothing sings
As the faint rain thins and vanishes
And with it, the syntax of things.
Alone in the nacre of the day
The white magnolia blooms like lines
Remembered from a tragic play
When the play itself is gone from mind.

)

I do not believe in these white marble flowers,
But I believe in the moment's miracle
Whose madness is so perfected that love,
Amazed and angry, tumbles from the broken syllable.

!
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TWO CHILDREN
There's nothing so sad and sick
As children who are adults. Their hearts
Are swept beneath the rug.
Housebroke, they sit in quiet chairs,
Refusing second desserts,
And grow daft pearls around their fears.
There's nothing so sad and fierce
As children who are children. They war
To take your place, .
Pushing you toward your death
Exactly as far
As they are from their birth.
THE BLUE LIGHT (afterGrimm)
. Last night the hazardous sold~er screamed
As one by one the playing cards went blank;
The luckyfeatures of the king dissolved,
The retinue of sex:vants disappeared.
In the rich bouqu.et of bedlam
The soldier wandered, telling a tale
Of a blue light burning at the nadir
Of a well and tied, as by a nerve,
To a dark and grinning slave who made
Of him a conjurer. Here the king renewed
His plain mystery. The fifty-two lovers
Footed the morris dance of numbers where
Discarded deuces cinderella to ir~nic trumps.
Our soldiers cannot leave their slave,
But say that they have come into
A place so strange that there is no way outAnd mean that they have entered where
There was no way of entering.
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PINKNEY STREET

Down Beacon Hill's late afternoon
October settles, a dying king,
Flaking light like the glance of wings
When birds phalanx through the sun.
On the brink between the Bulfinch jowls
A boy and bicycle pose a truant
Silhouette, then, taut a!an errand,
Lucifer toward the oceaning Charles.
Avaunt, avaunt, old metaphorl
Only bicycles are carried out to sea:
Only sprockets rust in ebb pools. The boy
Drowns in October, walking the bone.dry shore.

M 0 R E L S (for Norman Arnold)
Because the snow so suddenly fted
We went to look for the body of Ariel
Among the remnants of storms. We found instead
A hill inhabited by gnarled morels.
We gathered and cooked this mushroom Caliban,
Knowing full well he has a cankerous twin.
Identical and sweet to taste, but one who, when
The household sleeps. bids death come in.
Demonical, we strummed a botany book.
Death was the trap, and the bait
Was life. Like devils we had a look
Of loving everything as we sat down an~ ate.
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Like comedians, by our survival
We are punished. We laugh at each other wickedly,
Knowing that in eeking beauty, we found evil,
Toyed with it-and came away scot-free.

~

NOTES FOR A LEARNED ARTICLE
Melville, gazing the courts of the sea,
Beheld young whales arrayed about
Their dams. They suckled and stared beyond
The solace, perhaps into the infinite.
Lawrence, reeling back from Mob'1 Dich,
Repeated the trope, and Crane,
Already awash and twisting on the reefs,
Turned to the seal's gaze as to a weathervane.
Whither do thesemaiIlmals gaze whQ lull
On the br~ast which is really an eye,
A gteat transparent profile where fishes swarm
Like leucocyte!, and shadows atrophy?
Sea mammals stilldwell in the first womb.
They stare, therefore, inhumanly away from home,
Defining'with ~gerous purity the servitude
Of Melville at large in the savannahs of his blood.
In the savannahs eyes always meet
With a sound of banjo chords and running feet,
Promising behind a gauze of foam
To lead Melville back to his ancestral home
And leading instead to some singular perversion
Where water becomes words-and words, immersion.
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THE BIG SEAWALL

T

latched his door carefully and tiptoed barefoot
along the hall to find his mother's room. With a house full
.'.
of guests, there was no telling where she ha<l moved herself
or what strangers occupied the great master bedroom, two'in the
four-poster and perhaps half a dozen on army cots lining the
walls. lJe paused at one threshold, his hand trying the knob, but
somehow the silence on the other side warned him off and he
moved ,?n. Another door was locked and a third led into a dusty"
pocket, the broom closet, and all of them towered up dark and the
same, sifting through to him the tentative sighing of sleep everywhere, or maybe the sea far below and beyond.
Suddenly Timothy ducked back to the stairs, ran down in four
soft leaps, and burst out of the screen door toward the beach.
His breath calmed as he trotted down the wooden steps to the
sand and started loping along beside the water. But ~e was thinking bitterly of the old days before he went away .to boarding
school. In those days he could rush into her room at crack of dawn
and shout, "GOOd morningl" and tousle her awake. Then he'd
shut the window, turn on the radiator, and go to do the same for
his father. But now a fellow didn't know what to expect, coming
home for summer vacation. Now his father was a faraway ghost in
IM 0 THY
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the summer, seldom seen, always preoccupied with work in the
city. And this place had turned into such a hotel that he couldn't
even find his own mother.
-...
- He glanced back at the house set high on its bluff, windows Teflecting the dead gray of the sky, and the eaves uptilted lik~ edges
of wings. One swoop, he thought, and the whole thing might :rise
flapping into the clouds. Or maybe the Toof -would sail on its
clumsy way, knocking the walls 9ver and spilling the people and
their beds down the bluff. He set his lips in a furious grin and
sprmted as hard as he could. It had the same calming effect as a
hearty scream, or the tinkle of glass thoroughly broken.
As he slowed down again, he noticed a brown figure i~ bathing
trunks moving energetically around a pile of rocks at the far end
of the beach. Timothy let himself down' to a walk and fixed his
eyes on his toes digging their vanishing prints before the waves.
That must be one of the week-end guests, 'out for an early swjm.
Timothy came nearer with small discreet steps, chose a round
stone far from the water's edge, and sat down to watch.
The man was laboring madly. He had already built a great heap
of rocks against the cliff's nose and out onto the pebbly strip that
marked the end of this beach. He must have brought loose rocks
all the way from the neighboring inlet, for many lay strewn-about
with their wet sides upturned and .the .beach floor had been
churned and pocked for yards around. Now, with his back to
Timothy, ~e struggled with a rock the size of a watermelon. Brac- .
ing his feet ankle deep in the sand, he gripped the raw barnacled
edges and strained so that the muscles in his back stood out in
lumps and cords. His brown head looked suddenly small and
pale, and his back seemed an amiIess triangle with 'the weight
pulling him forwar.~. Hunched and waddling, the man lugged
his rock a few feet and lunged with it at the pile. But it slipped
and he leaned on it, inching it sideways until it rested between
two others. As he straightened up, the irivisible weight still bore
down on his shoulders and bent his knees, and Timothy heard hj.s
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breath rasp. Then and there he decided that he disliked this
stranger ~or two reasons-he was building an ugly stone pile on
the family's private beach. and his movements were ~gly to see.
There was something offensive, even embarrassing, about his
violence.
For a moment the man stood, gazing at some spot in ~e fogblurred sky, but his hands h~ng open and curled, ready for the
next stone. Timothy watched him struggle again and again, rolling the hugest rocks end over end, or kneeling to hoist one up
with all the strength of his doubled arms. Once he stumbled and
fell with a grunt on top of his burden. But he was up almost in
the very motion of his fall, seeming to grapple the rock with hands
and knees together. This time he could not get a grip on it, though
he sidled and tugged from various angles. Timothy eyed him
coldly, critically. Ape-like, that was it. The arms stretched long
from the sockets, the spread legs foreshorte~ed as he stooped, and
the spasmodic lurching of his whole body. Timothy recoiled with
a private laugh and curled his feet close to himself.
He was crouching that way when the man abandoned his struggle and turned around.
"Hellol" he said, brushing off his arms. Timothy didn't answer. He stared at the heap of rocks and the arena of furrowed.
sand where this fellow had flung himself around, messing up the
beach.
"I guess you're wondering what I'm up to so early in the morning," said the man. He grinned as though this were· a trifling
amusement, just a little exercise before breakfast. ''I'm building
a breakwater to keep the sand from washing out."
"Oh," said Timothy, and started poking a ring of holes around
his toes. "My father says he never wants a breakwater here."
"I admit it's not very beautiful at this stage," laughed the man.
''I'm not much of a stone mason. But I'll make it solid and handsome if it takes me weeks. Your father will thank me for it yet, I
trust. Your beach will disappear unless you have one." He came
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closer and held out his hand. "My name's Conrad. You're Timothy, aren't you? Pleased to meet you, Timothy:'
Conrad's firm and friendly grip dispelled embarrassm~ht,and
Timothy smiled slightly.
"Seriously, now," $aid Conrad, "1 don't want to €ountermand
your dad's orders. I'll pull the thing down if he objects to it, but
I honestly think he won't object. Probably I shouldn't have undertaken it alone, though. It's too much for one man." He settled
cross-legged beside Timothy and produced a pack of cigarettes,
apparently from nowhere. "Smoke?"
. "No thanks." But it was flattering to be offered a smoke, at the
age of fifteen. Conrad lit one and tossed the pack behind Timothy's seat, where he also. had a shirt and blue jeans and a straw hat
full of plums. He set the plums at Timothy's feet with an offering
wave of the hand, and Timothy helped himself, reflecting that
these had once been part of the center piece on the dining table.
"What I really need is some kind of a sledge or stone boat to
drag those rocks out, and maybe a plank to lever them up. Eventually, of course, I'll need cement to make an effective job of it."
He puffed in silence, squinting at the brigbteningwater and the
jumbled stones reaching toward it. "Once I built a short break. water at my place up in Maine, but this is much harder. This will
have to be a regular sea wall stretching clear to the current out
there."
"We~ve managed so far without one, though," remarked Timothy, "and we still have plenty of sand. I don't see why you strain
yourself over it." Conrad looked up in amusement.
"1 guess 1 did strain myself a good .deal, didn'~ I? Oh well,
there's always room for improvement in any set-up, don't you
think? That's one reason for owning a summer place. You can
improve ito"
··Yes, we can!" murmured Timothy,gtinningwryly.
··Sure," said C01!rad. "But why not put your guests to work?"
Timothy said nothing. He felt the illan's eyes on him, and he
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leaned over, fumbling at his feet. But in his mind he held the
image of those eyes and the expression. An ageless sort of fa~e,
bony 'and brown, wide in the forehead and narrow at the chin,
with a permanent smile flickering in the taut cheeks. A mobile
face, with a quizzical air of receiving coundess impressions and
making light jokes of them. Only the lower lip cut a stubborn
line, almost brutal in profile. Plainly he wasn't a fellow to be
crossed, even when he acted ·as though he owned the place.
"You're home for the summer, aren't you?" asked COnrad, obviously changing the subject, but keeping his eyes on Timothy
as if to draw him forcibly out.
"Yes, I came late last night. Hope I didn't disturb anyone."
"You're a very considerate host, the more so because you
haven't even met your guests, or have you?" .
"No, they're all strangers to me so far."
"All except one, I hope?" The steady eyes made Timothy
squirm inwardly. Yet why should he? They were friendly enough
{ eyes, weren't they? Instead of answering, he picked up a flat stone
and sent it hurding in three jumps over the water.
"Good throw," said Conrad, rummaging around for a similar
stone.
"Dad taught me a special way to skip them"'· said Timothy.
"There's a special flick of the wrist...." He did it again, this time
five jumps.
"Your dad doesn't get much chance to come out here, does
he?" Conrad took a stone flat between thumb and forefinger.
,"Nope," said Timothy. "He's pretty much tied down to his
work. Said he couldn't come at all this summer."
"Too bad," said Conrad without feeling. "I'd enjoy meeting
him." He fixed the stone elaborately in the circle of his thumb
and fingers, and went through some aiming motions. "That comes
of being a city doctor," he observed. "City humanity eats up your
time and energy one hundred percent." He sent the stone limping
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a couple of skips. "Not so sharp. Maybe 1 need a few lessons. Can
you show me the trick?"
Timothy shrugged as if to say that it was not his own trick and
he hadn't much right to teach it.
"Well," he finally said, "you hold the stone like this, pull back
horizontally this way, then.•••" His arm flashed forward, andthe
disc went skimming. "You have to let your arm. go like a whip.
Pretend you're throwing your arm right off."
"Say, your dad worked it out to a science, didn't he?" Timothy
ignored the condescending tone and watched critically while CQnrad tried a few times. .
"That's better," he admitted, "but you have to throwexacdy
parallel to the ground, and let it snap right through your wrist.
See?" He did it again, expertly, and stood by with his arms folded,
feeling powerful as he supervised the practice.
Conrad learned quickly, though, and soon he was doing as well
as Timothy. For a while the two of them shot'side by side, Conrad ~ g such ease that presendy he was hardly in the game,
but seemed just to play with his own animal grace. Timothy remembered how his father, on his rare visits, would come out to
skip stones. He would step down to the-beach in his.white ducks
and tweed jacket and choose his stones with scientific care. Then
he would plant his immaculate tennis shoes firmly, balance his
stooping height, and "commence," as he put it. He threw s~y,
not awkwardly but as though he meant tp articulate each muscle
toward a distinguished performance. Marvelous, how he could be
so intelligent and' distinguished even when throwing. ston~st It
must be a skill acquired with age and long seH-discipline, a style
which finally permeated the whole person at all tiples. It alw~ys
dignified his father, like a fine and severe suit of clothes. Timothy
could not. imagine him at the mercy of anger or weeping, or
sweating l~e a beast. Yet when he tried to imitate his father, he
only' became too earnest and rigid. When he studied the flex of
his throwing arm, his stones lost their flight.
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Now ~imothy pursed his lips, vying with Conrad, and of course
his stones fairly stumbled on the surface. But Conrad seemed not
to notice his determination.
"Looks as though we'd run out of ammunition," he observed,
groping on all fours. "I guess I'm better at this than at building
your mother's breakwater," he laughed.
"My mother's?" queried Timothy. "Did she ask you to build
it?"
"No, not exactly," said Conrad. "She told me your father was
against it because he prefers a clear expanse of beach with no artificial stone pile to mar it. Well, I persuaded her that without a
breakwater you'd soon be without a beach:' He stopped groping
and leaned his elbow on his knee while he surveyed the water as
though it were a vast problem. "After that she simply mentioned
how nice it would be 'to have the beach protected from the devouring winds and tides. Also from intruders:' He nodded toward the houses lining the curvature of the shore beyond the
cliff's nose.
Timothy wondered if the man were making this up. He had
the air of searching his mind for plausible reasons. But there 'had
always been a beach and there had never been any intruders, so
Timothy found no sense in the argument. The fellow just liked
building breakwaters and he was getting his way.
"I suppose my father was consulted?" said Timothy stiffly.
"I don't know," said Conrad after a pause. "I only know that if
there's something your mother really wants, she doesn't ask for
it. She merely indicates the shadow of an idea and leaves you to
work on it. Or perhaps it works on you. Anyhow, she mustp\lt
some magic into ito" Suddenly thoughtful, Conrad bowed his
head and drew his fingers in a wide arc through the sand, back and
forth slowly in the same place. "Some people have a magic like
dreamers who are guided more surely in their sleep than most
people are by wide-awake reason. Some such dreamers are wiser
than they know, and she is one of those:'
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"I don't see what you're driving at," said Timothy. eyeing him
narrowly. For Conrad seemed enveloped in some mystery which
Timothy found alarming. It expressed itself in the gentle brush..
ing of Conrad's fingers ,in the sand. his head bent in almost wore
shipful concentration over them, and the intimate tone of his
remarks that Timothy felt somehow ashamed to hear.
"What do you mean?" demanded Timothy.
"Oh, just my vagrant thoughtsl" said Conrad airily, as if these
thoughts were jewels that Timothy could not possibly share. "I
suppose I mean that your mother is a lovely and wonderful
woman, and so deserves whatever she even hints at wanting."
Conrad stood up and looked with lids half closed at some iridescence in the sky, seeming to bask in it with the lightest tou~
of a grin on his face. Watching him, Timothy felt his palms grow
hot and moist, yet he shivered at the suspicion looming surely
into his mind. The man's brute energy, so violent a ~ew momen~
ago, had subsided completely into this smile, the smile of a satyr
contemplating a secret ecstasy.
Suddenly Conrad moved: away, as if Timothy's scrutiny had
scorched him to his senses.
"Must be late," he mumbled. "Better be getting back... ." And
he went on, something about breakfast. But Timothy was staring
at the rock pile jutting hideously into the water. And he imagined
a diaphanous shape out there, like his mother borne along by the
flying veils of a sleeper, and below her on the sand, an apish form
grovelling to heap stone after stone as steps for her into the sea,
while far behind them on the beach stood Timothy's father, unseeing, preciSely skipping his stones. "Now you commence like
this," he would say. "The flick of the wrist is all-important, my
boy...."
''I'~ for breakfast, Timothy. How about you?" Conrad stood
a few paces behind him and spoke very gently. Quite apologetic,
thought Timothy, and kept his back turned.
"No, not just now," he said.
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"I'll be going along then. See you later?" The questibn hovered, but no answer. Why bother to answer? The man could understand without it. H~s very tone of voice admitted some shame
or other, and a certain contemptible resignation. Timothy heard
him stirring around, picking up his clothes. Then he came so close
that Timothy felt his breath, and the warmth offms body bl~
ing out the faint w i n d . ' .
"I'm awfully glad you're here with us now, Timothy," he said.
"I .. :' But Timothy took three deliberate steps away from him,
scooped up a flat stone and sent it hurtling madly over the whitecaps. He stood there, still and tense, until he heard only silence
behind him.
In a moment he turned his head warily and saw Conrad shrinking in the distance, pausing to run at the waves now and then. The
man's voice floated back, a strong and clear tenor: "0 weel may
the keel row, the keel row, the keel row.•• :' Finally he broke
into a trot and soon was climbing the long wooden staircase to
the house.
The straw hat full of plums lay forgotten on the sand, the brim
smeared where one had split open. Slowly, absent-mindedly,
. Timothy walked up the beach and gazed dully at the fat purple
fruit, bulged out of shape with ripeness. Then he placed one foot
squarely over the hat, and eased all his weight down onto it again
and again until the plums were mashed to a pulp and the hat
stained a livid pink. Suddenly a sob shuddered through him, and
another, and more, until they lurched his whole body and wailing
forced itself through his clenched teeth. Faster and faster he
trampled, then ~ized the. whole mess, ran into the water, and
flung it out with all his might. When it had disappeared, he
started toward the house at a ragged trot, whimpering, stumbling
. among loose stones.
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Approach or not approach her? Is she there
By proxy¥ She and yet not she. They laughAt me? They tum their heads away, yet seeSee into me. He who awakens from
A dream of worthiness, his eyes betray
The williwaws, the hollow winds. Approach her,
Pretend that all is as before, she reading
My eyes, she taking out my caved-in heart,
She testing my weak knees, she sounding me
With words like drumsticks?-Nevetl I'll step out;
Take' in a movie. No, I'll stay; they must .
Have seen me. No, I better go; and go,
Andgol

~'

II

In calm, the sea surface
Remains unaware
Of the big, submerged boulders.
Then
I did not know what I knew of you,
Dispenser of fog-poison;
Fog-poison with a moon
In its blur as the nigpt is.
That summer you died in me,
Died in the white fog,
The images facing
The inquest of silence;
The chillywords issuing,
Chilly bats issuing
From the catacombs of the mind.
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III

-And is this how one feels when gassed, when poisoned?The fingers of the mind so paralyzed
They cannot grasp, they wriggle in air, get nowhere.
So wriggled its lanky limbs the Daddy Longlegs
I once held by the wings. And there someone
Who holds my mind this way? And by what means:
Telepathy? Or radio waves? Thoughts that
Do not belong to me nor to each other;
Who puts them in my head?-Azazolites
And jitters. They connect and disconnect.
The williwaws, the hollow winds. They pour
The world out of the world. Her face yawns out
An empty meaning. Things give up their ghosts.
And God is at the dead-end street, a place
That is no place. And there is writing on
The wall that is no wall. And there is humor
To let.

~I

IV

They stop
At the brink and are nowhere.
Hollow gaps, crevasses,
Twist, tum and insulate.
Links loosen and melt out:
Where being is as much
Unbeing;
Affirmation-denial;
Extremes interpenetrateQuestions within questions.
The jigsaw puzzle
Assembled by a blind man
With anesthetic fingers.
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V

A voice within aJvoice as mute. Dry words
And whispers. Eyes and ears onti-ial.
Am spied upon; they know I know too much.
Dry dustand lint and talk. The steam-blare trailing
In fog. The smoke in5late-cloud. These and those
Suspended men in a suspended world.
Suspended thoughts with nothing under them,
Like Absalom. Suspended fe~lings-fogs.
I see their future serpent wise, myself
A Lazarus with after-images
Behind the eyelids. Words arecrucified
In me. Hence I will rise. Forever is
Forever around the comer. I am come,
Remembered; come to wake the meaning up:
Come on a furlough from what is to come.
VI

Places talk. back at me.
Am called ugly names-The bad bull
.
Who has gored a red blanket
Me they mean, me,
The things, all the things,
Who fall rising, rise
Falling on crossroads
Where there are no roads.
I am a hearing nerve
Branched out in things
And times, in many times.
I am telescoped;
Together and apart;
In spite of and because of.
Ball bearingsTolling round themselves.
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And there is a magnetic field
Around them, that is mind.
Around the head is mind.
Around th~ world is mind.
Beyond these
Are'the Before
And After.

I
I

ISR.AEL NEWMA.N

THE STREETCAR
How, when the orange bull of the sea
Opens his sea-throat roaring
Through the black plumbing of the trees
A hundred yards away, we wish
For summer's tunnels, deaf and greenl
When from the bottom of the street
His voice through leaves tricked out
To be a grumbling old man or a boy's
Hard rising argument,
He bellows on to WatertownI
But when nursemaids tum to birds
On the boulevard's white beach
Sunlight jellies on his flanks,
Clings and scalds: and when he screams
Noone knows what his screaming means.
And the children in their sand
Whimper but do not understand
As washed in sticky fire he roars
All over Cambridge with his sores.
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THE GULL
Why the old man in atingle shell
Who stopped to rest near Eliot Bridge
. Has suddenly risen and rowed· .
His yellow lemon shell away
Like an arrow sprung out from.its bow
But unable to leave the bow
Before,again beingsprung, and again sprung,
Cannot betold to me except .
By the heavy-muscled gul1~
Who, spreading his thick feet on the ice
Of the shoreline near the old man's head
Has in the.last half-hour enjoyed
Two silent fish, which with his bill
He spears and mangles, tears in two,
Then gags their opened bodies down.
LAWRENCE OLSON

TO A BLUE LAND
Dear Summer,.
.
Peace was blue (wave-held in the white
furrows, bent to the twin star-~ge
of day) •Viol-clean, your strings hummed
blue to cover the wash of worlds
with a sound-the color and body of love.
Them I plunged from the lost ledge
of your eyes, and wander now in a brown
Novembering pit where only the old
thought is blue, and mud-worms bore
at the body'sgate. Love, it is late.
Come soon.

.

-'

BERNICE SLOTE
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HARVEY FERGUSSON
AND THE CROSSROADS
of the writer, caught in the contradictory maze of the individualism of our time, have been a
major preoccupation of contemporary literature. If he was
born into the Southwest, as was Harvey Fergusson, the first and
foremost novelist native to New Mexico, he had an alternative
offered, if he would but perceive it; for along the Rio Grande, the
invading pioneers encountered, as in no other region of the vast
hinterland, a thriving civilization centuries old, a civilization persistently inimical to egocentricism. With his new novel Grant of
Kingdom, Harvey FerlWsson rounds out the tragedy of the course
that the artist in man, tom by the exigencies of the intellectual,
may travel-if these conflicts are not resolved. .
Conflicts may be resolved, as the enduring literature of the ages
attests; they may never be evaded, as the burial of suicides at the
crossroads of the old world so grimly remind those who hesitate
to choose between two ways. The new world was so long a wilderness that the thought of other paths than that of conquest made no
impression, except along the Rio Grande where the upthrust of
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a strong Indian culture from the South gave pause to the movement westward. Here, at the crossroads of the continent, the Indian and his conqueror live in subtle but crucial opposition.
The bulk of Harvey Fergusson's work is native to the strife be- .
tween individualism impelling toward devastation and a communalism striving for survival.
, Having been born Jo£one alignment
and reared in the other,. Fergusson has known a sundered loyality
as have few, if any, of the other regional ~ters of the United
States. Whether there has be~n issue in works of art-given this
parentage-or in stillbirths has depended upon which adversary
was permitted triumph. It has not always been clear to Fergusson
that there is, of course, but one side on which ~e artist can operate
and survive. In his thirty years as a producing writer, he has been
able at times almost to resolve his peculiar heritage. :But he has
been finally unwilling, as h~' demonstra~es in (kant &f Kingdom,
to see that the lone hunter never won a battle, that he has recourse
only in escape, that eve~ if he survives he must remain forever the
misfit in established life-the compromiser, not the creator.
It is currently popular to insist that a creativewo~k be judged
without reference to time and place, without reference to the artist in fact, as if, indeed, the work were produced by immaculate
conception. To judge a work without reference to the nature of
art is to assume that it is something apart from life. Without clay
the artist's hand cannot fashion anything at all; the clay may be
transformed-must be-but it can never be rejected; form and
content are as inseparable as the man and his work. And since a
work of art is such by virtue of its uniqueness, not its duplication,
there can be no standard, no absolute outside itself,by which to
judge it. It is the degree to which the artist has been able to integrate himself in time and place, to synthesize disparate elements
into a whole and living thing outside himself-at once singular
and universal-that he may be said to have created a work of art.
One that does not fuse the regional and the national, the natio~al
and the international, man and mankind, the concrete and the
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abstract, is a misbegotten thing; it is kept alive, if at all, by coteries
of the elect or by local boosters, depending uponwhether the personal or the impersonal is exclusively worshipped; but it is not art.
Harvey Fergusson, as a novelist, was aware of ambiguities, and
he sought always, as an artist, to synthesize them; but as a distinguished intellectual he found it. necessary to see these components of the artist's world as dichotomies, and in striving to incorporate them into something entire, fell victim to the expedient
of compromise. Of the published works of Fergusson, nine have
been novels and four nonfiction. The proportion indicates the
strong will towards the poetic in spite of the dominance of a culture devoted to analysis. For Fergusson is rooted deeply in the
ambivalence created by the opposition of his observations as an
artist and a New Mexican, and his formal education.
In his autobiography Home in the West, 1945, the most bitter note is that concerned with the frustration and bewilderment
that accompanied his academic experiences. "Much of what I was
taught," he wrote, "was sheer prejudice and error and I had laboriously to revise or reject it." If, indeed, one ever wholly or even
partially exorcises the catechisms of one's training-or of one's observations-if one is willing to trust them, as an artist always must.
In the first ten years of Fergusson's career as a writer the artist was
in the saddle and he was able to produce a series of novels of
which at least two are artistically successful, all are assuredly a contribution to American literature, and one, Wolf Song, may add to
the accruing literature of world significance.
Fergusson, like many of the writers coming to maturity in the
decade of the twenties, saw the corruption in our world that the
stalemate of World War I had made so painfully clear; he, like
many of the others, felt the need to understand what had happened. In his Albuquerque boyhood Harvey had seen the coming
of the railroad into a subsistence area that had survived for centuries by careful attention to reproduction and conservation; he
could not avoid seeing that the overgrazing of the range lands to
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supply livestock. for an outside market had already upset the eco. logical balance, that laissez faire was uDIeashing the desert sands,
the age-old enemy of the settlements, to encroach upon them and
to choke the source of life, the river. Life, he sensed with the others, was in jeopardy.
Fergusson's first book The Blood of the Conquerors is the story .
of Ramon, a descendant of the feudal Spanish Dons who were the
first to intrude the relationship of lord and vassal into the collective economy of the Rio Grande; it is the story of the conqueror
sinking down finally to the peasant his forefathers had created, because he himself compromised with the new conquerors, the
Americans. Ramon is described as the end of a line of aristocrats
and the first of his family to need to face 'the new invaders with
only his two bare hands. Ramon however has a still ,wealthy uncle,
and he hasjust finished his training in law. He was brought up in
a culture that from the beginning had been able to merge public
law with private law. So, instead of going forward to compete, he
invokes the past to aid him. He adroitly encourages an old aristocrat who had been reduced to poverty through the double-dealing
of Ramon'~ uncle to act in revenge, and thus Ramon comes into
an inheritance. He does not align himself with the struggle of the
Spanish-Indian peasantry, a class he had been educated to despise;
he merely uses them under pretext of friendship, and suffers the
fate of the egoist: he indulges an infatuation for a blonde woman
of the new conquerors whom he hates, but also secretly admires
(as conquerors are always admired by a decaying aristocracy) • He
loses, in his romantic purSuit of her. almost all his patrimony.
The Blood otthe Conquerors was published in 1921, an erao£.
burgeoning regional literatures, an era that too soon tired of facing the irreconcilable elements in our society that the closing of
the frontier ·had set in antagonistic conflict. Avoidance rather
quickly took either of two majordirections: one evaded entanglement bydenying any kinship at all with so confusing and disgusting it mess; it got off ,to. a good start through debunking, and often-
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er than not ended in withdrawal to Europe; the other major direction took the critical but sympathetic approach so well travelled
by Faulkner. Harvey Fergusson came rather near joining the
former group in The Blood of the Conquerors, for there is no felt
identity with Ramon, no searching into the psychology of the
man. The novel quite ably combines excellent observed detail
of the Spanish American and a fine sense of appropriate form, but
it is an intellection. There is, even so, the beginning of a sympathy
for people caught in the overpowering way of life which had come
to be labelled "American," and Fergusson makes sonte fine thrusts
at this tyranny through the hostile eyes of Ramon.
e-Fortunately, for the Southwest and for Ameridm literature in
general, Fergusson did not join the exodus. In a spirit of criticism
and increasing sympathy he set about the task of examination; he
searched out the pattern of the woof as well as the warp of the s0ciety into which he was born. He finally discovered the whole
fabric, and during his creative period lost the need of ferreting out
scapegoats, the singular diversion of those who turned to debunking or glorification as a means of striking out against the disciplines demanded by maturity.
It was in this period devoted to detached observation that he
wrote two books set in the East, the scene of his university life ~d
first working years as a newspaperman. In the first of them, Capitol Hill, 1923, Fergusson presents with a"good deal of taunting
scorn the corruption of our nation's capital during \Vorld War I.
Capitol Hill has no hero but rather a central figure, R~ph, and
again it is a character with whom he is not in sympathy. There is
also an odd book-reading character, Henry, who does not seem to
fit into the structure of the capital where "somehow the idealization of woman and acquisitiveness work out ... better than honest
love and a desire to do something for ,society.tt Henry is almost
. irrevocably enmeshed in the protagonist's political world when
the war comes along and Ralph is involved in the larger corruption. "The war," says Fergusson, was "a potent pervasive spirit
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working variously for various men. To those who held the power
of property it was a shower of blood that nourished the gardens
where money grows, bringing forth huge crops almost overnight.
For some it was a great moral crusade, suddenJy making murder
holy in the light of a beautiful dream. For some it was misery an~
horror and madness:'
Henry provides throughout the book a small but persistent
counterstatement to the things for which Ralph stands. There is
in Capitol Hill an excellent presentation of dichotomies as meaningful today as in 1923, but Fergusson is protesting at something
within and without that had not found integration. The novel
is not itself a whole and living thing.
Included in the general theme of conflict between predatory
\vealth and the common people, between the big fellow and the
litd~ fellow in Capitol Hill, is the related theme of the conRict'o£
sex in this antagonistic setting, a theme which was to occupy Fergu~n in the six succeeding novels. The problem of the baBIed
male was dealt with in Capitol Hill. Fergusson states it thus: UIn
every American male there is something of primitive womanworship-a thing of ancient origin preserved and strengthened by
the feminine domination to which every American is subjected
from childhood. It produces men who can revere woman as an
ideal and despise her as an instrument of sin, but who can seldom
comprehend her ~ a human reality:'
It is upon this theme that the next novel, Women and ~ives, is
predicated. By th~ very tide the shift in approach is well indicated.
Fergusson begins to look at woman, not as an. antagonist or competitor merely-as the emphases of our ag~ insist for her...:..but as
something more, a force, as she.has always been in the ancient cultures persisting along the Rio Grande: life itself. Catherine, furthermore,is the first of Fergusson's characters to develop autonomy; she learns through the idleness of a marriage dedicated to
romantic love something about herself, about desire, about life,
and she has, finally, the courage to end the monotony of an im-
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possible dream; she leaves it and sets out upon the adventure of
creative living. Jim, her husband, remains throughout caught in
the determinism of an ideal; he-is, however, a character for whom
we have sympathy; pity is perhaps the better word. Abo\te all we
begin to see the twenties- Women' and Wives was published in
1924-as an era in which there may be growth as well as decay.
When Jim is finally freed from the drudgery of making ,a living
that had stultified him, he is at once filled with regret and with
exhilaration. He realizes that he and Catherine were "by necessity
of race and time, egoists seeking a personal fu1fillmen~, rather
than devotees of a social order... .o'
Catherine had been economically independent, and because of
this independence she had had the leisure to develop. But there
was so~ething else on Catherine's side that was implicit from the
beginning, an ability, a tendency to grow away from the romantic
and static toward the living and real. She seems to know instinctively that only when love becomes a means to an end does it survive and grow; desire must be a resource if it is to give freedom.
For Jim love never becomes more than an end in itself; he is enslaved by desire as a miser is by his gold.
Is the basic dichotomy of the human world responsible for
the plight of man? Is that why so much that is promising in ideal
becomes so distressing in reality? In Women and Wives Fergusson
gives an answer by a distortion in form that is not implicit in his
understanding of either Jim or Catherine. The success of a work
depends perh~ps, during the first period of its life, upon the general tenor of that time: whether it is aligned with destructive
forces or life-giving forces. But to survive, it must certainly not
imply defeat, no matter what the status of the artist in the society
of his time. Women and Wives has all the fine perceptions of Fergusson embodied, this time, in living characters and excellent
situations; but why, when the author began the book with Catherine, did he choose to end it with the chapter in which Jim comes
to a full reali,ation of defeat? Not that defeat of Jim was not im-
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plicit from the beginning and justified, given his training. and
character; but the impact 9f Catherine's triumph is lost in. this
arrangement of the end, and the defeat of Jim is somehow predicated upon her escape. The dichotomy is falsely maintained, not
synthesized. There has been the intrusion of a partisan into the (
conflict; and the partisan, thcensed, often rightly enough, with
injustice to others or to himself, is inclined to follOW out his argument rather than submit to the subtler and ultimately more convincing and certainly more enduring demands of art.
In Hot Saiu1'day, 1926, a seemingly trivial story on the surface,
Fergusson achieves his first full-bodied success. He returns to a
New Mexico setting where the predatory and the creative are
clearly locked in struggle. This time the man is the one who releases the woman. But before we discuss Hot Satu1'day thercfare
. two other novels that precede it, not in seq~ence of publication,'
b~t in point of time and development of Fergusson's general
tlieme. Wolf Song, 1927, and In Those Days, 1929, are concerned
directly with the origin of o~r unresolved conflicts. Outwardly,
these books give a vivid account of New Mexico from the days of
the first Anglo invaders, the mountain men, through the coming
of the traders and the railroad, to the period just preceding the
twenties of Hot Satu1'day.
They tell the story of the frontier period "when the free wealth
of the wilderness had either been squandered or hoarded and
men had had to learn the difficult and cunning technique of taking things away from each other without the aid of firearms," and
men became, as Fergusson describes a mountain man and an Indian in a death struggle over po~ssion of a horse, "antagonists by
accident:' In Those Days, which Fergusson has subtitled An 1mp1'ession of Change, is not a novel in the strict sense of the term,
but is rather a kind of journal: an excellent one, filled with much
good writing and the development of several unforgettable minor
characters. There is comment upon all the themes he has examined in his other novels, and by way of a theme of its own, there
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is the positive one of the liberation from inhibitions built by the
main character's New England upbringing. But funning counter
to this development is the story of frontier licentiousness that had
not been trained in inhibition and of the near ruin bequeathed
by it to posterity.
Wolf Song is probably Fergusson's finest work. It is a poetic
fe-creation of the mountt1in man, the egoistic impulse to go it
alone, to avoid above all entanglement in society and hence responsibility, the impulse to live the adolescent slogan, u a mountain man goes on until he's rubbed out." It is the same impulse
that troubles the competitive world in the thousand ingenious
ways it seeks to avoid cooperation with its fellow men. But Sam
Lash, like all the lone hunters, hadn't taken into account the unavoidability of sex, and therefore the unavoidability of settlements to which woman is inextricably bound. Lash had grown up
on the fringe of the frontier where you took what you wanted and
thought no more about it; you got by if you were strong and cunning and ruthless. He even thought he could get away with stealing himself the daughter of a Mexican Don in Taos. But something happened to him; he rode away, but he could not escape
the tangle of her long black hair, and something else. This woman
knew civilized life. There he had made his mistake; so long as the
things he took were raw and unprotected, he could get by with
plunder. When he met his match, he began to consider life not as
merely to be spent, but to be conserved as well, to be propagated.
Still he tried to catch up with his trapper friends who had grown
tired of waiting and had gone on. In his preoccupation and his
real aloneness he is surprised by a young Indian, the nomadic Indian everywhere pushed backward by the invaders, out to steal
horses by the dicta of his tribe that he might prove himself worthy
of the girl of his choice. In Sam Lash's long chase to recover his
horses he knows that he will find death if he does not succeed; he
goes into the hand-to-hand struggle with the Indian, an opponent
whose guiding impulse is the same as his own had been; neither
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can leave without the 'horses. Only by accident is Lash the one to
survive; he sees plunder for what it is-the blind pitting of two
forces without hatred for one another in a struggle that means
annihilation for someone in the end; next time it could easily be
himself. And so he makes his way back to the girl. When he
reaches her she will have him only if they arelmarried .by the

priest and only if he accepts the responsibility of a ranch of her
father's in a near-by valley. And so the two ~ecome "antagonists
who could neither triumph," struggling "in a grip that neither
could break:' But it was a struggle from which life could issue,
not just death.
I know of no novel of the frontier that faces the romanticism
of the lone hunter and brings it to the conclusion of Wolf Song.,
Of course no other region offered the alternative to this particular
impulse towcp-d suicide, perhaps. But the greatness lies in the significance it lIilS for this time and all time. Fergusson was writing
of how a child becomes a man; of how' the law of nature cannot
I
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suffice for the law of man; of how survival of the fittest is misapplied outside the animal kingdom.
Yet Wolf Song did not receive an understanding appraisal of
the story implicit in its pages, for nowhere else in this land was
the philosophy of expansion as a rightful and determined thing
given even the slightest rebuff. The Southwest did not escape the
flood of hunters that followed the mountain man, seekers after any
manner of gold that could be taken without accounting. They
came in hordes impossible to challenge, as impossible to deflect
as the sudden storms of summer, and they gutted the country as
flash floods gut it, stripping away the rich soil that centuries had
been needed to produce; and when the bare unproductive rock
was reached, they turned upon the settlements. Denied a wilderness to exploit, the hunters seized the only quarry left and made
it theirs. Chauvinism was the new weapon; the holtle town booster clubs the hunter's rendezvous.
Main Street became an epithet in the twenties. Some tried to
understand it, but even Willa Cather contrasted the sterility of
the town girls to the life-force in the country girls. Fergusson had
the insight to choose the town girl and to look at her predicament.
In his most realistic study, in his Main Street of the twenties,
Hot Saturday, he makes of her a symbol. He sees her as the prey
of thwarted adolescence.
Hot Saturday is the story of woman-the old "enemy"-as now a
cherished creature. She is given leisure, but she is denied freedom
to use that leisure. The town's Lions, Moose, and Elk. had pawed
Ruth because she was full of pent-up life, but they had no intention of marrying her, of assuming responsibility for an energy
they could only admit in pornographic terms. Yet when they see
she might escape them, they set out to "protect" her by reverting
to the pack and warning the visiting rich young man against her.
10 great distress Wilbur deserts her at a dance.
Seeing her hope for escape gone, Ruth dances with the lunger
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from the East whom She had constantly been warned against because he was a foreigner, because he m.s a kind afartist at living,
and artists have a way with wom~ and they do not "belong."
"Ruth was the perfect embodiment of the town. She had its blind
energy, its unawareness, its painful conflict of impulse and ideal."
Now she W'as caught in the mechanistic drive to aggrandizement of
self, the old impelling drive of the hunter. SenSing the crushing
power of this possessive madness that despises as it imprisons,
Ruth instinctively flouts the conventions set up by it; she does the
forbidden, she embraces life; she makes a gift of. herself to the
only one who understands-the ubum"; she becomes what she
is reputed to be. And the morning after "was a morning strangely
new, clean and clear" for Ruth. She could idle contentedly on the
front porch at-lrome, for she "had fulfilled her destiny." It is in
this mood that she sees the young man Wilbur returning to her;
he had been wandering about all night. "I don't believe a word
anyone says about you," he blurts out, and he adds, "Ruth, I know
you're good:'
And so Fetgussoo's small town woman came of age and escaped
Main Street where man'is possessormerely. She was free tatty that
only less precarious jeopardy of the city of man and woman as supposedly equal, where, sadly, the escape amounts to acquisitions of
electric percolators and little more. The' city is no answer, but
it is better than the small town. For her. But the man must find
this out, too, and FergussOn does a really fine job of pricking the
romantic dream of the West as an answer to everything trian
yearns for still in Footloose McGarnigal~ published in 1930.
McGamigal, not footloose in the beginning, had listened to the
yams of a Texas un~e when he was a boy; n~he is a highly
ttained New York draftsman tied to "blue prints and a crick in
the nick and good prospects far ahead:' Through the old man's
death he receives a small bequest, enough to test his dream of living away from a society that would discipline him.
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With a survey crew, he is isolated on a mountain top in New
Mexico. All in the party "... were in some sort romantic adventurers.... All of them were looking for something they couldn't
quite find and all were a little bewildered to discover that life here
too was hard work and monotony and that their dreams now all
went back home." The inevitable topic of conversation was
woman. "The longer they went without her in the flesh the more.
vividly she was present to their imagination, demonstrating, as
she always does, that to flee her is never to escape."
At the end of the summer McGarnigal 'goes down to Taos brief, .
ly and encounters there the other extreme of the romantic urge,.
promiscuity in the art colony. But there is a girl artist in the group,
aNew Yorker like himself, who has come to the Southwest to work
seriously. Watching a pu~blo dance together they decide that the
Indians are a "fragment of a lost world" and that they won't last
much longer, and yet that "they're more at home on earth than
any of the rest of us:' It is she who first gives up expecting to find
answers for herself in a culture alien to her own; she returns to the
city, .but McGarnigal, more ~tubborn than she, returns to the
woods for yet another try. He takes the solitary job of fireguard in
the mountains; he learns what it is to be absolutely alone for days,
and he knows when his job is over that this is no direction for him
to take. This is a beautifully poetic section with remarkable insights into romantic individualism faced with its own romance.
In the first concession to return to humankind he becomes a
temporary forest ranger and has a chance to become part of a village. He makes love to Lucretia. The whole community comes to
know about the affair, and a male relative threatens him. Was this
the country of his dreams? "Sitting alone in his shack he felt like
an outlaw camped on the edge of a settlement. He was no part of
the place and he had no stake in it. Here he was only a marauder."
As perhaps the romantic always is: his dream is forever that he
will find the spot where the marauder needn't think of himself as
the enemy, where he may take what he wants without paying for it.
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Bitterly disillusioned not only with his dream but with the betrayer of hi,s dream, McGarnigal rides aimlessly away into the
blacknesS of the night. And a train comes, "cutting the dark with
swift fiery purpose, rushing unerringly through the black un~
human chaos of the mountain night toward great cities of light
-and order. ~t· shouted to him with the rich metallic voice of the
~achine-avoice of challenge and purpose, of conquering human
will riding on steel and fire. It clove the dark muddle of his mood
with a long sword of light, filling him with desire, pointing him a
direction." The city "was everything he wanted now, everything
he lacked."
And so the romantic becomes the realist in this novel at the close
of the tw~nties when the machine had seemed to triumph and the
old culture of the Indians along "the Rio Grande had seemed to
be dying-out. The book was an artistic triumph, a triumph so con- .
vincing that the artist himself fell victim to its logic and gave himself over for the most of the next two decades to "light and order,"
to the analysis of society, to philosophy and auto~iography, to
what was termed in the thirties the "frontiers" of the mind. Fergusson turned to nonfiction with Rio Grande in 1933 and Modern
Man, His Belief and Behavior in 1936. It is not easy to classify
tllese books, for they are strongly creative; they attempt to dr-aw
within their covers the complexities of all the material related to
the central subject. There is great need, of course, to describe the
structure of our world, to organize it so that we might have a better understanding of predicaments. But there is something beyond that, the step that takes one beyond nonfiction limitations;
it is the concern with values that only the artist can extract from
this mass of evidence, evidence to which he is always deeply indebted. It is understandable that within the closed circles of logic
and reasoning Fergusson concluded that man was deluding himself when he assumed that he had any choice in his destiny; that
the most he could hope to achieve was an "ethic of balance:' a·
state "lying between spontaneous desire and the fear that natural-
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Iy accompanies any important action": no more, briefiy, than
compromise.
The practicing artist in Fergusson knew better than thil, u
Footloose McGarnigal so well illustrates. The novel become.
meaningful by an act of will. McGamigal could have stayed iJl
the West-which was not, it should be noted, the place of his upbringing-and could nave disintegrated with hi. dream, but. he
chose to go back to a struggle he was fitted for and therefore had
an obligation to compete in.
So long as the artist trusts the artist in himself there is choice,
there is the possibility of some measure of synthesis. Fergn$fn had
chosen the particular cIay out of which McGamigal emerged:
once chosen, he was obliged, as an artist, to follow out the insights
thus determined. But before that choice is made the writer stands
always upon a crossroads where the dominant expression of the
time is intersected by life, by erotic purpose if you will. And he
sets out upon the road that seems to promise a way out of this
chaos of (:rossed impulses.
The way for Fergusson in this era was the path well marked out
for him by his academic education, the way .he had abandoned
earlier by choice. He turned his energy and his excellent experience as artist-observer to nonfiction, at least one book of which,
Rio Grande, comes near being creative art in spite of the new
choice of medium, because, in fact, of his choice of subject. For
Fergusson was not McGamigal; he was not a New Yorker, and he
was not an·academician by birth, but only by training.
The major conflict of the American writer, whether he was
born in the hinterland or in the city, arises from the expectancies
of a culture still geared to frontier exigencies. On ali frontiers the
artist is suspect. In an age of specialization, of being the lone hunter seeking out the properties of one component in a chemical formula, of examining the appearance and disappearance of a comma
in the various editions of Macbeth, of digging up aU historical
material between the years 1200 and ~202, of becoming aD au-
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thority-in an age of busyness bent upon acquisition, the artist
sitting quietly in the plaza intent upon the meaning of life is the
enemy. How can he who is dedicated to the contemplation of past,
present and future have a credible message for a world aedicated
to the moment, to a way oj doing1 Better to scorn him and clear
the plaza for bu.iness.
So Fergusson took up the weapons chosen by the challengersif that was what it took to keep a place in the heart of the com~u
ni~y. He wrote Rio Grande; he gathered together in one book the
history, geography, sociology and anthropology of the region: he
organized the book as an artist organizes; ev~rything is there for
the imagination to create an almost living thing, if the reader can
become the catalyst. Rio Grande is the best single book on the region for the newcomer or for the awakened resident who feels the
need to know something of the 'Structure of this crossroad; but for
those who want interpretation and meaning, the novels go £ar
beyond the informational intention of Rio Grande. All of the
novels, that is, with the exception of The Life of Riley, 1937, and
Grant oj Kingdom, 1950, which are novels of this crossroad that
never got away from the intersection.
Modem Man was published in 1936 and may account for some
of the irresolution of the problems evoked in these last two novels.
It is conceivable that giving in to the medium most highly applauded, he damaged the creative spirit. For Fergusson The Life
oj Riley expressed an eclipse, for the time, of the artist."From this
novel Fergusson felt impelled tQ turn to straight autobiography.
In Home in the ,West, 1945, he explains that he had done so because he could not say all that he wished to say in the novel form.
If the early novels are read before Home in the West, which recapitulates much of the material, we are struck with ,bow much
more effectively Fergusson presented the experiences and insights
fictionally. It is th;difference between reading a poem and read. ing an explication of it. Still another nonfiction work, People and
Power, appeared in 1947. It is a provocative book as are all of FerH A R V E Y FER GUS SON
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gusson's; it urges inquiry, revaluations of the world in which we
live; but it is analysis preoccupied with the acceptance of compromise as inescapable. The painful dilemma of himself as artist in a society committed to a distrust of the creative is clearly
manifest.
There are unforgettable minor characters in all of Fergusson's
novels. In those of the twenties oftener than not these are artists,
by temperament or trade, who serve an important function in the
matrix of each novel. In The Life of Riley, the artist is not a minor
but a central character; he would be an artist at liVing, but in this
novel he is a failure, as a man, and as a synthesizing agent. What
we have is a curious confusion of the impulses to destroy and to
give life.
Riley, Fergusson tells us, "was not a fumbling, undisciplined
man." In his autobiography, Fergusson remarks that this generation had learned that no longer could it "live by. luck and hope
but only by skill and discipline:' He does not say what sort of skill
or discipline to what ends. Riley was an expert with women; and
so the lone hunter of frontier days becomes the wolf of the·
twenties and thirties; he becomes in this age the specialist. Sex for
Riley was not a purposive act, a creative thing; it was an end in
itself. The story of Riley is the story of the women with whom he
had relations. And we have a fine series of portraits of women in
respo~ to a way of doing; the romantic concentration is explored
in all its aspects; only one woman, the last one, young Shirley, is
encouraged to go on to something that perhaps will not find the
end in the means. She did not really want to leave a relationship
that RIley-now old and practiced-had made his masterpiece,but
Riley made it easy for her by stepping aside, by quelling the possessive that he had always felt to be the destroyer of love. And in
so doing Riley found himself bereft and near to suicide. Yet by
that act he expressed the most important value of the romantic
spirit in the struggle for all manner of freedom, the understanding,
of the evil in possessiveness. Too often, as"with Riley, the impnlse
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was predicated upon an unwillingness to assume responsibility. A
lifetime concerned with maintaining his own freedom betrayed
him. Sex for him had been an isolated thing, unrelated to the
whole of life. Instead of entering thestrilggle toward freedom
through cooperative effort, Riley like most romantics reverted to
concentration upon individual perfection,the skill and di~wine_ .
necessary to the lone hunter. Survival depends, however, indiVlQu",ally and collectively, upon more than discipline; for the armies
of men are highly skilled; it depends upon discipline for some end.
Flight into the de~rt, away from the sourc~ of life aloflg the
. river, toward, ever toward the enchanting mirage of trees arid
water where there are none, is fatal, as Fergusson tells us in all tIle
early novels. Sam Lash,learned th~t there are disciplines that lead
to growth and maturity, and even though theKnowledge irks him
and he be~~ upon the limitations of man's destiny 'as a procreator.
still he does not evade it. What then is the Riley of the thirties? He
had "painfully experienced the fact that life fails men above all
as a mode of growth:· He had not'of course failed life. "Like any
lost man he had travelled in a circle:' He came to see 'that flis life'
was not a passion or a tragedy after all. "It was just a c?mpromise."
Is he a son of pioneers who couJd not or would not face uthe mom·
ing after"? Or is lie merely a victim of philosophy inert in the
armS of mechanism? Compromise is but an armed truce that ends
oftener than not in annihilation. Differences, accepted as diff~':
ences. are the dialectic out of which synthesis can come, out of
which children may be born. out of which a new and living thing.
_ wholly unique, can come.
Following Fergusson through the thirteen years of analysis of
human behavior, his own and others, there was some eagerness to
~ee the artistic result in Grant 01 Kingdom, 1950. Hope ran high
that now at last the direction from the crossroads would be clear,
that all would have been made ready for the blazing of a trail to
the CitiesofCibola.
-The first section of Grant 01 Kingdom promised much. It be·
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gins where Wolf Song left off, in Taos of the 1850's; there is a
gringo mountain man who "had been on the moVe for thirteen
years, because he lived in a moving world, but he had always felt
sure he had a destination, that his time would come to settle and
build." Fergusson tells us that "he had no conception of money
as a form of power," yet consciously or unconsciously Ballard
_ ~ manages to marry the daughter, not of an humble Mexicanmany of whom he had lived with-but the daughter of a Don, a
wealthy landowner.
It is significant that this part of the novel is titled "The Conqueror:' Jean Ballard, Fergusson says, " •.• was never lost. His
sense of direction seemed never to fail him:' The Don gives him
an old parchment which to the Don was worthless; it was a grant
of a vast wildemess of land, a hunting ground of-hostile Indians.
Ballard, of course, was exactly the person capable of subduing this
virgin earth. "For what had fallen into his hands was not merely a
place to live and cultivate. It was the vital heart of a whole region,
a place where men would gather as surely as he made it safe, a
place to be·ruled as well as owned, a means to power as surely as he
had power in him:'
"The Conqueror" is up to anything he had produced before, in
unity, in writing, in conception and presentation. There is one
more brief section toward the end in which the author treats of
the problems of the "spiritual" son of this autocratic father, a
Daniel Laird, with artistic intention. However, what Ballard does
with this virgin earth and the effect of his "benevolence" upon
those he came to have at his mercy, both during his lifetime and
after-the rest of the book-is in essay form.
But the most disappointing aspect of this last novel is the author's insistence upon an interpretation that is not in the material,
either as presented or as inherent; and of someth~else:~ not unrelated, the open glorification of the strong man as heto, o~ the
heroizing in fact of a vanished way of life that can neither be repeated nor that leads anywhere but down a blind alley. Fergusson
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has given in to the nostalgia of the .idealist, to the sentiment that
sees in the mountain wilderness theillttsiou·ofchangelessness, .
uwith not a human habitation visible to mar [my italics] the
beauty of the long forested~idgesfallingaway to the prairie." For
all idealists pull toward the absolute, the static, the past, which is
complete and without the possibility of change. One can· try to
escape change-growth-by going into the past and staying there;
he can try to escape into the self, the moment, through absorption
in a way of doing, into glorifying individual power. Ballard had
chosen feudalism for his pattern, not because he was thinking of
posterity; "he didn't in the least believe anyone else could take
over his kingdom and rule it." Least of all his most devoted follower, Daniel Laird, theaxman, the keeper of the peace, the
preacher of the Bible on SundaYs, the idealist.
And yet Fergusson tells us over and over that Ballard was a
great man; it was change-the bugaboo is now in the open-that
was destroying all he had created. But Ballard had hisopponunity
to create something lasting-th~earth was virgin; feudalism might
be said to be a stage above th~ lone hunter, but not when it is
made to serve the lone hunter instead of the future. Ballard merely lived out his destiny as a mountain man, on a rather grandiose
scale, in the manner ~f big business with which Ballard's empire
was contrasted because no one went hungry in Ballard's kingdom.
Certainly, as first exploiter, it was no problem to live lushly off the
untouched wilderness•. The mountain man, it seems, is but the
archetype of all the exploiters; he is perhaps the extreme individualist, and when he comes into real power it is instructive to see
what he does with it. Ballard used it to live lavishly tobankruptey.
Bankruptcy was an ideal, the thing that drove the men back to
plunder, for "a mountain man goes on until he's rubbed out."
Fergusson would have us believe that Ballard was ruined because
he knew nothing of businesS and finance, even though he had organized a smoothly ri1nni.ng litde world that depended upon
trade with the big outside world. Fergusson chose as a theme for
.'
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this novel an atavism~benevolentautocracy; and not to give us
some insight into the unworkability in the modem world, of un·
controlled individualism but to re-create it for a moment that we
might sentimentalize over its passing; even more than that, to
suggest that a way of doing is the only thing of importance, a rule
to live by.
Daniel Laird, "The Prophet" 9f the last section of Grant 01
Kingdom J is a fitting heir of unresolved conflicts; and he is presented, only briefly from the pen of the artist and extensively in
exposition. Laird, when he was under the rule of Ballard, "had
persuaded· himself once that he loved his fellow beings." But in
the chaos following Ballard's death, he learns to hate them for be.ing sheep enough to assist the new rulers to help run him out of
town. The prophet's wrath rises in him. He wanted to get away
from everyone, yet "... he didn't truly want to run, either. He
wanted to stay and fight-to defy and denounce and destroy." He
withdraws from his kind, however, into the mountains alone and
the Lord becomes his shepherd. But he comes eventually to feel
the need of his kind again, and since he will not return ~o Dark
River he makes the almost suicidal effort to cross the mountairls
to the other side with winter upon him. The section dealing with
this feat is nowhere else excelled in Fergusson's writing of such
feats. In a blinding snowstorm above timberline Laird knows that
"a man who has no bearings always feels that he is traveling in a
straight line but he always in fact ... will finally travel in a circle:'
But there are no bearings in this isolation and he almost gives up
to the urge to easeful death. Yet he "also wanted to defeat the
storm, to elude the circling, treacherous snow." It is the old see. saw, the inability to take sides permanently. Once across the
mountains h~ "felt curiously sure he would never become thesame kind of man- again-one who stood apart and addressed his
fellows and commanded them."
When Morgan, the first person narrator, visits Ballard in 1906
he comments that Laird was now a prosperous rancher, but he was
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also an "uncompromising radical." "He was always," writes Morgan, "thundering in his mighty voice a p t the trusts on Wall
Street, predicting the day when humble men who worked with
their hands would rise in their organized power and smite the
mighty";-he was in the Colorado legislature-Uhe was the same
old Laird, the born champion of lost causes:'
.."A man," Morgan says, "with a touch of genius who had never
found the means of his own development."
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THREE BOOKS AND A PLACE

"
1]

been the kind of reading w~ek end that a troutfishing reviewer longs for and seldom experiences-three
bright books, a little trout river, and, always in the background, a blur' of mysterious mountains. Each becomes more
meaningful because of the presence of the other two. The books
are Jessamyn West's The lVitch Diggers and Warren Beck's \The
Far Whistle and Into Thi~ Air; the trout river is the deep and
sparkling Upper Rio Grande; the mountains are those imperturbable ranges near Taos, strange, ghostly mountains that give
extra meaning to a sky already filled with sun or stars. The combination is good. I wish I could always read books in such a setting instead of in the study.
.
Even the learned Harvard report on general education suggests
the excellence of the combination. "But fishing," says the Harvard Committee, "is a lonely sport. The individual is apart from
his fellow men: all alone in the presence of the glassy or the rush..
ing waters, he has the chance to ponder deeply, since even the fish
may be away. Fishing fosters not only philosophy but the arts as
well, notably the art of fiction." This week end the fish are away,
very far away, but the aloneness is here, and the rushing water,
and certainly the art of fiction.
Miss Jessamyn West will probably never be another Dame JuIS" A S
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liana Berner!, dapping her homemade flies in an Englishcha1k"
stream, but there is a sparkle in her wrlt.ffig that is like the sun..
light on the riftles above Embudo. As water swirls-into brightness at the foot of a rock, so MiSs West's prose frequently swirls
intobrightness ~t the close of a sentence. Thecrepe-paMfQUopY
was moving slowly, says Miss West, ·~like the ribs of a breathing
animal." Aftel;" Hoxie Fifield, in his drop..bottom underwear, had
fallen· into the snowdrift, his buttocks curved upward out of the
snow "like a pumpkin missed at harves! time.1t. Em Conboy felt
that crying would be ulike the needle that lets the water 01:1t of a
throbbing blister." Energetic an4 original figu~es, these, and yet
the originality is seldom strained. TJ:1ey co.me tumbling into Miss
West's sentences as spontaneously as water tumbles overtherifBes,
and they add sparkle to page after page of excellent writing.
Som~times, too, there are good. pools into which Miss West bas
had to look deeply to see the bottom. The character of Lib is one
of those pools-Lib, to whom "Even the clay in a co!fin had not ••.
shed its sex," L\b, who could slap her daughter's mouth and then
stroll down the ,street and make the whittIers forget their knives
and pine wood, Lib, who could torment her husband with accusations of imagined infidelity but who wordlessly forgave him the
April nights he spent with Mrs. Dukes. Lib Conboy is not an easy
person to comprehend, but Miss West sees deeply into her con,"
tradictory character, sees with unde.rstanding and compassion.
And there are other pools of character-Link's and Christie's and
Cate's and Sylvy's-that become transparent to the sand andpeb..
bles at the bottom.
Brightness of phrase and depth .of characterization, these are
qualities that are quickly felt in reading The Witch Diggers,! and
yet there is, I think, a weakness, too, a vagueness of to~ effect. It
is hard to analyze the weakness, and even when one has done so,
he does not feel sure that the diagn~~isis right. But the current of
the Upper Rio Grande flows deep apd clear. h has cut a narrow

-

.

1 Harcourt, Brace and CO., 1951.
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channel through the canyon. The narrative current of The Witch
Diggers, on the other hand, divides and spreads out. Unwisely, it
seems to me, Miss West has adopted a nineteenth-century, panoramic point of view, telling her story through the minds of perhaps a dozen different people, and as a result, the na~tive becomes diffused. It spreads out and becomes a little murky, like the
river after it leaves Santa Fe. For many years the trend in novel
writing has been toward a narrow, spotlighted point of view that
gives an intense effect, but Miss West chose to gamble on the old
floodlight method with its broad scope, and she lost, I think, not
only her gamble but some of her thematic unity as well. Nevertheless, The Witch Diggers is ai powerful novetthat will add lustre
to the already distinguished reputation of Jessamyn West.
Good reading, too, in the shadow of the mountains, wereWa,,ren Beck's The Far Whistle and Other Stories 2 and his novel, Into t
Thin Air.1S For more than a decade, Warren Beck has been writing fine stories, and every year he seems to be a better writer than
he was the year before. The Far Whistle is a collection of excellent
stories, fresh, subtle, and real, constructed with Mr. Beck's usual
technical skill. The title story is one of the best in the volume, a
compassionate account of an old man who had always wanted to
be a trainman and who came to a happy victory as the engineer of
a toy train at an amusement park. "The Edge of Doom," though
selected for The Best American Short Stories of I9;O, seems a bit
contrived and forced, like the irrigation canal beside the river.
Best of all, to me, is the long closing story, "Detour in the Dark,"
a hard yet gentle father-and-son story with the impact of a novel.
But it is with Into Thin A ir that Warren Beck has arrived at the
richest and most mature prose of his career and also at his most
penetrating characterization. Of that, there can be little doubt.
One might whisper, merely whisper, that the dialogue-opening of

.

li1 Antioch Press. 1951.
3 Alfred A. Knopf. 191;0.
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the n~vel is as old-fashioned as the opening1of an Ibsen drama and
that, .for all their tenderness, 'tl!e thirty consecutive pages of expository dialogue between Mr. kempner and MrS. Johnston are
~nworthy of the great narrative. skill of w.arren Beck; but the
~hisper would be drowned by t:he rich music of the prose and by
the overtones of human frailty andhuman hopefulness.
Mr. Beck is not only an artist with an artist's instinctive insight
into people; he is also a fine craftsman. The point of view of Into
Thin Air isa narrow one, and it cuts a.deep channel. There is no
,murkiness to obscure our vision as we look down into the mind
arid heart of Mr. Kempner, old Mr. Kempner, dying while he
watches workme~,tear down the house across the street, the house
with which he associated the best part of his life. We live with him
and through him. In a "willing suspension" we give up our own
identities and become Mr. Kempner, and there is a strange taste
in our mouths when we come to the end of the moving passage
that tells of Mr. Kempner just before he drifts off into death.

a

Nothing was there now, not even any supposed hiding (or ghost. He
sat on, in the silence of the late afternoon, staring at that disclosed
portion of space returned to the whole expanse of the atmosphere, like
a drop of water fallen back into an ocean. What had been a privacy
utterly filled with human passion was no longer even a place. Now he
saw swallows darting through what had been its confines, and tonight
it would be pierced by the long-traveling light of stars. So at last all
ghosts are displssessed, he thought, and all seaets, however inwardly
kept, are yielded into the encompassing nothingness that waits for
houses 'to fall and for human memories to be d~Persed like dust in
the wind.

Here, it seems to me, is a dignity of prose that not many modem writers have achieved, that Warreil Beck had not achieved
ten years ago. It is a prose that is in tune with the dignity of the
mountains this evening, and of this river, and of ~e big night that
will soon come to both, a prose that is;itself, "pierced by the long. traveling light of stars:'

,
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BOOKS BOUND IN HERITAGE·
under consideration here merge into a general pattern, framed by regional backgrounds and bound
together by aspects of ethical or spiritual import. From a
spatial perspective, the reader may journey to faraway Hippo, dty
of ancient Numbidia, b~t the literary and historical thread, in
four of the books, must be tied at Santa Fe, Nel~ Mexico, c:itller
through the medium of author identification or of content. The
obvious point of departure for book talk, therefore, lies nearest
home.
Dancing Diplomats! by Hank and Dot Kelly, the January Catholic Book of the Month, has been widely and. enthusiastically reviewed in the United States and in Latin Ameriean countries.
The author, son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T. Kelly of Santa Fe,
served as vice-consul in Iquitos, Peru, during World War II. Dot,
the girl whom he met, courted, and married there, has competently edited the book, a record of shared and happy experiences.
Because of the identification of the author with one of the most
representative pioneer New Mexico families, the esteem in which
he was held throughout this state, and his tragic death in 1947
while attempting to shoot. the rapids of the Rio Grande in the
Taos area, readers of this region realized that it would be difficult
to evaluate Hank Kelly»s writing objectively. Many recalled, however, his brilliant record at Harvard where he received the A.B.
degree cum laude, and the fact that concentrated work there on
Latin-American and Spanish history had resulted in an honors
thesis, Franciscan Missions in New Mexico from I740-I760, pl,1blished serially in the New Mexico Historical Review in 1941.
Dancing Diplomats has been currently read here for these significant reasons, but it is also a book that will stand on its own
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literary merits. The gifts of talented 'Writer are quickly discemed in the intimacy of style, selectivity of detail, and artfully
integrated historical and personal incidents. Whether establishing friendly relations in the "CIOQb Social" in Iquitos, or battling
termites in their own home, Hank and Dot Kelly unself~on
sciously emerge as individuals, competent and delightful in every
situation that demanded their immediate attention.
In 1946 Hank Kelly was elected secretary and a member of the
board of directors of Gross, Kelly and Company, pioneer Wholesale grocery firm~ At the time ofhis death he had formulated plans
for writing a history of the' firm, beginning with its inception in
Las Vegas, New Mexico, in the early 1870's, when the town was a
distributing point for a vast temtoryiand supplies were hauled
across it by freight wagons. It is a fascinating subject that deserves
its histqry to be written by one of Hank's brothers (I suggest
Mark). Be this as it may,. Dancing Diplomats symbonz~s, for the
members of Hank Kelly's family and his .countless friends, personal achievement and the finest ideals of? young·manhOod.
It is always exciting for me when reading a modem novel to
·have one of the imPortant characters .leave a metropolitan area
and seek relief from the ucomplexities of life" in New Mexico.
But I notice that authors never transport character creations to
Albuquerque. It is always to Taos or Santa Fe that these fictional
people come. Perhaps authors find so many, uq's" in the name of
our town confusing, or perhaps Taos Mountain or Burro Alley
are better atmospheric settings for "problem solving.~' ·Whatever
the cause, now that Albuqtlerque bas a restored pla~ beautified
with grass, wrought-iron lamps ,and Chi9uahua benches, future
novelists may see possibilities ,in this historic spot for a setting.
Around it flows a triple-layered culture pattem that would furnisha. writer with any action he might have in the offing-ro.....
mance, murder, or spiritual regeneration.
Artist Ransom Gibly, the main'characterin Francis X. Con./'
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nolly's first-rate boo~ Give Beauty Back,s does come to Santa Fe
and finds peace there. In addition to Rame, this story revolves .
around three other characters: Ted Shaw, lifelong friend of the
artist; Grace Snowden, Shaw's wife; and Ruth Berner, a beautiful
and successful career woman. Ruth's failure to understand or to
compromise with the complexities posed by Ranse's heritage (as
sOn of a partly Jewish mother and a Roman Ca~o1ic father) , his
war-experiences, and his idealistic concept of an artist's contribution to life provide the basic conflicts in the novel. These conflicts
also channel the theme, taken from Gerard Manley Hopkins'

poem:
Give beauty back, beauty, beauty, beauty back to God,
beauty's self and beauty's giver.
;--.

The story is skillfully unfolded through a series of flashbacks.
The "backtracking" is done by Ted Shaw, but the author is very
successful in keeping the focus just where he wants it-on Ranse
Gibly. Mr. Connolly's direct characterization is impressive, particularly in regard to Grace Snowden:
Five generations of the good life, Yankee style, supported her vivid,
undramatic gestures. Ted saw it in the way she brisked through their .
bedroom, selected her dress, brushed her thick brown hair, -called to
the children. There was instinctive order in these movements and total immersion in the moment. \Vhen she left this room, readied and
clean, she would be just as competent driving the car. She did what
she was doing. And she was always doing what the moment called for.
Even though the loud-speakers at the performance of the miracle
play at Soledad are a jarring note, and one misses the Fray Angelico Chavez folk authenticity, nevertheless the scene is effectively
done. I liked it-and I liked the book.
The publication of a book by Haniel Long is always a significant event for New Mexico friends and admirers. His reputation,
however, has long since passed beyond the bounds of regionalism.
Interlinear to Cabeza de Vaca recently appeared in a fifth edition
,i

2 E. P. Dutton and Company, 1950.
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with the· core of its appeal noted in a cltanged title, The Power
Within Us. Mr. Long's new book, A Letter to St. Augustine,· is
divided into thre.e parts: "Salutation," "The Letter," and "Hail
and Farewell:' The letter device establishes colloquially an intimacy of contact between the reader and one.ofthegreatest Doctors of the Chun:h. It also permitS flexibility in the author's style
which varies from passages of poetic beauty to aptly integrated
statements of fact such as this:
I know you better than most of my friends.••• Certainly there are
great men whose a~ circumsaibes them so completelythit we lose
interest. It is notth,e case with you. So far are you from ~ing forgotten
that even now eighteen volumes of your warIes, including letters and
sermons, are being published in English.
.

S1. Augustine's universal appeal, due to combined gifts of heart
aJ}.d mind, is recognized in The City of God, his answer to the
pagans who attributed the fall of Rome to the abolition of pagan
worship, and in The Confessions, the praise of a soul that admires
the action of God within itself. From this latter book,. Mr. Long
has selected certain chapters relating to the emotional conflic~ in
the saint's manhood, the influence of his mother Monica upon
him, his conversion to Christianity, and the spiritual results o(
that conversion. Such aspects of The Confessions are then discussed from the point of view ofa modern scholar who finds parallels between the ills and complexities of contemporary society
and those of A.D. 400. The motivating forces of evil in early youth
poignantly analyzed by St. Augustine are thus projected by Mr.
Long: "The element in the theft of the pears which disturbed
you, even if you could not put your finger on it, was your participation in gang psychology. Today, we live in a world in which no
danger equals this:'
Undoubtedly, the Bishop of Hippo, one of the most prolific
geniuses in history, would have alfthe answers ready on the controversial points raised in this le~ter from a "dear frie.nd," but he
I Duell, Sloan and Pearce, Inc., 1950•

\
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couldn't help but be pleased at that friend's recognition of him
as the defender of truth and the shepherd of souls.
Jerome G. Kerwin, chairman of the Charles R. Walgreen
Foundation for the Study of American Institutions, states in the
foreword ofJacques Maritain'sMan and the State,t that Hthe need
for a philosophy that shows democracy to be grounded firmly on
rational principles is apparent:' The reader may decide for himself whether Maritain (leader of the Nco-Thomist group in modem thought, French ambassador to the Holy See 1945-1948, and
teacher for many years at the Institut-Catholique in Paris) , clarifies the fundamental principles of democracy. In discussing the
"Democratic Secular Faith.. he states the following:
A genuine democracy implies a fundamental agreement between
minds and wills on the bases of life in common; it is aware of itself and
of its principles and it must be capable of defending or promoting its
own conception of social and politica1life; it must have within itself
a common human creed, the creed of freedom.
This distinguished philosopher offers, 215 a solution to the
moral ills resulting from the relationship of man to the state, a
redefinition of scholastic philosophy. In analyzing the traditional
Christian philosophical concepts, he reaffirms and re-emphasizes
his belief that "the state is for man, not man for the state:' In
tracing the development of the body politic, as concerns the individual, the community, and the state, he analyzes the relationship
of the church to the body politic. Maritain defines "Natural Law"
as "a participation in Eternal Law" and owing to this "Participa..
tion" concludes that "Natural Law" based upon "reason" must
be the keystone of any perfect society. In Man and the State,
Jacques Maritain, as in all of his other philosophical works, advocates the superiority of moral rights when in conflict with the
so-called "legal rights," but asserts strongly his conviction that the
"individual right" must be morally correct.
Readers interested in a world govemment should find this phi"The University of Chicago Pres!, 1951.
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losopher's explorations of such a political framework extremely
interesting. Step by step, and with .characteristic lucidity, he postulates the results of suchan objectivereality,sincerelyetpressing
the possibility of finding equality and Peace through World Govemment, wherein such body politic is an autonomy, rather than a
sovereignty.
Readers who became interested in Bishop Latour (Archbishop
Lamy) and FatherJoseph (FatherJoseph Mach beu£)., as fictionized by Willa Cather, will be able to find histo ical background
material for these two miSsionary priests in Je, it Beginnings in
New Mexico in z867-z88!J/' by Sister M. Li "ana Owens in collaboration with Reverend Gregory Goni, .J.,and Reverend J •
M. Gonzalez, S.J. This book is also a valuable supplement t~
Soldiers of the Cross (Reverend J. B. Salpointe), from whiell .
Willa Cather obtained her main source material for Death Comes
for the Archbishop. The.main focus of the recent book, however,
is upon the work done by pIoneer Jesuits-Fathers Gaspani, Ferrari, Persone, and Mandalari-names that symbolize missionary
and educational zeal for countless numbers of second-generation
children of pioneer New Mexico families. The narrative is based
upon a diary discovered in the archives of the San Felipe rectory
in· Albuquerque, and by placing this material in a historical
framework the authors have added significance to this important
study.
Scholars working in the Mission era will find an excellent extension of this study in Here They Once Stood,6 a detailed documentary treatment·of the Florida Missions.(1567-1763) covering
the introductory work done by the Jesuits, the establishment of
thirty-four Francisca.nApalachee Missions, and their destruction.
The research done for this .volume nod'only covers a comprehensive and detailed historical perspective but also an archaeological
one. Excavations were macle of-mission sites, such as the. one ten-

.

Ii

6

. I

E1 Paso: Revista Catolica Press. 1950.
Mark F. Bof~' Hale G. Smith and John W. Griffin. University of Florida Press.
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.tatively identified as San Francisco de Oconee.· Readers ~ay
visualize the probable appearance of this site and the buildings
thereon through the medium of architectural designs. One very
important result of such an approach is that comparative studies
can now be made between Florida missions and those of the
Southwest. Here They Once Stood, a University of Florida publicatjon, is a handsome volume. It offers parallels in appearance and
scholarship to the Quivira publications (University of New Mexico Press) under the editorship of George P. Hammond.
Perhaps readers with a more detached approach to regional and
cultural patterns might disagree with me-in the opinion that all
of the above books are significant contributions, either in the
light of research on past ages, or as commentaries on the realities
of our own age.

·1

!

Florence Hall Sender

A DISTINGUISHED MAGAZINE

~
.

po, editor of this excellent Argentine
review that is celebrating its twentieth anniversary-although with somewhat diffident optimism in this A no del
Libertador San Martin .I950"-thoughtfully takes stock of Sur's.
accomplishments in her opening note "Sur: Verano 1930-1931
Verano 1950-1951." Tribute is paid to Waldo Frank who. she says,
pushed her into this exclusively and purely cultural enterprise,
as well as to Eduardo Mallea and othe~s who in the early years
helped her so ably. Established as a magazine for young Argentine
writers. and for the presentation of foreign writers to the Latin
American public, it emphasized that it was above all else a magaleT 0 R IA 0 CA M
l

U

1 Sur.

19JI-19.J1. Ndmeros 192, 193, 194. Octubre-Noviembre-Diciembre de 1950.
Lino XIX. Buenos Aires. Lirgentina. J34 pdginas. 15.00 per year. Single copy 50 cents.
(Available from Brentano·s. 596 Fifth Ave•• New York, N. Y.)
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zine de calidad. Su'ts criterion of caUdad, however, may bequesrioned now and then, but in general its pages are discreet and riCh
in information.
It is this "quality" of its contents that Miss Ocampo promises to
maintain, in spite of rising production costs and increasing publishing difficulties. Her ambition, like. New' Directions' James
Laughlin, whom she quotes, is the ultimate creation of that one
per cent of elite readers up to the level of Henry James. Yet, she
warns us, Sur could disappear without their knowing if they had
achieved their goal arnot: "But then we are patient~ ••• or·have
learned to be." Like Laughlin: she is also exasperated and ~amed
by the slo~ess of their progress, and by the fact that' Frenchspeaking Switier~and with its.·four million inhabitants, for instance, can have eighty thousand members of the Guildedu Livre
reading Kafka and Baudelaire, while among our one hundred
and fifty millions there would be ·at least twenty-five thousand
sucll readers, a percentage Miss Ocampo feels would be equally
true in all the Americas..
Notable indeed is the long list of collaborators that Sur has had
in its first twenty years: Toller, Heidegger, Hesse; Unamuno, Ortega y Gasset, Garda Lora; Camus,. Bernanos, Maritain; Lawrence, Joyce, Shaw; Croce, Santayana, Jung; Faulkner, Thurber·
and Cummings-to name but a few. ·And scores of Latin Am~ri
cans, of course, most ,of whom are, unfortunately, unknown in.
the United States. This, however, is the moment to inquire pro-' testingly into the inexplicable exclusion of Argentin~'s rema~k
able woman poet, A1£onsina Stomi, who did not end her ~wn life
until 1938, when Sur was already eight years old.
Through the years Su'ts extracurricul'ar activities have included the sponsoring of lectures-Nobel prize winner Gabriela Mis- .
tral, Denis ~e Rougemont, and debates, on "The Gandhi Problem" and "MacLeish's Irresponsiblest for instance. During the
Occupation of France Sur took over the publishing of Lettres
Franfaises, edited by Roger Caillois, and also edited and lJ?ar-
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keted a series of books in French, whose profits went to the French
Committee for Relief of War Victims. And finally, there is the
long and varied list ofgood books pu'blished,in Spanish in Buenos
Aires.
Sur Editions, beginning in 1933 with Garda Lorca's strangely
beautiful Romancero gitano, then practically. unknown outside
Spain, have included, besides many Latin American works, D. H.
Lawrence's La virgen y el gitano (1934), Virginia Woolf's Orlando (1937) , Charles de Gaulle's EI ejcrcito del porvenir (1940) ,
Faulkner's Lu% en agosto (1942), Camus' La peste (1948), Orwell's Ensayos criticos (1948) and Cyril Connelly's La tumba
sinsosiego (1949).
In addition to the impressive summing up of $ur's first twenty
years, this special anniversary number has some dozen articles of
broad general interest, among them Waldo Frank's USan Agustin," Jorge Luis Borge's "La personalidad y el Buddha," Amado
Alonso's "EI ideal clcisico de la forma poetica," H. A. Murena's
"Nietzsche y la desuniversalizaci6n del mundo," and Emesto Sabat6's "Sobre'el d~mbe de nuestro tiempo:'
Twenty-one poets are represented in this issue--outstanding
among them the Spanish exiles Jorge Guillen and Rafael Alberti.
The section "Discusi6n" is centered on the United States, with
Victoria ocarripo's "Norteamerica la hermosa,,-uthe beautiful,"
Mary McCarthy's article of the same name, and Martinez ~stra
da's "Norteamerica la hacendosa"-"the diligent:'
The section "Actualidad" has a "Korean ReHexion" by Daniel
Cosio Villegas that is discomfiting, pointing up as it does the growing and irrational animosity toward us, even among Latin
American liberals. Abetted by the communists, this attitude can
do irreparable harm to us all, he insists.
Other features include a "Relato Secreto"-Pierre Drieu Rochelle's thoughts on suicide, short stories, literary anecdotes (Shaw,
of course) , art notes, criticism of Gide's dramatization of Kafka's
Trial, and two plays by Giraudoux, as well as some fifteen book
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reviews-of, among others, Thomas Merton's La montana de los
siete clrculos" Henry James' EI sitio de Londres" George Orwell's
Mil novecientos ochenta 'J cuatro" Cesar Vallejo's Poesias completas" and Lavoisier's Memorias sobre el oxigenQ"el calOrico 'J la
respiraciOn" allrecently publish~in Buenos Aires.
'
Congratulating Sur on its twentieth birthday we can only express the hope that the "patience" of its editors will endure, and
that iIi the next twenty years it will continue making available to
Latin Anlerican readers so much of the best of European and
American thought and literature, ever aware, as Camus stated in
earlier pages of SurJthat "the artist is freedom's witness," that it
is the artist who "is on the side of life, not death" a~d who isUby
vocation condemned to understand even the enemy ••. who feels
that it is better to be wrong without killing anyone than to be
tight amidst silence and corpses" and who will go on proving that.
;While "revolutions may be won by violence, they can on~y be
maintained by dialogue:'

L

Bainbridge -Bunting

A HANDY GUIDE AND MORE

m

of Trent Sanford's The Architecture of the
, .Southwest: Indian" Spanish" American 1 is somewhat nUs. leading. It is, in reality, a traveler's handbook which would
better be entitled UA Guide to the Early ArChiteCture of the
Southwest:' As such it would announce itself directly as a useful
traveling companion with exPlicit-information on highway num- .
hers and road conditions~ an aid in locatingout-of-the-:way buildings which might otherwise be missed. For the visitor interested
in relating the architectural development
of the region to· its
,
B TITLE

1 W. W.Nortonand Company. Inc.. 1950.
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history and changing cultural pattern, Mr. Sanford's book performs a useful service. He includes, for exam~ple, a fairly full
account of the Spanish explorations in the region which is now
within the limits of the United States, and he constantly tries to
assist the reader to repopulate the existing structures and ruins
with the people who built and early inhabited them.
Although the title implies that the book deals with the three
civilizations which have flourished here, the emphasis is on the
architecture of the Spanish. Indian building is considered concisely but the discussion of the American builders is a rather hit
or miss ~ffair. There is, for example, scarcely· mention of twentieth century architecture beyond the revivals of the Spanish style
in California in the mid-twenties and the current Spanish-Pueblo
revival in New Mexico. The Territorial style is dismissed as degenerate Spanish colonial rather than recognized as a charming
though 'adulteratc;d version of the Greek Revival. Similarly, the
'author repeats tile popular notion that Albuquerque's 'Huning
Castle is a copy of a German castle rather than identifying it as
a belated edition of the Italian villa style which flourished along
the eastern seaboard in the 1840'S. Beyond Santa Fe's Cathedral,
the author does not mention the strong French current introduced into New Mexico with the coming of French-born Bishop
Lamy, an influence which was responsible for such unfortunate
remodeling of various Rio Grande churches as the "cardboard
gothic" bell towers added to San Felipe in Albuquerque.
The buildings of the Spanish colonials separate themselves
logically into four chronological and geographical divisions: New
Mexico, Texas, Arizona and California. A meager architectural
analysis of these ~onuments hardly gets beyond description and
the author's passion for dimensions, and, although this may be
sufficient for a popular book, it is disappointing not to find some
account of how the decorative and structural forms of Mexico and
Spain were modified by the material and cultural environment of
these outlying regions which we now call the Southwest. If the
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author felt such technical considerations exceeded the scope of
his book, it is regrettable that he did not pause to refer the reader
to sources.
Despite these shortcomings the book succeeds in introduc·
ing the visitor-to the history and architecture of the Southwest.
George Kubler's standard reference, The Religious Architecture
of NewMexico~although a splendid sociological as well as archi·
tectural study, will overwhelm by its detail the reader not alt:ea~y
conversant with the subject. Rexford Newcomb's The Span'ish
Colonial Architecture of the United States is profusely illus·
trated, but it does little more than catalogue architectural fea·
tures and record building dates. Mr. Sanford's style i5 enlivening;
he tells a story well and humorously., although sometimes this lat·
ter quality becomes mere flippancy. The volume has many good
photographs which illustrate almost every major building men·
tioned ill the text. An appendix includes a chronological sum·
mary of southwestern history as well as fOUf annotated lists of
pueblos and missions of the r~gion.
In short, Mr. Sanford's book is ideal for the cross<ountry trav·
'eler or inhabitant of the region who is interested in e?,ploring
the architectural monuments of the Southwest. In addition to be·'
ing a handy guide, well organized and illustrated, it i's perhaps the
best popular introduction to the colonjalarchite~ture of _the
, ' ,
Southwest yetto appear.

\
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'=

A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST, XXXVIII

T

a service of the University of New Mexico's Researdl Bureau on Latin America and Cultural Relations
in the Southwest, the Smool of Inter-American Affairs, the Department of Sociology, 'and the New Mexico Quarterly, attempts to list,
with sum thoroughness as time and resources permit, current materials dealing with the Southwest. The Southwest, as here defined,
includes all of New Mexico, Arizona and Texas, and parts of Utah,
Oklahoma, Colorado, Nevada and California.
In order to conserve space, items from periodicals that are indexed
in the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, the Education Index
and the Industrial Arts Index have been eliminated.
'
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which were pUblishe~
or came to our attention between Marm I and May 81.
Ill S BIB L 10 G RAP II Y,

,.

BOOKS
ANDF.MON, A. J. 0., editor. Morleyana.
Santa Fe, Musem of New Mexico and
School of American Research, 1950,
$10.00. Tributes to, Impresslonl of, lind
reminiscences Involving Sylwnul G.
Morley.
ANMI8ON, LYNN F. Te"QI property
taxes, 19"9. AUltin, University of Texal.
Institute of Public ARain, 1950. , •.00.
BABD, C. M. Election procedure lor
municipal official, In Te"QI. Austin,

Univcnlty of Texas. Institute of Public
ARalrs, 1951, $1,00.

Some Ie" bell",s and
practices In a Navallo community, wltll
comparative material Irom otlier Nava110 are4f. Harvard University. Peabody
BAILEY, FLORA L.

Museum of American Archaeology and
Ethnology. Papers, \,.4°, No.•, Cam·
bridge, Mass., 191;0, $5.00.
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CASTANEDA, CARun E. Our Catholic herl·
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dam. AUldn, Von BoeckmannJonet Co., Charlet Na.hl Ind foreword by Joacph
·A. Sullivan. Oakland, CaI.,Blo Bookl,
19.'iO, $5.00.
195°,$15.00.
.
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Pr-cs., 1951, $6.00.
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1951, $ao7ti·
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1951, $1.5°.
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EMOItY, W. ·H. Lieutenant Emory Re·
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buquerque, University of New Mexico
Prcss, 1951, $4.50'
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well, Idaho, The Caxton Printen, 19lio,
$5.00•
'

LAUItlTZEN, JONItEUl. Th~ rose and the
flame. New York, Doubleday. 1951,$a.50.
LEONARD, WAIW:N H. AND ROBERT S.
WHItNEY. Field crops In Colorado. Min·

EsTJOAWBA, JOSE FELIX. Epic 0/ th,
Chaco (I,") memoirl o/the Chtzto War,

neapoliJ,Burgeu PubUahing Co.,· 1950.
$4.00•
.
. '
looK, AL. In m)' bach ,ard. Denver.
Univer.itY:-Qf Denver Preu, 1951, $4-00.

19JfN9J', edited and. annotated by

MAltTlN, DoUGI.As

Pablo Max Yn.fran. Austin. University
of Texas. Institute of Public Affain.
1950, gratis. (Latin American Studies,
8)

.

Florentine Codex (general history 0/
th, tlllugsof New Spain) by Fray Ber·
.nardino de Sahagun. Book I. The gods.

Translated by Arthur J. O. Andenon
and Charles E. Dibble. Santa Fe. School
of American Research and Unlvenity of
Utah. 1950, $4.00. (School of American
R~arc:h. Monograph., No. 14. Pt••)

Drearm 0/ empire:
the "ory 0/ Stephen Fuller Amlin and
hi' colony In Te:Cal. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1951• $1.75.
GOODWYN, 'ItANK. LI/e on the Kin,
Ranch. New York, CroweJl, 1951, $5.00.
HULIUItD, DAVID. Thl. happened In Pala·
dena. New York, Macmlllan, 1951,$1.5°'
INLEI, ANNE ROLLU. Our mountain
herltag~, Silverado and Rob~r' Lou/.
GLAIICOCK, SAWE.

D. Tombltone's Epl.
taph. Albuquel'que, Univenity of New
Mexico Press, 1950, $4.50'
MAItTlN, P. S.AND RINALDO, J. B. Site, 0/
the ruertJe phase, Pine Lawn Yalley,
western New Mexico. Chicago, Chicago

Natural HistoryjMuseum, 1950, $a.oo•
OWEN', M. LILLIANA,/esult beginnings
in New Medeo, 1867'188:1•. El Paso,
Texas, Revista CatolicaPrell, 1950,
$1.00. aesuit Studies-50uthwest, 1)
PAltKHILL, FOUES. The wildest 01 tile
welt. New York, Holt, 1951, $a.50.
&AlL, JUAN BAVDITA, The New Me"lcan

alabado, with "anscrlptlon of mmlcby
Eleanor Hague. Stanford, Cal., Stanford
UnlvenltyPrCN, 1951, $1.50. (PUblica·
tlonl, Unlvenlty series, Lallguage and
Lltericure, V.9, No. s)
REID, EItlK K. AND DALE S.

KING, edlton.

For the dean, euQ)"In antlJrojJology In

I'onoro/ Byron Cummlngl. Sanla Fer

Stanford, CII., Seanford Unit
venity Prea, 19150, $a.50.

Hohokam MUfCum. AlIOCiatJonand· the
Southwntern Monumc:ntl AuociaUon,
1950, $0.00.
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SCIIM!DDlNO, JOIEI'U.
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Printerl, 1951, $5.00.
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tions in the Republic of Texas. San Antonio, Texas, Naylor Co., 1951, $1.75.
SoNNIClISEN, C. L. I'll die before I'll TUn:
the story of the great feuds of Texas.
New York, Harper, 1951. $3.50'
STEPHENS, I. K. Tile IIermit philosopher
of Liendo. Dallas, Southern Methodist
Univenity Pres5, 1951, $5.00.
TlIOMAS, ROBERT W., JR. JVor~man's
compensation in New Mexico, a comparative analysis. Albuquerque. University of New Mexico. Department of Economics, 1950. $2.00.
TURNER, KAnlAlUNE C. Red men calling

on the great white faUler. Norman. University of Oklahoma Press. 1951, $3.75.
WATEJl5, LAWUNCE LEsLIE. Steel trails to
Santa Fe. Lawrence, Univenity of Kansas Press. 1950, $4.00. San~ Fe Railway.
WINSLOW, EDITH BiAa. In those days,
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Antonio. Naylor Co., 1950, $3.00.
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ADAMS, RtCllAJID N. "Half house: a pithouse in Chaco Canyon, New Mexico."
Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and
Letters. Papers, 35: 175-195, 1949.
"Archaeological camp schedule expands
to three expeditions." EI Palacio, 58:
148'149, May 1951.
AJUuNG1'ON, JOHN B. "Stirring days of
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BARKER, GEORGE C. "Birthday party for
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CROPLEY, GEORGE I. "Impressions of the
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May-June 1951.
DI PESO, CHARLES C. "Preliminary report
of, a Babocomari Indian village." Ti,e
Kiva,,14: 10-14, combined issues, 194849·
DITrEIlT, A. Eo AND R. J. RUPPE, JR. "The
archaeology of cebolleta Mesa: a preliminary report:' EI Palacio, 58: 116-119.
April 1951.
EULER, ROBERT C: "Anthropology, economics and the Navaho:' Plateau, 13:
58.60, April 1951.
GRAHAM, GLADYS M. "Ancient man in
Hidden Valley, California:' Master1r.ey,
25: 79.82. May-June 1951•
HmBEN, FRANK C. "Murder in the Gallina Country:' Southwest Review, S6:
go-g6, Spring 1951,,~
HOWARD, HILDEGA1tDE. "Chester Stock:'
Lo! Angeles County Museum. Quarterly,8: 15-18, Spring 1951.
KIDDER, ALFRED V. "Pecos Pueblo:' £1
Palacio, 58: 8a-8o, March 1951.
LoWIE, ROBERT H. "Some aspects of politicalorganization among the American
aborigines:' Royal Anthropological Institute. Journal, 78, Pt. I-II: 11-24, 1948.
PRENTICE, ROYAL A. "Pictograph story of
Koiiate," EI Palacio, 58: 91-06, March
195 1•
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"Pueblo, Navaho census shows population increase," £1 Palacio, 58: 150'151,
May 1951.
REED, WILLIAM G. "The literature of
plants and early man in the Southwest,"
£1 Palacio, 58: 107-115, Apri11951.
ROBB, J. D. "The sources of a New Mexico folkJong," New Mexico Folklore Record, 5: 9- 16• 195°'51 •
SCUROEDEIl, AUEIlT H. "A new ball court
site in the Verde Valley," Plateau, 15:
61-6S, April 1951.
TnOMPSON. LAURA. "PersonaUtyand
government, findings and recommendations of the Indian Administration research," American lndigena, u: 147-179,
Aprill 95I.
"University of Ariwna acquires Gila
Pueblo," £1 Palacio, 68: 150'151, April
195 1•
WAU.ACE, WILLIAM, J. "Hupa Indian
dogs," Masterkey, 15:. 8S·87, May·June
1951•
WAu.RlCII, \VILLIAM,' "The legend of
white Indians in the San Luis Valley."
Soutilwestern Lore. 16: 56-60, March
195 1•
WOODWARD. ARTlIUR. "The evolution of
the cowboy's chaps," Los Angeles Coun·
ty Museum. Quarterly, 8: S-u, Spring
195 1•
WYMAN. LELAND C. AND STUART K. HAR-

The etllnobotany of the Kayento
Navaho; an analysis of tile John. and
Louisa Wetllerill ethnobotanical collection. New Mexico. University. Publications in Biology, 5. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1951.

RIS,

ARTS AND LITERATURE
BoYD, E. "New Mexican bultos with hollow skirts: how they were made," El
Palacio, 58: 145-148, May 1951•
CLAPP, MAllY BRENNAN. "Poet as chameleon," New Mexico Quarterly. 21: l~
111, Spring 1951. Review of Signature
of the sun, by Mabel Major and T. M.
Pearce.
CIlOUCH, KENNETH E. "Notes on the state
song of Texas." SouthwestemHistorical Quarterly, 54: 476-477, April 1951•
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Interior." Reclamation E,.a" 57: 85, May
1951, Richard D. Searles,
SClIEVlLL, MARGARET E. "Dr. Washing.
ton Mathews:' The Kiva, 14:1.6, com·
bined issues 1948'40-.
"Spencer L. Rogers," El Palacio, 58: 114115, April 1951.
STOCKER, JOSEPH. "Tom Segundo, Chief
of the Papag05:' Ariwna Highways, 17:
12-15, 26'27, April 1951.
"Sun Trails' man of the month, Joe G.
Heaston:' Sun Trails and Fly and Shell,
4: 1'5, June 195 1•
'WHlTl'LESEY" DERWENT. '·Kirk Bryan,
1888'1950:' A.s.sodation of American
Geographers. Annals, 41: 88'94, March
195 1 •
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CURTIS" BIW\N. "Yield of hatchery trout
in California lakes." California Fish and
Gam~, 57: 197'115, April 195 1•
DoWLING, HEltNDON G. "A taxonomic
study of the ratsnakes, genus Elaphe
Fitzinger. I. The status of the name
Scotophis laetus Baird and Girard
(1855) ." Copeia, 1951: 39-44, March 11,
1951. In Oklahoma and Texas.
EDMVN~, LAFE R. "A check list of the
ticks of Utah:' Pan'Padfic Entomologist,
17: 15'16, Jan. 195 1•
FITCH, JOliN E. "Studies and notes on
some California marine mhes:' California Fish and Game, 57: Ill-110, April
195 1•
FRAsER, J. C. AND A. F. POLLITT. "The
introduction of Kokanee red salmon
(Oncorhynchus Nerka Kennerlyi) into
Lake Tahoe, California and Nevada,"
Califomia Fish and Game, 57: 115-117,
April 1951.
FIUCII:, KENNETIl E. "Liriomyza Langel,
a new species of leaf miner of economic
importance in California:' Pan·Pacific
Entomologist" 17: 81·88, April 1951.
GLASS, BltYAN AND NOItMAN HAltTWEG.
"Kinostemon murrayi, a new muskturtle of the hirtipes group from Texaa:'
Copeia, 1951: 5°'51, March 11, 1951.
HAItPElt, HAROLD T. AND OTIIERS. "Effects
of hunting pressure and game farm
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Itocklng on pheasant population In the
Sacramento Valley, 1946-1949," Calllornla Fish and Game" 57:. 141-176,
April 1951. .
HARRY" ROBERT R. "The emblj'onic and
early larval lUges of the Till Chub
Siphateles Bicolor (Girard) from Eagle
Lake, California." California 'Fish and
Game" 57: 119-151 , April 1951.
HARTMANN, H. T. "Time of floral differentiation of the olive In California."
Botanical Ga%ette" lll: 515-517, March :..
\
195 1•
HUBBS" EARL L "Food habits of feral
house cats In the Sacramento Valley.'"
California Fish and. Game" 57: 177-ISg,
April 1951.
JACltSON" A. S. The bobwhite quail In
relation to land management In the
Western Cross Timbers. Texas Game,
Fish and Oyster Commislion, F A Report Series, 7, Feb. 1951.
JAEGElt, EDMUND C. "Desert ironwood:'
Pacific Discovery, 4: 18-11, March-April
195 1•
MARTIN, LLoYD M. "Spectrum on wings."
Ari:ona Highways, 17: 4-ll, April 1951.
Butterflies.
M!cIIENElt, CHAltLES D. "Records and descriptions of Megachilid ~ from
Texas." Pan-Pacific Entomologist, 17:
61"71, April 1951.
MILLEJt,LoVE. "A Miocene petrel from
California:' The Condor" 55: 78.80,
March 1951.
OWNBEY, MARION. "The genus Alllum in
Texas:' State College of Washington.
Research Studies" 18: 181-111, Dec. 1950.
REED" CIIAJU.E5 A. "Larval Amb)'Stomid
salamanders from southern Arizona and
Sonora:' Natural History l'rfiscdlanea"
79: 1-4, Feb. II, 1951•
REEs, DoN M. AND LEWIS T. NIELSEN.
"Four . new moaquito records from
Utah:' Pan-Pacific Entomologist" 27: nIl, Jan. 1951.
SINGLETON, J. R. "Production and utilizatlon of waterfowl. food plants on the
east Texas gulf coast." Journal of Wildlife l'rfanagement" 15~ 46'56, Jan. 1951.
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WALKO, EUQ:N!: A•. Wild turlEey ,tudit, KELLY, WIWAM H. "Colorado River
in the divide area of tht Edwardl Pia- irrigation:' The Kiva, 14: 6-7. combined
teau, TexatGam'c, . Fish and Oy.ter iuUCS,lM8-49.'
Commiuion, F A report. aeries 6, Feb. MUENSCH,jOYCEROCKWOOD. "Drill crew
1951•
in Marble Gorgc.'·Desert Magazine, 14:
WEILEJ., JOHN E. "Miscellaneous notcs "'7, May 1951. Colorado River dam.
on the eggs and young of Texan and OSBOIlN, BEN. "Bomb .helters for the
Mexican reptiles." Zoologica, 36: 37'48, land:' Soil Conseniation,16: 195-197.
Plates I·VO, April 10, 195 1•
Ill, April 1951. Soil eroaion.tudics in
WiGGINS, IRA. .L. "An additional .peet- Texas.
men of Pinus Pieperl Dod. from Ven- "The rainmakers, will the arid Southtura County. California:', American west become a garden by their work?"
Journal of Botany, 38: 111'"15, ~farc:h . Sun Tf'ails and Fly and Shell, 4: 18~19,
195 1•
II II, May 1951.
WILSON, R~BERT C. "T~e M:~. Yellow- RAsMUSSEN, WADEN W. "Drainage
. fin, a? addltio!' t~ Ca!,ifom!a I m~ne problems follow irrigation:' 1arm and
fisheries investigations. California ish Home Science II: 14-17 March 1951,
and Game" 57: 155-159, April 1951.
.,
,,'
,.
WIRTH, WILW W. "A new mountain REIcR, WlLUAM. ~tt~n" unlimited,
midge from California," Pan'Pacific En- but what of th~ water limit?, . The Land,
tomologUt, 17: 49'57, April 1951•.
10: 49'55, Sprmg 195 1• California. .
WoODBUl.Y, ANGUS M. "Symposium. a TH~P, '~N ~f. AND C.uu. B. BItO~ •
•nake den in Toole County. Utah,'· Se!,lme~tatlon !nSan Carlol !leservolr,
Herpetologica,7: I-51. March 17. 1951• GIl? River,. AfI%ona. U.S. Soil Conser.
.
vatlon Service, SCS· TP-gl, Feb. 1951•.
CONSERVATION AND
RECLAMATION
U. S. Forest service. ~ation?' forest
d····
facts,
Southwestern sect,on, 4'fnzona lind
"P
d
BENNETT, H UGH H . ress an ra!o JOID New Mexico
1951• (M-SI15)
forces in support of contest." SOil Con.. ' . .
.
servatjon, 16: 19B, 110. April 1951• Con- . U',S: Soil Conaerva,tlon Sen:lce: Deteraervation in Colorado.
mlnang waterrequlre'?lents an .,rriga!ed
CANFIELD, R. H. Sampling f'anges by the areas from climatolOgical and IrrigatIon
line intercepUon method, plant cover, data. SCS· TP-g6, Aug. 1950· .
composition, density, degree of foust U.S. Southwestern Forest and Range
we. U.S. Southwestern Forest and Experiment Station. Annual report,
Range Experiment Station. Report 4. calendar year. 1950. Washington, 1951•
"The water question, a symposium of
Sept. 1950.
CRoou.. D. M. "The castor bean out- opinion on Recommendations of Policy
look." Reclamation Era, 37: .7, March recently made to the president by hi.
1951.
Water R.esources Commiuion," The'
DoMINGO, W. E....CUtor beans for Peace Land, 10: 5.1 5, 100-1°4. Spring 1!15 1•
or war:' Reclamation Era.. 57: 45-<46.. 50, WILKINSON.. GAU'(w) L. "The Canadian
River project." Reclamation Era.. 37: 48March 1951•
Flaw Of the Rio Grande and tributllry 50. March 1951.
contributions, from San Marcial, New
EDUCATION
Mexico to the Gulf of Mexico. U. S. International Boundary and Water Com- . BA:nu, W. J. "A oonciae history of the
mission. United Statcs and Mexioo. Univcnity of Texas, 1885-1950," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 54: 591Water Bulletin. 19. 1949.
HOUSTON, CLYDE Eo "'Vater report. out· <411. April 1951. '
look for 1951 water supply of the wesL..• JONES, R1JTB BUSR. "A family affair,
Reclamation ErG, 57: 101-1°5. May 1951. Southwestern students send relatives to
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conservation course." New Mexico
School Review, 80: II, May 1951.
"Research facilities of Colorado School
of Mines Research Foundation." The
Mines Magazine, 41: 15'16, 20, 40041,
Feb. 1951.
RlEBsoMElt. J. L AND A. A. WELLCL
"Teach the teachers first:' New Mexico
School Review. 50: 8-g, May 1951.
flNANCEANDINDUSTRY
BAUOU. F. H., JR. "Limestone in the
California beet sugar industry:' Cali-

fornia Journal of Mines and Geology.
47: 9- 16, Jan. 195 1•

BRUCKAllT. RICHARD F. AND WlU.IAM J.
CRUM. Survey of productivity in four
southern states. Texas Engineering Experiment Station. Research Report 24,
March 1951.
BURTCHETI. FLoYD F. Metropolitan
Waco: a study in business and economic development. Baylor Bulletin, v.
54. No. 10. March 195 1•
CARMICHAEL; F .L "Real estate trends in
Denver through September 1950." University of Denver Reports. 27: 1"7. tables,
March 1951.
CELLA. FRANCIS R. "Census trends in
Oklahoma, 1940-1950." Oklahoma Business Review. 17: 1-3. April 1951.
DUNLAP. H. F. AND R. R. HAWTIIORNE.
"The calculation of water resistivities
from chemical analyses:' Journal of
Petroleum Technology. 3: 17, March
195 1•
"Engineering developments in local
sections." Journal of Petroleum Tech·
nology. 8: Section I, 19-211. April 1951.
EVANS. ROBERT K. "Business uses of life
insurance." New Mexico Business. 4: 116, March 1951.
"Factors affecting the meat industry:'

Federal Reseroe Bank of Kansas City.
Monthly Review. 36: 1'5, March 31,
195 1•

HORNER. WIUlAM L. "A petroleum engineering progres!l report on the Scurry
Field." Journal of Petroleum Technology.lI: Section I, 17-18; Section 2,2, April
1951. Scurry County, Texas.
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PORTERFIELD
HOWARD. K. C. "The development and
operation of LPG storage cavities in
salt strata." Journal of Petroleum Tech·
nology.5: Section I, 10-11; Section 2, 5,
March 1951. Liquefied petroleum gcues
in west Texas.
MooRE. CAJtL H. "The defense program
-what does it mean to agricultural pro- ,-.--duction in the Southwest?" Federal Re-

seroe Bank of Dallas. Monthly Busin(ss
Review. 56: 29'55, March I, 1951.
'
NEHEJt. LEsuE I. "Origin and occurrence
of pumice in New Mexico." New Mexico
Professional Engineer and Contractor. 5:
7'9. March 195 1•
New Mexico Society of Professional Engineers. "Financial report of 1950." New
Mexico Professional Engineer and Contractor. 5: 5-5. March 195 1•
PEACH. W. N. "County income in Oklahoma in 1949." 01tlahoma Business Review. 17: 1-5, Feb. 1951.
PEACH W. N. "The measurement of
county income in Oklahoma." Southwestern Social Science Quarterly. 51:
267'274, March 1951.
PRrrCHETT. W. M. "Fann income prospects in the Southwest under the defense
program:' Federal Reseroe Bank of
Dallas. Monthly Business Review. 86:
45-51, April I, 1951.
Retail sales in New Mexico counties.
1948. 1949 and 1950. New Mexico. University. Bureau of Business Research.
Infonnation series 15, April 1951.
"Review of business, industrial, agricultural and financial." Federal Reseroe
Bank of Dallas. Monthly Business Review. 86: 86-45, March I, 1951.
"Review of New Mexico business in
1950:' New Mexico Business. 4: 8- 12,
Feb. 1951.
SoRRELL. VERNON G. "The New Mexico
bulk sales law:' New Mexico Business.
4: 2, 16, Feb. 1951.
THOIlNTON. DAN. "Colorado's revitalized
interest in oil:' Independent Petroleum
Association of America. Monthly. 22:
Ill-IS, May 1951.
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GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES

GOVEllNMEN'!"

CAu..uIAN, JOSEPH T. "The geology of
the Glen Canyon group along the' echo
cliffs. Arizona." Plateau, 25: 49-57. April
195 1 •
,
FAUL, Hv."JlY AND WAYNE A. ROBEllTS.
"New fossil footprints from the Navajo?
sandstone of Colorado." Journal of
Paleontology, 25: 266'274. May 1951. •

CLAIut, ROBEltT EMMET. "The law of
community property in New Mexico."
New Mexico Quarterly, ~n: S-18, Spring
195 1•

GUTENBEJlG. B. "Travel times from
blasts in southern California:' Seismolo·
gical Society of America. Bulletin, 41:
S-12. Jan. 195 1•
HUTrON. C. OsBoRNE. "Allanite from
Yosemite National Park. Tuolumne
County. California." American Mineralogist, 36: 233-247. March-April 1951.
MENZIES, ROBERT JAMES. "Pleistocene
brachyura from the LoS Angeles area:
Cancridae," Journal of Paleontology, 25:
165-17°. March 1951.
NAHIN, P. G. AND OmEBS. "Mineralogical studies of California oil-bearing formations. L Identification of cla)'S."
Journal of Petroleum Technology. 192:
151-158. May 1951.
NOIlMAN, L. A. AND RICHAltD M. STEWART. "Mines and mineral resources of
Inyo County:' California Journal of
Mines and Geology. 47: 17-225. Jan.
1951•

PAJUtS. JAMES M. "Corals from the Brazer formation (Mississippian) of northern Utah:' Journal of Paleontology. 25:
171-186. March 1951.
PECIt. RAVMONDE. "Nonmarine Ostracods-the subfamily Cyprideinae in the
Rocky Mountain area:' Journal of Paleontology, 25: 307-320, May 1951.

SmWEU., RAYMOND

AND

G. FRED£RICIt

W AltN. "Pennsylvanian sedimentation in
northeastern Socorro County. New Mexico:' Journal of Sedimentary Petrology,
21: 3-u. March 1951.

STRIMPLE, HA1UlELL L "Pennsylvania
crinoids from Lake Bridgeport, Texas:'
Journal of Paleontology, 25: 200-207.
March 1951.
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GREENFIELD, MA!lCARET. Effect of social
securit)', 'amendments in California.
California. University. Bureau of Pub·
lic Administration. 1951 Legislative
Problems 6. Apri11951_
HAtuus, JOSEPH P., editor. uThe1950
elections in the west:' Western Political
Quarterly, 4: 67~. March 1951•
HOUGHTON, N. D. "Problems in public
poweradministration-some Arizona
implications:' Western Political QuarterlY,4: 116-129. March 1951•
"Nevada approves city manager plano"
National Municipal Review, 40: 268.
May 1951.
"141' California cities levy sales tax:'
National Municipal Review, 40: 27°-271•
. May 1951.
ROOT, LINDSAY F. "Testing New Mex;
ico's state drivers:' State Government,"
24= 142. May 1951•

HISTORY
"Cochise-greatest of
the Apaches:' Arizona Quarterly, 7: 5=
12. Spring 1951.
.
BJORK, Qwu.Es ELMER. "Race horses
galore:' Colorado Magtuine, 28: 148-152.
April 1951.
BoIu.AND, LoIS. "The sale of the San·
Juan:' Colorado Magtuine, 28: 107-127.
Apri11 95 1•
BUIlGESS, SHEltWOOD D. "The forgotten
Redwoods of the East Bay:' California
Historical Society. Quarterly, 30: 1-4.
March 1951.
.
DAVIDSON, LEVETl"E J. "The unpUblished
manuscripts of Andy Adams." Colorado
Magtuine. 28: 97-107. April 1951.
DENISON, AuCE. "Pioneering near Steamboat Springs. 1885-1886:' Colorado
Af.agtuine, 28: 81"94. April 1951.
DoBIE, J. FRANE. "The Comanches and
their heroes:' Southwest Review, 36: 99105. Spring 1951. •
'
AKNOLD, ELuOTT.

·1
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DooLlTILE, J. R. "Letter to Mrs. L. F. S.
Foster, March 7, 1881, edited by Clarissa
Fuller:' New Mexico Historical Review,
26: 148-158, April 1951.
HINDMAN, FLINT. "Trees of a city:' His-

torical Society of Southern California.
Quarterly,!J2: 326-828. Dec. 1950.

NEWMARK, MARCO. "The Workman family in Los Angeles." Historical Society of
Southern California. Quarterly, 32: 316.
325, Dec. 1950.
"Notes and documents (on the capture
of New Mexico by General Stephen W.

Kearney) :' New Mexico Historical Re·

Historical Society of New Mexico. "Con- view, 26: 68-82. jan. 1951.
stitution of the Historical Society of PETERS. DoNALD W. "The Rio Grande
New Me.xico, as amended Nov. 25, 1941." boundary dispute in American diplomaNeW Mexico Historical Review. 26: 175- cy:' Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
54: 4 12 -429. April 1951.
176, April 1951.
Historical Society of Southern Califor- , PlTI'MAN, AMOS S. "The California and
nia. "President's annual report for the Australian gold rushes 35 seen by' Amos
year 1950." Historical Society of South- S. Pittman, with introduction and notes"
ern California. Quarterly. 32: S29-SS2, by Theressa Gay. California Historical
Society. Quarterly, 30: 15-37, March
Dec. 1950.
195 1.
"History comes to life at the Colorado
State Museum:' Colorado Magazine. 28:
SHAw. ARmt1R MARVIN. "A Tex35
146-148, April 1951.
Ranger company at the Battle of Ar- ~
HoYT. FRAN~YN. "The Los Angeles and kansas PosL" Arkansas Historical QuarterlY, 9: 270 '297, Winter 1950. From the
Independence Railroad:' Historical Sodiary
of William Williston Heartsill.
ciety of Southern California. Quarterly,
32: 293-808. Dec. 1950.
SHEARER, ERNEST C. "The Callahan expe.
HUFF,]. WESLEY. "A Coronado episode." dition. 1855." Southern Historical QuarNew Mexico Historical Review, 26: 119- terlY.54: 4!0045 1• April 1951.
127, April 1951.
SIIOCHAT, GEORGE. "The Casa Adobe de
San Rafael (the Sanchez Adobe) in
KNAPP. FRANK A. "Two contemporary
historians: Jose Marfa Iglesi35 and Hu- Glendale, California." Historical Society
•bert Howe BancrofL" Pacific Historical of Southern California. Quarterly, B2:
26g-292, Dec. 1~50.
Review,20: 25-29, Feb. 1951.
McALuSTER, DAN. "Old settlers in Otero WALLACE,EDWARD S. "General john
County:' New Mexico Historical Re- Lapham Bullis, the thunderbolt of the
view,26: 128'186, April 1951.
Texas frontier, I." Southwestern HistoriMcKEE, IRVING. "Artemus.Ward in Cali· cal Quarterly, 54: 452'461. April 1951.
fornia and Nevada, 186!J'1864:' Pacific WALLACE, WILLIAM SWILLING. "ShortHistorical Review, 20: 11'23, Feb. 1951. line staging in New Mexico:' New MexMANN, E. B. "Lincoln County War: the ico Historical Review, 26: 89'100. April
opening shoL" Sun Trails and Fly and
195 1•
Shell, 4: 5,
55, 42, June 1951•
WESTERl\fEIER. CLIFFORD P. "Seventy-five
years of rodeo in Colorado, II. Gaining
MUIR, ANDREW FOREST. "The mystery of
San jacinto." Southwest Review, 36: 77- ground." Colorado Magtl%ine, 28: 12784, Spring 1951.
145, April 1951.
NAFTZGD,.Roy E. "Early California gold WORCESTER, DoNALD Eo "The Navaho
coins." Historical Society of Southern
during the Spanish regime in New MexCalifornia. Quarterly. 32: Sog-31!;' Dec, ico." New Mexico Historical Review, 26:
101.1I~. April 1951.
195°·
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thropological studies) to tree rings or

THE
archaeology, although archaeology
EDITOR'S CORNER and-ethnology do go hand in hand..'
continued from page 260
-------~-----

~ ART I C LE S. ARTURo TORRES-RIosECO, the author of "The
Twenty-Five Year Anniversary of
Don Segundo Sombra," -has been professor of Latin American literature at
the University of California, Berke·
ley, since 1928. He has also had appointments as visiting professor at
universities throughout the country,
and in 1950 taught at the University
of New Mexico. As a result of his
residence in Albu.querque'and of the
interest in Latin American literature
that he found there, the present ar·
ticle was written.
Mr. Torres-Rioseco was born in
Chile, and came to this country in
1918. He studied at the University of
Chile and the University of Minne·
sota, and before g~ing to California
taught at ·Williams, Minnesota, and
Texas. He is the author of about two
dozen books. the first of which (En
el encantamientol a book of poems)
was published in Costa Rica in 1921.
His most recent volume is a Critical
A'!'thology of Ruben Dario.
Since 1929, with the appearance of
an article in the American Anthro·
pologistl FLORENCE HAWLEY ELLIS
has published more ,than fifty monographs and articles. Though many of
them have been concerned with den·
drochronology, the fixing of dates by
the study of ttee rings, Mrs. Ellis
writes that she much prefers "living
Indians (ethnological and social an·
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Mrs. Ellis was born in Mexico, :and
, attended the University of Arizona,
where she also taught. In 1984, the
year that she was awarded her Ph.D.
at Chicago, she joined the f~culty of
the University of New Mexico.
"An 'American' the Hard Way" is
one of the series of essays in the Quar.
terly devoted to an examination of
cultural aspects of the region.
LoRENE PEARSONJ who lives in AI·
buquerquel has been publishing steries and essays since 1928, when "The'
Key to the World" appeared in the
Prairie Schooner. Mrs. Pearson's first
novel, The Haroest Waitsl was issued
in 1941 by ;Bobbs-Merrill. A second
novel, The Earth Is a Woman" has
been scheduled for publication, and
a third novel, Ploughed in the Sea,
is now being written byher.
Mrs. Pearson was born in Colorado. As both her critical writingand
her creative work bear witness, she
has lived in the Rocky Mountain
West during the greater part of her
life.
"'POET SIGNATURE, X.
The pdetry and criticism. of RADCLIFFE SQUIRES has appeared in many
other magazines, among them Ac·
centl Po~tryl Quarterly Review of
Literaturel and Western Review. In .
1940 he published his first volume of
poetry, .comar, and this year his sec·
ond volume, Where the Compass
Spins, has appeared in the Twayne
Library of Modem Poetry. Mr.
Squires studied at Utah, Chicago, and
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Harvard; and he has taught English
at Dartmouth and Harvard. During
the war he was commanding officer of
a minesweeper, and in 1945'1946 he
was editor of the Chicago Review. At
present he is writing a critical work
on Stephen Spender.

liP S TOR I E S.

"Constant Inter·
val," by MARY BAUM~ is the first story
of the author's to be accepted for
publication. Mrs. Baum, who spent
the year 1981-1981 at a girls' pension.
nat in Lausanne, Switzerland, was
graduated from the University of
Michigan in 1986 and took her de·
gree in library science the following
year. She lives in Massachusetts.
JOAN STRONG~ author of "The Big
Sea Wall," has published stories in
Chimera~ Northern Review~ and
American Letters. Her story "The
Hired Man" that appeared in the
latter magazine, was reprinted in
Martha Foley's Best American Short
Stories, I950. Recently Miss Strong
completed a novel while she was attending the \Vriting Center at Stan·
ford University. With her husband,
Werner Warmbrunn, she is co-direc·
tor of the Peninsula School, Menlo
Park, California.

WNMQ· POETRY SELEC
T ION S. .. 'The Case Number: "
writes ISRAEL NEWMAN, "is a case of
dementia praecox. depicted in its
progress from a sense of inferiority,
to bizarre delusions of persecution, to
disorganization of the. mental con·
tent, to auditory hallucinations, to
delusions of grandeur (of being
Christ) and the evolvement of a pe.
culiar cosmic philosophy.!... Wheth"1

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol21/iss3/1

er dementia praecox is a fit subject
for poetry remains to be decided."
Dr. Newman is a staff psychiatrist
of the Augusta (Maine) State Hospi.
tal. He has contributed poetry and
essays to Accent~ the Nation~ Poetry~
and J' ices.
LAWRENCE OLSON~ the contributor
of "Poet Signature, V.. .(Summer,
1950), was educated at the University
of Mississippi and ·at Harvard, and
has taught English at Wisconsin and
Vassar. The Decker Press ..published
a book by him, The Cranes on Dying
River and Other Poems~ in 1947. He
is now employed as a Foreign Service
officer in the Philippines.
BERNICE SLOTE~ a member of the
Department of English at the UIli·
versity of Nebraska, is the author of
the poem "Nude in Tragic Air" in
the Spring number of the Stwanee
Review. Other poems by her appear·
ing this year are in the American
Scholar~ Western Review~ and South·
west Review. A poem, "Of My Returning," was published in the Quarterly, Winter, 1949.

°

~BOOKS AND COM·
MEN T. EDWIN L. PETERSON is
widely known for his courses in the
writing of fiction at the University of
Pittsburgh and for his lectures under
the auspices of the Association of
American Colleges. Some of the most
recent of his many students who have
published are Montgomery Culver,
Lois Henderson, Tere Rios, Martin
Madancy, and Amy Fox. Last sum·
mer Mr. Peterson was a visiting professor at the University of New Mexico.
For twelve years JULIA KELEHER
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contributed the lively d~partmerit ' " HUM AN 'G E 0 G R'A-.
"Los Paisanos" to the Quattedy, and P H Y 0 F THE SOU T Hshe is a frequent reviewer in these WES T. FollowingdoSelythepubpages. 'vlth Elsie Ruth (fuant, she licationof Tu.os: A De Luxe Magawrote The Padre of Isleta (1940), nne of the Ans (noticed in th~
and at present she is working on a columns last summer) appears anseries of one-act plays'based on New other New Mexican periO<ijcal. The
Mexico history and legend.
first number of Landscape: Human
Before becoming a member of the . Geography of the Southwest co.ntaim
faculty at the University of New three articles-as well as a number Qf
Mexico, FLORENCE SENDElt taught at book reviews and miscellaneoU5 deFranklin, Northwestern, ~ and Buck- partments. "Southwest Colonial
nell, and held lectureships at the uni- Fanns" is the subject of A. W. Conversities of Costa Rica and Denver. way's essay; "Desert Harvest," a brief
She received her B.A. from Franklin account of Mesilla Valley, is disCussed
College and her M.A. from North- by G. A. Feather; and "Gbihuahua,
western University. Mrs. Sender has As \Ve Might Have Been" is comidbeen active as a critic, translator, and ered by J. B. Jackson•.
editor. In 1946- she prepared a textMr. Jackson, the editor of Land~
book edition of Cranico del Albo} by scape} announces that the magazine
her husband Ram6n Sender. At pres- will be published three ~es a 'Year
ent she is undertaking a. series of at Santa Fe. A year's subscription is
. studies on women poets '~f Latin $1.50. The Quarterly welcomes LandAmerica.
scape upon its first appearance. and
BAINBRIDGE BUNTING, AssistantPro- recommends it to those who have not
fessor of Art at the University of .. yet made its acquaintance.
New Mexico, has studied at the University of Illinois and at Harvard;
H R EE
CON FERunder the auspices of which he is ENe E S. Sponsored by the COllege ,
now completing a dissertation on of Fine Arts and the Institute of
nineteenth-century American archi- Latin American Studies at the Unitecture. Since coming to New Mexico versity of Texas. a Conference of
he has experimented with adobe con- Latin American Fine Arts wa.s held
struction generally in relation to con- in Austin. Texas, June 14-17, 1951.
temporary design and particularly in Sessions centered upon discussion of
the building oEhis own house. San- the drama, music. and art. Leaders
ford's book. he thinks, points up the of the groups were RodoUo Usigli"
need for a study of nineteenth-cen- Alfredo G6mez de lei. Vega. Theodore
tory architecture in this region.
Apstein. George Kubler. Loren Moz-·
"A Guide to the·Literature of the ley. Gibson ,Danes, Salvador Ley,AlSouthwest" is compiled each quarter bert T_ Luper, CharIes Seeger, and
by GENEVIEVE PORTERFIELD} Refer- Carleton Sprague,smith.
ence Librarian, University of New
Also in June. at the University of
Mexico.
New Mexico campus. the New Mex-
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ico Conference of Social Welfare
held its first statewide meeting. The
them~ of the conference was that of
social and recreational questions confronting New Mexico. An open forum on "Cultural Quilting of New
Mexico" focused upon the tri-cultural pattern in •
Mexico. ItS, princi·
pal speakers well! Vernon L., Boggs,
A. L Campa, and Paul Walter. Jr.
In August the Fifth International
Congress of the Instituto Intema·
cional de Literatura Iberoamericana
met at the University of New Mexico.
Among those speaking on the "Latin
American Novel, Its Past. Present,
and Future" were Oro Alegria. Fer·
nando Alegria. Alceu Amoroso Lima.
Enrique Anderson·lmbert, Jose A
Balseiro, Campo Carpio. Arnold
Chapman. Carlos Garda·Prada, Julio
Jim~nez Rueda, LUitl Mongui6, Federico de Onis, Jose Antonio Portu·
ondo, Alfredo A. Roggiano, David
Vela, and ~enjamin M. Woodbridge.
President of the Institute during the
past year was Albert R. Lopes, and
chairman of the program was Arturo
Torres-Rioseco, whose essay appears
elsewhere in this issue.

r:"

.'

.

'

"'INDIAN AFFAIRS.The
June. 1951. News Letter of the New
Mexico Association on Indian Affairs
is' devoted principally to contracts
between attorneys and Indian'tribes.
tribal delegations to the Commission·
er of Indian Affairs in Washington.
and the sand and gravel leases at San
Ildefonso Pueblo. Margtetta S. Dietrich, the president of the association,
contributed an article on the Navaho
to the Quarterly, 'Vinter. 195001951.

I

_PARTISAN REVIEW.
The directors of the Partisan Review,
one of the le.'iding little magazines in
this country. have recently reorganized 2S the Foundation for Cultural
Projects, Inc. The Foundation seeks
Life Members, Donon, and G(:neral
Contributors in financing the period.
ical, especially to exp~d its size and
to promote its circulation abroad at
reduced rates. Variously praised by
such men as T. S. Eliot ("the best
American literary periodical") and
Joseph Alsop ("the most important
of the serious intellectual publica·
tions in this co~ntry"), the Partisan
Review states a case of wide application to. all honest literary activity
WA L 0 CAL HAN D- when it says: ~' ••• the suppOrt of lit.
BOO K. NeW Mexico: Directory erature in our time ought to be con·
of Towns, Basic Economic Data is sidered a cause in the same ~ that
No. 16 in the "Business Information scientific research, aid to the sick or
Series" published by the Bureau of underprivileged are causes. In AmerBusiness Research of New Mexico. ica. our museums, opera and sym•
The boo~let, which is priced at fifty phonies are now supportedgenerow.
cents. contains a directory of all lye Today, when' human values are
towns in the state and a description threatened all over the world, the
of counties with basic economic data. values of creativity in art and free-'
It has use not only for those with dom in criticism are necessities of the
business interests but for all con·- spirit that justify every effort we can
cemed with the state.
. make to preserve them."
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,.Hats off to three ."."
distinguished writers
.lOB. ~ROWBRAKSOM
AWaftlett the BollingenPrize for
Poetry, 195 Japd the Russell Loines'
A~ard for Poetry of the American
AcademyofAnsand Letters,195.~·.

CORRADRlCBTBa,
Awarded the 1951 Pulitzer Prize
,for his novel, The TO'W1I.

, WALLACB STBVBRS
Awarded in 1951 the National,

Book AWaIj~: for The

Aurot/ls.of

Auttimn ana the Poetry.Society of

America Gold Medal.

..

'Send to ALFRED:..A" ,KNOPF, Publisher .
at 501Madison~venue~ New York 22
for the latest list of Borzoi 'Boob
I,
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